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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three coples 
and for New York one copy of informant's statement captioned, 

"Discussion with Soviet Official, November,,.1961,, Regarding 
Arrest_of Gisyiail in México during Barly 1950's." 

Information appearing in enclosed informant's state-~- | 
ment was furnished on 1/5/62 by CG 5824-S* to SA RICHARD W. 
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DISCUSSION VITH SOVIET OFFICIAL, | 
. MOVEMBER, 1961, REGARDING ARREST 
ee HALL, IN MEXICO DURING EARLY 

5 

In Jate Movender, 1961, & yYepresentative of the. 
Commniat Party, USA (CP, USA), who was then in Moscow, 
Ruseia, had cocasion to meet with Boris HN. Ponomarev, the 
Mwad of the International Department of the Central Con- 
mittee of the Communiat Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
During discussion at this nesting, Penomarey asked the 
question as to what was the opinion of Gua Hall regarding 
his arrest in Mexico during the early 1950's, The attending 
CF, VHA representative responded by noting that 11 had heen 
the opinions of beth Gus Hall and Eugene Deania that Hail 
had been betrayed at that tine by someone in the Communist 
Party of Mexico. -Ponemarey then commented in this regard 
that “this may be right.”. | 
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* y ReBulet dated 1/5/62 referencing CGairtel dated 
12/26/61 concerning the interest of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) in securing services of a U.S. film 
maker to prepare a documentary film on Cuba. 

For the information of the Bureau, CG 5824-S* on 
1/8/62 advised that the matter referred to in CGairtel of 
12/26/61 had not been discussed with GUS HALL to date nor 
had the information been made known to any representative 

Ἢ of the CP, USA. CG 5824-S* contemplates, however, discussing 
ts) this matter during the forthcoming visit of GUS HALL to Chicago 

in mid-January, 1962, if the opportunity presents itself. ωτ 
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Ll ~ Gurley | 
i « Branigan δ 

MAURICE HYMAN HALPERIN d- Aull Νὰ 
INIBRNAL SECURITY = 

This memorandun sets ferth inforraation obtained from | 
CG 5824~S* indicating that Maurice Hyman Halperin, former employee 
of ὅν. 8. Governnent now reaiding in Russia might be interested in 
returning to the % S. Observations and comments with reapect to 
falperin'e poasible return sei Serth. 

CG 5824¢~S*, a highly placed seurce of the Bureau, had 
eceasion to aee Maurioe Hyman Halperin while in Russia in Novenber, 
2962, During the ceurse af discussions between source and Akiperin 
the informant determined that Halperin ie now employed by an . ! 
academy of asecience in Moacow where he werke aa an expert in the field 1 
ef economica and Latin-American affaira. The informant advised that 
Halperin te unhappy; that ke feels he has reached his capactty in 
the δονί σὲ Union and that while he lives quite well, there is every ,. 
indioation that he is a lonesome 4 Srequent Ic 
references te hia fanily including and indicated 
ἐφ the informant that he hed been a victin ef ctrounstances. He 
claimed that he became involved with Alfred ZK. Stern and his wife in 
Mextae because he purchased tioketa for the Sterns ἐὸ leave Mexice 
and that actually this might have been dene by a travel agency. The | 
Sterne are prinetpal subjects in the Mocase and indictments af then 
are abill outatanding in New York. 

Halperin, acceerding to CG 58ad-S*, made numerous expressions 
relating te a destre te return to the % 8. and appeared te be fully 
aegnizant of the fact that he would be called upen te acceunt for Ala 
past activities in connection with the Sterne and also in connection 
with hia involvement in the wartime eaplonage operation of the 
Silvermaster group, details of which have been furnished te the 
Bureau by &lizabeth 7. Bentley. 

The informant told Halperin that if he were serious 
regarding his destre to leave the Soviet Union, he believed that 
Aalperin could come back to the ὥ, 8. bearing in mind that he 
predably would be called upon to anawer certain inquiries rea the 
Gevernnent and possibly face a prieen sentence for any crimea he may 
have oewa ‘ 

‘ τ σὲ ΗΝ ᾿ of 

The above information ie classified “rap θσσεξζε tn view of 
the delicate sourge frem which it was ebtained. 

ᾧ). 100-428092 f5010) : 
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Memorandum Sullivan from Branigan 
Ret MAURICE HYMAN HALPERIN 

Peferral/Consult 

BACKGROUND! 

ReferralfConsult 

Referral/Consult 

OBSERVATIONS: 
| We have a situation here invelving an Anerican citizen 

whe could wideubtedly furniah information that weuld substantiate 
the allegations oy Siitszabeth Bentley regarding wartime espionage 
operattona:of the Seviet intelligence Service in the US. In the 
event Halperin made a fuil disoloaure, té te believed that his 
information together with that furnished by Sentley may well be the 
baste 70» presecution of several menbers of the Silvermaster group 
whe, up te the present time, eteadfastly refused te cooperate with 

7 the ὥ,. 5. Governnent, 

Also, Halperin could very likely furnish information that 5 
would be pertinent to the activities of Alfred Χ, Stern and his wife, | 

~2« 



Memoranda Sullivan from Branigan 
Ret MAURICE HYMAN HALPERIN Referral /Consult 

At the same time we cannot utilize the conversation of the " 
informant CG 5d24-S* in appreachi an use ae 

or data fron " 

SUGGESTED PLAN OF APPROACH 
As haa been noted above, Halperin applied for renewal 

of his pasaport in July, 1960, at which time he gave no indication 
of any intentions to renounce his citizenship. | pasapert was 
renewed as 07 July 25, 1960, in Moscow, USSR. Since there ta πο. 
indieat{on that Halperin hase made any actual move te use hie 
'pasepert for the purpese of returning to the % Se, it ia auggeated 
that we discuss with the State Department the posaldility of : 
reusine contacts of Halperin jor the purpose of deternining whether 
or net he has any plana to return te the % S. In the event Halperin 
replied to an inquiry from State Department along the eane linea — 
Aindteated by the informant, the State Department representative in_ | 

. Meacow could inquire ae te whether Lalperitn was willing ta make a full 
disclosure of his paat activities in the event ef his return to the 
ὃ, 3. and could indicate te Halperin that Halperin's intentions te 
cooperate ceuld be reserred te State Department Headquartera jor 
consideration. ΕΝ 

ΝΕ ΤῊ the event Aalperin indicates desire to cooperate with 
᾿ς ὅδ & Governnent authorities, we should approach the Department and 
| δα that Aalperin desires to cooperate and determine whether the 
 Mepartuent will consider Halperin's immunity in exchange fer a full 
disclosure af his activities and full diaclesure af the knowledge 
of activities a7 other nembera of the Silvermaster group. 

BECOMMENDATION? 
| if you agree, it is auggested that this menorandus be 

Jurnished to biaiaen and that the posatdtilty of an appreach tn Jine 
‘with the ddove abservations be discussed with an appropriate | . 
‘offietal at the Department of State. The State Department need only 
be informed that we havea received information indicating that 
fialperin might consider returning to the ὃ, ὃ. tf he wis senewhat 
certain af his Juture etatue insofar as Anerican authorities are 
cencerned . so | 

i é 



1 - Mr. Gurley 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) January 12, 1962 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

\appRmAL SECURITY - ὦ 

Re Chicago airtel 1/9/62 enclosing copies — 
of informant‘s statement captioned "Miscellaneous 
Information Concerning Discussion of Financial Aid 
Received from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

, by the Communist Party, USA." This statement revealed 
yi that during the recent trip of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn 
/ to the Soviet Union, a member of the International 

Departzuent, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, wrote 
down for Flynn's benefit the total amount of financial 
aid which had been furnished by the Soviets to the 
Communist Party, USA, during 1961. 

Chicago should immediately recontact informant 
to determine the amount of money mentioned by the Soviet 
so that a comparison may be made of this total with the 
funds received by CG 5824~-8* and HY 694-§+%., 

1 «= New York (100-134637) 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

This total furnished by the Soviets to Flynn, 
when compared with Solo funds received during 1961, may 
reveal whether or ‘not others are being used by the Soviets 

to transmit funds to the CPUSA. 
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Gatland wee State; the Honorable John 4.; McCone, Ponts terete Intelligence Agency;.. and the Attorney 
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“The Attorney General : January 12, 1962 
ΝΕ | 1 -- Mr. Belmont | Mirector, Fey 1 - ‘Mr. Sullivan: 

1 = Mr. Evans’ dn 
1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner COMMUNI ST PARTY, USA 1 ~ Mr. Branigan ORAL RELATIONS 1 - Mr. Gurley INTERAAL SECURITY — α 

dum waa supplied by a source whe haw furnished reliable | the past. Tafermation comtaiped te this dun discloses that a discussion kook place anong 18: 

HOOW 9ΝΙΟΥ3Ἐ--.938 for President John F. Kennedy and | 
| . @ meet in he Spring of 1962 and discuss Preesing world problens. 

Because of the Sensitive nature of ΘῈΣ mource, | we have classified this commumication and ἐξα enclosure 

Encioaure | - 
100~428091 | _ - Ρ ΝΕ — “| 1 +The Deputy Attorney Pir (Ruclosure) / 0 θά J.9/- Μη 4 ow sul “Wg ne ᾿ ᾿ Ἴ _ NOTE ON YELLOW: | | Rev. 7, . 1 JAN 15 1962 

\ πὰ οὶ Classified " becauge unauthorized oa disclosure of this information could reveal the σδηϊ λὲν Ὶ -" ΟΣ the source, who is of continuing value, and such = revelation could result in exceptionally gravedanger to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, κα orahdum " Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/11/62 captioned 

‘that information in the menorandum would be furnished to  "Tolson aeeneeue the Honorable’P, Kenneth O'Donnell, Special Assistant to} 
Bebnont eect rnd the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, thé’ Secretary’ 'of” 

EVANS sateen Attorney General; 
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Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Evans 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Branigan — 
Liaison 
Mr. Gurley: 

| | Mr. Belmont | 
@ => t= ; 

i et ee .ε᾽͵᾽᾽͵:: 

January 12, 1062 

POSSIBILITY OF MEETING BETWEEE 
pags! pant JOMN ¥, KENNEDY AND PREMIER NIKITA 8. KRRUSUCHEY 

In late Novenber, 1961, at Moscow, Ruesia, 
officials of the Central Committee, Communist t Party, 
Soviet Union, commented on the possibility of a neet 
betwoen President John ¥. Kennedy and Prenier Nikita 8. 
Khrushchev. The Soviet officials were ¥. Koriancy, a 
deputy to Boris N. Ponemarey, Head of the International 

“ At the time οὗ thia discussioca these Soviet. 
officials expressed the opinion that the relations between 
the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(USER) would be difficult. during the Winter of 1961-1962. 
While no specific area of difficulty was mentioned by thea, 
they left the impreasgion that they were referring priserily 
to tensions arising over Berlin and the probles 
These officials pointed out that by the Spring of 1962, 
the world situation will have become better from the 
viewpoint of the USER and worse for the United States. 
This condition, they believe, would leave the United States 
in a position of desiring a meeting of heads of atate 
between the United States and the USER. They furnished 
no specific reason for this belief. 

| These officials emphasized that today there are 
only two great world powers--the United States and the | 
USSR~-each of which maintains its own sphere of influence ι, 
and together they dominate the world scene, They said κι [ἢ 
President Kennedy and Premier Khrushchev, ae heads of yl ἔ 
their respective countries, are the only. individuals " Ἢ 7 
capable of neeting with aufficient authority and prestige - 
to arrive at some basis for negotiation and soluticas to 3 
some of the current world probleme. For this reason, they 

Potzor’. felt, it would be advantageous, from the viewpoint of both 
Bsirich! ene COMME FLOS, Lor these two world leaders to eet. “ 

Contad: ameemeepee: Duxving the above discussion, these Soviet officials 
DeLcach ume op@gented their thoughts in vague, general terma and never a Evona 
Malo jason St, SPOILiow.— . i 

Tavel Tavel ==-we-SEE NOTE PAGE THO αὔραν" 
Tele ἤδοτ, τα LPG : kno (13) 
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NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified + tip because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, See memorandum 
Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/11/62 captioned “Solo, Internal 
Security - Communist,"' LTG:kmo, which discloses that 
information in the memorandum would be furnished to the 
Honorable P. Kenneth O'Donnell, Special Assistant to the 
President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; 
the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central Intelligence 
Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General, 
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Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Evans 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Branigan 
Liaison 

Mr, Gurley ᾿ January 12, 1962 

BY LIAYSON 

Pad μὰ μὲ μὴ μι μὸμε ιϊ11{:Σἡ 

Honorable ἢ. Keaneth θ᾽ Doanell 
Special Assistant to the a 
The White House Th 
Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ. . Ἧ vw 

My dear Mr. O'Donnell: (Gey εὐ pono 

Material contained ‘Yn τ A enclosed mesoran~ 
dua waa supplied by a source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past. Information contained in this 
menorandum discloses that a discussion took x place anong 
officials of the Central Committees, Communist Party, 
Soviet Union, in BNescow, Russia, in late Rovenber, 1961, 
These offictais believed that it would be advantageous 
for President John ¥. Kennedy and Premier Nikita 8. 
Khruskchey to meet in the Spring of 1962 and discuss 
pressing world probleus, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
e classified thia communication and its enclosure 

B becget=" Secretary of State Dean Rusk and other 
interested agencies have been advised. 

ie Sincerely yours, 

_ / / ov 1 ΤΟ 
Mr, Tolson νὼ" 
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‘Honorable P. Kenneth O'Donnell | 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 0 CO ΞΕ 

Classified Ee because unauthorized 
“aiselosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-5*. See memorandum 
Baumgardner. to Sullivan 1/11/62 captioned "Solo, 
Ynternal Security ~ Communist," LTG:kmo, which discloses 
_that information in the memorandum would be furnished to 
the Honorable P. Kenneth O'Donnell, Special Assistant 
to the President; the Honorable ‘Dean Rusk, the Secretary 
of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central 
Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General and ‘Deputy | 
Attorney General. 
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Wonorable Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State Ap 
Vashingtoa, D. Cc, ΝΕ “ ‘ 

tA wea σὶ 
Ἐν dear Mr, Rusk; ‘.. $04.0 > ah 

Material contained in the enclosed menoran~ 
dum was gupplied by a source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past. Information contained in this 
mencrandum discloses that « discussion took place anong 
officials of the Central Committee, Communist Party, 
Soviet Union, in Moscow, Ruesia, in late Kovember, 1961. 
Theee officials believed that it would be advantageous 
fer President John ¥. Kennedy and Premier Nikita &, 
Khrushchey to meet in the Spring of 1962 and discuss 
pressing world problem, 

ἐδ, "4 61 2] ἐ} ΝῊ 
“ν᾽ 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
we have classified this communication and its enclosure 

o" This information is being furnished to 
ot terested officials of the Government, 

‘Sincerely yours, 
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Honorable Dean Rusk i 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified 9a '* because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source, who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, See memorandum 
Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/11/62 captioned "Solo, | 
Internal Security -- Communist," LTG:kmo, which discloses 
that information in the memorandum would be furnished to 
the Honorable P. Kenneth O'Donnell, Special Assistant 
to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary 
of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central 
Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy 
Attorney General. 
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' TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-4280921) ᾿ y 4 vague, , γῶν FROM: AC, NEW YORK (100-134637) φῷ : \ 
soso: ἴδοι, ᾿ : 

(00:06) 
On 1/8/62, NY 694-s* advised SA ALEXANDER C. ᾿ 

BURLINSON that on that date VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY came to the 
informant's office and gave the latter an envelope con~ _ 
taining $2100 in $100 bills. With reference to the money, 
BARKOV&KY said only, "For the dentist." (According to 
NY 6944g* "the dentist" is a code name for Dr, LoUENTDE 

7 - Bureau file 100-262352 - and the money 15 ! 
3 eimburse BURTAN for the expenses of a trip ἮΝ 

τ URTAN made to Paris in November, 1961, at the request ὁ AW bo 
the Soviets). SA 

Ad 
BARKOVSKY, according to NY 694-s*, also gave to δ - 

NY 694-s* a typewritten letter the envelope of which ‘was nj addressed as follows: "JAMES ΒΕ. JACKSON or GUS HALL or an 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN." The content of the letter was as ἃς ἡ 
follows: ΝΕ far 

"12/2 
re, 7, 

"In response to yours about the time element I'm K : 
returning to my desk, I said I would like the assignment to of? ) 
last another year. That was around April. . Under the cir- , 
cumstances prevailing back home, there may well be a short- ort “9 
age of hands, etc. If you need me earlier, if you feel the ( ne 
need outweighs the considerations presented below, you a re, ,, ° 
my ner Ts counsellor. έν Batipig Lime Melt an 

se, 188. FO 4 ; » a 

Bureau (100-428091) (RM tfiffbe. DATE Epyd 
“—~T-chicago (134-46 δ) (S000) (RM) [2:-264{|- 2,524} 

-Sub 
1-ΝῪ 134-91 INV.) Ν 
1-ΝΥ 65-15026 (NLADIMIR BARKOVSKY) (3})᾿ 
1-ΝῪ 100-134637 (41) | . . 

~~ . ig Ga Wick 

1g JA] 10 1962 

Sent 



ΝΥ 100-134637 

"Here are the considerations: 

"I believe it would be untimely to leave just now 
with a pending repetition on a larger scale of what happened. 
earlier this year. You doubtless would regret not having an: 
experienced writer on the scene at such a time, as well as 
the factor of fraternal solidarity. You can well understand 
my position on this score, leaving these responsibilities 
at this moment. And it isn't forgotten that we had virtually 
no contact here in the arduous time prior to this new period. 

"Another: There was a document of a political legal 
nature T asked to be read months ago. I don't know whether 
any responsible authority has read it to judge the possible 
consequences of my return right now. I speak naturally, not | 
of mere personal consideration, but of the large view, There’ 

_ are headaches enough as is, without possible concoction of a 
lurid ‘political frameup. I have had, more or less, to pro- 
ceed without further collective decisions. You were away at 
the time. The discussion I did have resulted in the con- 
clusion that the course I was to take was necessary, pending 
further developments and review. I have heard nothing more 
about ‘this, and under the conditions that existed, I can 
believe that nobody had considered the matter. I believe it 
should be considered for it has wide ramifications. As for 
here; my daily writings reach wide circles and are about the 
same thing I would be writing in New York if there were a daily 
paper. It is virtually direct participation in the home 
scene. The writings are regarded as valuable, 811 around. 
I hope ‘you are acquainted with them. There is a problem of 
communications. I have asked when the deadline on regular 
articles would be best and have suggested coverage of the 
nearby scenes but am still awaiting a response. I know the 
difficulties of today and of the immediate future and so 
understand. I await word on all the above from you." 

BARKOVSKY, the informant stated, made no comment: 
regarding the letter, and left NY 694-S*! office immediately 
after delivering to the informant the money and the letter. 
NY 694~S* subsequently made available to the NYO the afore- Ὁ 
said $2100 in $100 bills and a copy of the letter referred to. 
above. 



NY 100-134637 : 

NY 69h-s* advised that although the Tytter is un- 
signed, it probably is a communication from, mi 
of the editorial staff.of !The Worker! who continues to ‘submit 

-egti¢iles to "The eker" from Cubg, and who appargntly is 
‘furnishing reasons why he should remain in Cuba rather than 
return to his post in New York. | 

i 

The above-mentioned $2100 an $200 bills will be 
checked against lists of currency issued to Soviet establish- _ 

_ ments in NYC and Washington, D.C., and the Bureau will ‘be 
advised ‘in the event of identification of any of the said 
‘bills. 



Ἃ - Mr. Gurley ὁ 

Gac, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) January 15, 1962 

Y, | . | | 
A) ea Director, FBI (100-428091) 

od 0. 

(goto) 
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ΝΕ ReCCGairtel 1/3/62 enclosing 21 printed pamphlets, | 
, booklets and folders received anlar! 1 through a Chicago . 

| wall drop maintained for CG 5824-8*, 

| Pursuant to your request, the ‘ollowing 21 itene 
are being returned to CAZO. | ’ 

(1) A 60-page booklet entitled glee of the 
trade Unions of the (δά, Ν published in 1959, 

(2) & 63-page booklet entitled, “The Soviet Trade 
Unions Advance the Welfare of the Working People.“ 

(3) A 16-page pamphlet printed 1959 and. captioned 
*Trade Union Committees and pals eduction Conferences in the 4 
USER. Powers and Functions," 

(ἢ) A 26=page pamphlet printed 1960 and captioned. 
"Trade Uniens and the » Bevelopeent of | Physioal Culture and , 
Sports in ‘the U8SR." 

22=pege pamphlet printed 1960 and captioned 
"Trade unison Pe the Organisations) Structure, Forms ’ 
and Methods of Work." 

(6) Α 16-page pamphlet printed 1959 and captioned 
"Soviet Trade A topes Feeopts ᾿ P i 

(7) 20=page pamphlet printed 19 9 and captioned 
"Role of Soviet «reeds Gains in Produetion.* ́  P , 

(8) Α 88=page booklet printed 1960 and captioned. τ 
*metory Brade-Unton στρα δα μήθ Εν Ἵ2] 106- εἰ f 091. gh es . 

Be 

! (9) A 20-page We inted 1959 oned, | 
oe ~~~ "Cultural and Rdueational Work of Trade Unies uel GneCuseR. ’ 

Ἐναὰλς amsonrornonone . int and- ἃ 

Noten oe How Labour ὝΕΣ ge panphiet ἃ in Phe Sovie “ Gand, οἐβεχοποᾶν ᾽ 
δι! ναπ μωωωμαικων 

Trot OS Rnolosuy — 
ae hae] k 39234637) SEE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE TWO of | 

ean ie iia ctr [1 | _ | ἊΝ 

LEG: cab B (8) ” TPE 



Letter to Chicago 
REs 8010 
100-428092 

(11) A 56~page booklet printed 1959 andaptioned 
“Report on the Work of the All-Union Central Council of Trade 
Unions and the Tasks of the Soviet Trade Unions Arising Out 
of the Decisions of the 2lat Congress of the GR&U., Delivered 
at the 12th Congress of Soviet Trade Unions March 23, 1959." 

0.8.8.8." (12) A 48=page booklet captioned, "Labour in 
Cae EL | 

(13) A 28~pazge pamphlet captioned, “Pension 
system in the U.8.8R" ΒΡ P , 

G+) A 20-page pamphlet printed 1959 and captioned 
"The Role of Trade Unions in Housine and Everyday Services." 

(15) Α 66~paze booklet captioned, "How Soviet 
Workers Take Part in Production Management. 

(16) A l00-page bound book printed 1960 captioned 
“Women in the U.8.8.R." ᾽ν ? , 

(17) A Shepage booklet captioned "The Soviet Union's 
Foreign Trade,* 

(18) A 32-page pamphlet captioned, "Soviet Union 
Abolishes Taxes." > δ Pesphiet cap , 

(19) An approximately 22-page booklet published 
1954 captioned, “A Palace of Learning. | ? 

U.8.8.R," (20) A 48-page booklet captioned, "Kdueation in the 

(21) A hard cover folder depicting 23 Mosca scenes 
captioned, "Mockba Moscow." 

i 
| 

NOTE ON YELLOW: This material is available for general 
distribution in Moscow. Photostats made of those items 
we did not already have and placed in 100-3-86, 
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Mr. Sullivan 
Mr, Baumgardner 
Mr. Branigan 
Liaison 

- Mr. Gurley January 12, 1962 

WY LIAISON 

μὶμέμ fed et μὰ 1} 

Monorable John A. McCone 
Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Administration Building 
2430 αὶ Street, MN. W. 
Washington, Ὁ. C. 

My dear I’. NctCone: 

Material contained in the enclosed memoran- 
dum was supplied by a source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past. Information contained in this 
memorandum discloses that a discussion took place ancng 
officials of the Central Committee, Communist Party, 
foviet Union, in Moscow, Russia, in late November, 1961, 
These officials believed that it would be advantageous 
fox President John ¥. Kennedy and Prenier Nikita 3, 
Khrushchey to meet in the Spring of 1962 and discuss 
pressing world problems, 

1883 
wOOU ΘΝΙΟΥ3}--Ὁ.93} ἐϑε Μὲ St 2] 11 ΜΓ 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
we have classified this comaunication and ite enclosure " 

ι This information is being furnished to ) 
other interested officials of the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 

/ ve” Th 6211. "323 
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“Same. SE 

Honorable John A. McCone_ 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified ‘iE et" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal. the identity 
of ‘the source, who is of continuing value, and such : 
revelation could result in exceptionally grave danger 
to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, See memorandum 
Baumgardner to Sullivan 1/11/62 captioned "Solo, . 
Internal Security - Communist," LTG:kmo, which discloses 
that information in the memorandum would be furnished to . 
‘the Honorable P, Kenneth O'Donnell, Special Assistant ' 
to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary 
of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, Central — 
Intelligence Agency; and the _ Attorney General ‘and Deputy 
Attorney General. 

GE SSR ET 
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@ FBI 

Date: 1/10/62 

iat i ee ee ee ..... Transmit the following im 
(Type ia plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 

(Priority @ or 7 Method of Moiling) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

‘FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

5 ΚΑ 

ReCGairtels captioned, "SOLO; IS-C," dated 12/12/61 
with enclosed informant's statement captioned, "Information 
Concerning Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Royalty for Matters 
Written by Her from the Soviet Union,” and 1/4/62, page 6. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's statement 
captioned, “Information Concerning Possible Receipt by 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn of Royalty Payments by the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/9/62 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN, 
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—— Special Agent in Charge 
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. When Gus Mall arrived in Chicago, Illinois, on 
wanuary 9, 1962, he carried with him καὶ brief nate prepared 
in New York City by Elisabeth Gurley Flynn which she had 
requested be turned over to Morris Childs. The note set 
Lorth greetings to Childs from Flynn and also mada reference 
to the fact that she, Flynn, bad received some of the noney 
which she had been expecting, 

Prior ta this note prepared by Flynn, there had 
alao been received on January &, 1062, κα letter handwritten 
by Fiynn in which it was stated, "Tell Michael ἃ got what 1 
wae waiting for Irom Uncle Frost,” In regard to this com 
ment by Fiyan,' it is known that the reference to “Michael” 
pertainaite Childs and the reference to "Sncle Froat” referred 
to Nikolai Viadinirovich Mostovets, Mead of the North and 
fouth American Heetion of the International Department, . 
Ceutral Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPaG). 

| Since Fiynan had previously indicated that MNoatevets 
‘had participated in the discussion which reselted in an agree- 
ment by the CPOY to pay certain royalties dixectiy to her for 
articles which she had written and which had heen or were to 
be published in the Soviet Wnion and since she vas known ta 
have informed Childs of this fact, the only logical conclusion 
to be drawn from these references was that the ΟΡΒῸ had carried 
through on their agreement in regard to these royalties. In . 
additions, i¢ appears certain that the reason she was so interested 
in informing Cailds of the fact that she had ‘received such 

| weyalties was to cancel out an sariler request made of him in 
late Deceuber, 1961, to check into the failure of the Chav to 
follow through on thelr royalty agreement as of that tine. 

As of early January, 1962, 1ὲ was learned that no 
information regarding the CPAU agreeneat to pay Flynn these 
veyaltien had been made known to any individual in the Comsunist 
Party, WEA (CP, WBA), including Ball, with the exception ef 

Childs. Movever, becauss of the possible consequences such ἃ 
pocret arrangenent with the CRAY night have on other individuals 
in the CP, 17 11 becane known, it was suggested to Flynn on 
January 9, 1962, that she at least furnish details of this 
transaction to Gus Halil. | | 

ATCO Ut 
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DATE: 1/4/62 

Transmit the following via AIRTEL 

rn 

pO το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-76) 

FROM: “SAC, NEW YORK (100-80644) 

SUBJECT: CPUSA = YOUTH MATTERS 

ἴδοι) 
Extreme caution must be exercised with respect £o 

diasemination ὁ e ormation herein since -41ts nacure 

ends to iden : -S*, a valuable in ormant, as che 

Bource thereor. ens 3 ormation 18 optacned from 8 

Bource other tnan = “shai id not be Lnvorporaved - 

even ge Etat Tom : ἐπ Sen SatTeettve section or 

& repo ΓῚ . 1 ‘ 

on 1/4/62, Νὰ 694-s* advised SA ALEXANDER Ὁ, 

BURLINSON thet on that date he was told the following by ~ 

GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary: 

} The Party will pay particular attention during 

1962 to the development of the CPUSA Youth Movement, and 

HALL.will assume direct responsibility for developments in 

this branch of CP activities. It is the Party's intention 

to rebuild the CPUSA through the Youth Movement, and the 

enthusiasm of the young people is most encouraging. 

k-~Bureau (100-3- RM msn, 20-5 A - 3091 , . 

feny 134-91. CENV.) (41) Yon, 428971- 
ΝΣ 100-134637-Sud A (SOLO FUNDS) (41 Aam 
1-NY 100 1zBBeL (CPUSA FUNDS NDS) A 1) ps) (15) .. NOT RECORDED 
1-NY 100-128 255 DANIEL RUBIN) (425) 176 JAN 17 1962 

1-NY 100-809 GUS HALL) (415 

1.ΝὉ 100-76633' ISADORE GIBBY NEEDIEMAN) (33) “π᾿ 

1-NY 100-806 415) 
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NY 100-80644 

HALL 18. arranging that DANIEL RUBIN, National Youth 

Director, be given $1000 per month during 1962 for youth 
work, the money to be provided from the CPUSA Reserve Fund. 
RUBIN will not be told the source of the funds, but will be 
informed that the money is coming from a benefactor who Ὁ76- 
fers to remain anonymous. 

HALL instructed that ISADORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN, CPUSA 
attorney, who on occasion acts as a depository of CPUSA Re- 
serve Fund money, act as go-between in the transfer of money 
to RUBIN, NEEDLEMAN is not to know the. actuel source of 
the money, which, according to NY 694-S*, is "SOLO" funds 
in the possession of the informant. 

The informant further advised that after conferring 
with HALL, he contacted ISADORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN and gave the 
latter $4000 as part of the $10,000 NEEDIEMAN is to give to 
RUBIN at the rate of $1000 per month. NEEDLEMAN was 
instructed by NY 694-S* to advise the informant whenever 
he transfers funds to RUBIN, 
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ἢ FBI 

‘Date: 1/5/62 

οἱ fond he following in (Type in plain text or code) 

Vi AIRTEL 
, 

a 
(Priority or Method of Motiing) I 

AL NE ee Ret Be! 

: TO: ᾿ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ral, 

to SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ia 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 
captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING ‘THE SMITHS', A GROUP OF 
AMERICANS REPORTEDLY IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, AS OF NOVEMBER, 1961", 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
‘letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/3/62, 
to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

The information concerning the matter referred 
to in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was provided during 
personal discussion carried on during 11/61, between CG 5824-S* 
and JOHN PITTMAN, Moscow correspondent, “The Worker", 

In accordance with instructions set forth in 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity 
of this highly placed source who is furnishing information on 
a continulng basis in. connection with the national defense 
interests of the United States, this letterhead memorandum 
has been classified . Also in accordance with 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the en@tosed letterhead memorandum 
has been shown as being maar a Washington, D,. C. 

En Fae ς 
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LECLASS TP TCAT ON AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

ss 2 AUTOMATIC JECLASSTEICATION GUIDE 

DAT A 0S-27-20 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

t eat % , ν 

‘UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C, 
January 5, 1962 

> POT ee 3 an RDS ah SREP Fe ΗΔ κα Ea a + are ati PME RE RS Ea RTE RS τραμος vk ga 
a 

A-source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during January, 1962, advised.as follows: 

According to a United States citizen temporarily 
residing and working in. Moscow, Russia, there was as of 
November, 1961, in Moscow, a mysterious group of Americans 
known only as "The Smiths", Regarding The Smiths", the 
following ‘story is being told about them among the various 
foreign residents of the city, 

When "The Smiths" had originally arrived in 
Moscow is unknown but reportedly they consist, in fact, 
of two married couples plus the mother of one of these 
individuals and possibly some young children, It is also 
runored that the husbands might possibly be scientists, 

After "The Smiths" arrived in Moscow, one of 
the married men had an affair with another woman and divorced 
his wife, The divorced wife reportedly made at least one trip 
to the United States Embassy in Moscow for the purpose of dis- 
cussing a possible return to the United States, After her 
visit to the Embassy, the Russians contacted her and told her 
She was not going to leave the country and was not to contact 
the United States Embassy again, She defied the Russians in 
this regard and attempted another trip to the Embassy but 
‘prior to her actual entrance into the premises was picked 
up by several Soviet security men and taken away, After 
informing her to cease and desist from future visits to the 
United States Embassy and threatening her with prison or 
exile, the security men released the woman, 

ENCLOSURE 4. 2 909/-/8 6S 



INFORMATION CONCERNING "THE SMITHS", 
A GROUP OF AMERICANS REPORTEDLY IN 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA, AS OF NOVEMBER, 1961 

Specifically who these Americans are or why they 
-are in the Soviet Union is not known. The Soviets, however, 
are very interested in "The Sniths" and are extremely nervous 
about the possibility of this one woman leaving the country, 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
‘and.is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not , 
to be distributed outside your agency. 
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} Date: 1/4/62 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL | 
(Priority ot Method of Mailing) | 
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το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100.-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ἔπει 

; οὖν 
- : { 2, 4 are ee 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of a letterhead memorandum 

“ἔς captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING OPINIONS OF OFFICIALS OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY, SOVIET UNION, REGARDING POSSIBILITY OF MEETING BETWEEN 
PRESIDENT JOHN F, KENNEDY AND NIKITA 5. KHRUSHCHEV, FIRST 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET UNION, IN 1962", 

Via 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824~S* on 1/3/62, to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN, 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Bureau 
airtel of 9/27/61, and in order to protect the identity of 
this highly placed source who is furnishing information on 
a continuing basis in connection with the national defense 
interests of the United States, this letterhead memorandum 
has been classified ' ~ Also in accordance with 
Bureau airtel of 9/27/61, the“enclosed letterhead memorandum 
has been shown as being made at Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 4 ̓  ‘ 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ; 
FEI AUTOMATIC GECLASSIFICATION CUIDE ΕΠ ΟΝ " ᾿ ΠΝ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

ΚΗ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

-File No. Washington, D. C. 
January 4, 1962 

= eo 
INFORMATION ‘CONCERNING OPINIONS OF 
OFFICIALS OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT 
OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY, 
SOVIET ‘UNION, REGARDING POSSIBILITY OF 
MEETING BETWEEN PRESIDENT JOHN F, .KENNEDY 
AND NIKITA S, KHRUSHCHEV, FIRST SECRETARY, 
COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET UNION, IN 1962 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during January, 1962, advised as follows: 

In late November, 1961, a representative of the 
‘Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) fraternal delegation to the 
22nd Congress, Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU), met in 
Moscow, Russia, with the following officials of the Inter 
national Department of the Central Comnittee, cPsur ¥ orianov, 
a Deputy to Boris ἢ Gnomarov,, Head of the International Depart- 
ment; Nikolai ‘Vladimi 6Stovets, Head of ‘the North and 
South American Section oe the International Department, and 
his Assistant, Aleksei indreeviehiGrechukhia, 

At this time, all of these CPSU International Depart- 
ment officials expressed the opinion that the relations between 
the U.S.5.R. and the United States would .be difficult during 
this coming winter but by the spring of 1962, circumstances 
would undoubtedly have changed so that President John F. Kennedy 
will have to meet and talk with Nikita S, Khrushchev, First 
Secretary, CPSU, They emphasized that it was felt that it would 
‘be advantageous, from: the viewpoints of both countries, that 
these two world leaders meet and discuss pressing world problems, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It 15 the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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FBI. 

Date: 1/11/62 

(Type in plain text or code} 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 

TO : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 
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ReCGairtel dated 4/4/61 which enclosed informant*s 
statement captioned, “Unknown Subject; White Male, Observed 
at Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow, Russia, November, 1960," and 
Bureau 0-1 dated 12/28/61. 

ReCGairtel reflected that CG 5824-S* would con- 
tinue to be alert to the matter and at some future contact 
with TIM BUCK, General Secretary, CP of Canada, would 
attempt to identify the unsub. 

On 1/4/62 CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W. HANSEN 
as follows: 

While in Moscow, Russia, just prior to TIM BUCK's 
departure for his return to Canada, there was occasion to 
meet with him privately. During this private meeting, 
general discussion occurred, which included the saying of 
farewells, where reference was made to the previously reported 
incident involving the alleged American who had been at the 
Bolshoi Theatre during the previous November, 
to this incident was made, BUCK failed to respond to the 
matter in any way and whether this was an intentional maneuver 

a 

When reference 

or because of the fact he may have had other thoughts on his 
mind is unknown. However, in view of his reaction at this 
time, it was not felt advisable to press the inquiry further. 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

In view of the foregoing, CG 5824-S* will still 
continue ‘to be alert in an effort to identify this unsub. 

GALE 
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January 9, (1962 

eo Ἤ ᾿ ΣΌΝ 

To: SAC, New York (100-80644) | 
Fromt . Director, FBI (100-3-26) /02 ~ 22h “72 - 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA YOUTH MATTERS | 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Reurairtel 1/4/62 furnishing finfornation to the 
effect that δος τῇ Rubin, National Youth Director, Communist 
Barty, USA (CPUSA), is to be given $1,000 per month dr 
for youth b weet. is money is to come from CPUSA Reserve 
Fund and CPUSA attorney y Isadore Gibby Necdleman is to serve 
as go-between in the transfer of the money ta Rubin, 

Cocsisvant ith maintaining the securit yo of your 
source in this ma » you are instructed to conside 
poss sible investigative ‘techniques in r investigetion. in the 

lo matter, youth activities of the Party and of subjects. 
Rubi Po be eoniaed in an effort te trace the funds which 

in. You sheuld alse be alert to the 
possibiiit Prot. opeaining’ information confirming that contained 

from other sources so the Bureau might possibly 
give favorable consideration to dissemination, 

This matter should be given diligent and imaginative 
attention and the Bureau kept promptly advised of all 

NOTE_ON YELLOW: 

Source for information is NY 694-S* whose security 
must be maintained and therefore, the information is not being 
disseminated at this time. 

80 Sol I~ Gees0eds (Mortimer Rubin) 
1 ~ 100-341652 (Isadore Needleman) 
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Date: 1/9/62 
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(Type in plain text or code) 
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' 7O : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ἊΝ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) ow | 

a ἽΠΠΩ 
} A 1 *, | 

Is - C 40 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 

and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 

Ing ment captioned, "Miscellaneous Information Concerning Discussion 

of Financial Aid Received from the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union by the Communist Party, USA." 

Mi The information appearing in the enclosed informant’s 

ff statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/5/62 to SA RICHARD 

Uf W. HANSEN. 
Ha 

GALE 
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x TWPORMATION COMCERNING DISCUSSION — 
OF FINANCIAL AID RECKIVED FROM THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF OF THR SOVIET ὉΝΊΟΝ BY THE COMMUNIST PARTY, 

εἰ 
Pt 

“hitter ‘the death of Willian “. Foster in Moscow, 
esata. ‘during Repteuber, 1961, Biizabeth are lynn 
‘proceeded to Moscow in order to be prenent tor funeral 
services. Shertly after her arrival in Moscew, she was 
visited by Leenid Chernov (phonetic), Chief Secretary to 
Boris HN. Ponomarey, the Head of the International Depart- 
ment of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 

the Soviet Union (CPSU) and a Secretary of the Central 
Committee. Chernov, assuming Fiynn to be the Chairman of 
the Communist Party, WEA (CP, WEA), during this visit 
‘wrote down for Flynn's benefit the total amount of aid 
which had been furnished to the CP, USA, as financial 
aspistance during the current year. εν 

After Flynn's retura to the United state; “she 
brought this matter te the attention of Gugifall ‘during 
a discussion. In regard to such fund matt the informed 
Hall that she had made no inquiry of the Soviets regarding 
the matter and had inforsed then she did not want to know 
any further details in this regard, 

I wid-Deseaker, 1961, Mall discussed this matter 
with ΜΝ τὺ δὲ which time the latter individual soted 
that the Soviets had no business discussing the matter of 
funds with Flynn aad should net have given her even the 
total figure on aid being furnisbed | to the CP, USA, Hall 
agreed with Childs’ coaments in this regard but stated that 
efter his discussion with Flyaa, be he was convinced she was 
not interested in any phase or in any 7 of the details in 

to such fund matters. Hall, therefore, instructed 
Childs that in in the future the only individuals who should 
have knowledge of such fund matters were to be hinsel?f and 

| Childs and where necessary Jack Childs could be cut in and 
Lurgished sone wuininum details. Hall stated that as far as 
he in concerned even the names of people holding certain 
reserve funds for the Party should mot be known to other 
Party leaders. 

fen aL LOG A. ~/85§ 
ENCLOSURE 
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OPTIOHAL FORM NO. 16 ls , ‘ q 
5010=104~¢1 ᾿ . 

UNITED STAT Φ ἸΕΝΤ . 

ΠΣ , ΣΝ 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pare: 1/11/62 

Ko SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) - 

‘ReBulet 12/28/61, regarding processing of currency 
received from the Soviets to determine whether it might be 
counterfeit. | 

.On 1/2/62, a representative number of bills of the . 
Solo money in the possession of NY 694-S* were examined by . } 
‘Mr. DENNIS O'CONNOR of the Chemical Bank, New York Trust ep . 
Company, 8th Street Branch, to determine whether they were 

yeounterfeit. The bills so examined were determined to be 
[[zenuine. The above-mentioned bills were those which the 

informant had received from the Soviets before 12/22/61. . 

On 1/4/62, $150,000.00 in $50, $100 and $10 bills, 
‘received by NY 694~S* on 12/22/61 from the Soviets, was ex- 
changed at the Broad Street Branch of the Chemical Bank, 
New York Trust Company, for $20 bills. During the exchange 
of this money, under the supervision of Mr. GEORGE BURLINSON, ath 
Assistant’ Vice-President, it was determined that the $150,000.00/1 4] - 

[fin bills in $50, $100 and sho ὌΝ Tag Lk TLIO 4 9&9 
a ‘CL Og i 

On 1/9769 $2,100. ἌΝ 5100 bills received if 
ΝΥ 694-S* on 1/8/62 fron the Soviets, was exchanged at the 
Chemical Bank, New York Trust Company, 30 Broad Street, NYC, 
for $20 bills. During the exchange of this money, under the 
supervision of Mr. GEORGE BURLINSON, Assistant Vice-President, 
it was determined that the $2,100. οὐ in $100 bills was genuine. 
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URGENT 1-9-62 ι:25 PM CST GAH , 

TO DIRECTOR Yar 

FROM SAC CHICAGO 092050 Se ae 

( SOLOs)1S = 0. REBUTEL JANUARY 8, LAST, INSTANT. CG 582)-S% 
ΟΝ UANUARY 9, INSTANT, ADVISED AS FOLLOWS. WHILE NO SPEGIFIC 

AREA OR SPHERE OF DIFFICULTY BETWEEN US AND USSR HENTIONED 

ed 

ye" se - 
DURING DISCUSSIONS, IMPRESSION LEFT THAT THESE OFFICIALS 

WERE PRIMARILY REFERRING TO TENSIONS ARISIiG OVER BERLIN 
AND THE GERMAN PROBLEM. IN REGARD TO TERMINOLOGY ' 
"CIRCUMSTANCES WOULD UNDOUBTEDLY HAVE CHANGED", THESE ae 
OFFICIALS POINTED OUT THAT IT WAS THEIR BELIEF AND OPINION 
THAT BY SPRING OF 1962 THE WORLD SITUATICN WOULD HAVE Ἱ 
BECOWE BETTER FROM THE USSR POINT OF VIEW AND WORSE FROM THE Ὶ 

WHICH WOULD LEAVE THE US IM A POSITION OF DESIRING OR 

WANTING A MEETING OF HEADS OF STATE; HOWEVER, REASON FOR 

SUCH BELIEFS NOT STATED 8Y THESE OFFICIALS. AS TO WHY IT 

WOULD BE ADVANTAGEOUS FOR PRESIDENT KENNEDY TO MEET KHRUSHCHEV, 

THESE OFFICIALS STATED THAT TODAY IN THE WORLD THERE ARE ῥῶ, 

ONLY TWO GREAT POWERS: NAMELY, THE US AND USSR, EACH OF ὦ yr 

WHICH MAINTAINS ITS OWN SPHERE OF INFLUENCE AND 7065 EEA earl ee 
DOMINATE THE WORLD SCENE. PRESIDENT KENNEDY AND Καὶ 

AS HEADS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE STATES ARE THE ONLY INDIVIDUALS” στο 

CAPABLE OF MEETING AND HAVING AUTHORITY AND PRESTIGE TO y Jay 15 1962 

ARRIVE AT SOME SASIS FOR NEGOTIATION TO A SOLUTION TO SOME 

OF THE CURRENT WORLD PROBLEMS. WHILE DISCUSSING THE WORLD ™ 

AON AND PRESENTING THEIR ANALYSIS, THESE 
OFFICIALS PRESE ED? At THOUGHTS IN VAGUE, GENERAL TERMS AND 

NEVER IN SPGRAFICS, i ΝᾺ ΙΤ ΤῸ THE HEARER TO DRAG, HIS ,, " 
CONCLUSIONS. 9. 0} μ᾽ ΣΟ 

tif ff 2 Ufa > “αὐ να ee on FP, πον λας 
we soe 5335 PM VLH ee “Od, » ἘΝ 2“... af A 
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| Date: 1/4/62 

Transmit the following-in 
(Type ia plain text or code) 

‘| 

Vig AIRTEL a | 
a ΝΝ (Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι. 

ee ee πὐσπδ δα σα σα σα πα αν =. I 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) ἤν 

S-c¢ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant statement 
captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING JOHN LAWSON, AMERICAN. 
CITIZEN IN SOVIET UNION". 

On The information set forth in the enclosed: informant 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/2/62 to SA RICHARD 
W,. HANSEN, 

4 ad GALE 

~\ 00 ¢ tres JOBRB 5 1 Cd μασιν ἀμδίλαις έν 
(3 - Bureau (Encl, 3) (RM) 

1 - New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) (RM) 
1 = Chicago 

RWH:Plb ὦ; «Ὁ / ta 

© S eyo 962 
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δ: ἶ } JAN ΣΝ 
| ae . na 1 " 

Approved: Sent: 
Special Agent.in Charge 
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Aw of November, 1961, John Us . ἃ Thited states 
citizen, wan then t tly reaidt 
Lawson had arrived in the Soviet Talon in September or 

ann was when guest of the 
| Baa (CP, usa) trateraal waslogstion & and attesded one 

| the 22nd Party, Soviet Guton 
| (CPSU) held Oetober 1731, 1961; 

ons 

eACLOSURE 



Ν᾿ _ | | 1.- Mr. Gurley 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) | . January 17, 1962 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

tee exe Cc | : . 

- ReCGairtel 12-29-61 enclosing twelve different 
medallions” pins and similar material, as well as some 
Soviet st » Which (ὦ 5824-S* obtained in Moscow 

| Russia, dur p the 22nd Congress, Communist Party vot 
ἢ the Soviet Unton 

| Pursuant te your request. ore is enclosed 
. the official identification badge to the 22nd Co 8s 
which informant desired to be kept available for hin 

the Chicago Office. There is alse enclosed one copy 
of the translation from the Russian contained on πε΄ 
various badges and stamps. 
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SAC, Chicage (134-46 Sub B) _  Sanuary 17, 1962 

7 Director, FBI (100-428091) - i - Ἀγ. Εν onchue oT ' 7 : 
1 - Mr. Gurley Ἂν δρᾷς 

\. INTERNAL SECURITY - ¢ ᾿ 

ReCGairtel 1-11-62 enclosing a statement by (ἃ 5824.5Ὁ relating to 8 communications apparatus between the Communist 
Party ef the Soviet Union (CPSU) and 

: : + According to this statement this apparatus will δὰ the only "official and existing’ apparatus between 
the CPSU and the CPESA, The 

fut 
CPUSA leadership and also felt it would be wewise for informant te make trips abroad as frequently as he has in the past. 

Chicage immediately detennine the follewing from ; informant: : ἣ 

1, Has informant discussed this matter with Gus Hall, and Hall's reactien thereto? 

2. Does informant anticipate fewer trips abroad and less frequent centact with the CPUSA? 

3. Has informant been asked to name or suggest a Ν replacement for himself in trips abroad and/or has he offered “2 8 guggestien in this regard? If he has suszested someone, i το 2| determine the basis fer his suggestion, and if net, why not? ᾿ ἔπι 2 
‘3 “st Bl 4. Dees informant interpret the statements nade 3 ae the Soviets te mean that NY 694-55 will net be used in the future in the clandestine communications apparatus between Ce . the CPSU and the CPUSAP Or, did the Soviets! statements pertain to the operation as a whole, including NY 694-S*? 

5. Has informant discussed this aspect with NY 694-59} 

Eroguatly how Tn conicts aoreed ἔασον ar GPG μασένοστου: ὁ Κλ _ wently in contacts abr the Ci he ΕΞ πὲ dog -, πρ), POLL MELO zarriavn 9 47 
Chica 

- ‘Cplichan ΟΝ 9 ἊΝ ats al ey Mi | 
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UNITED STATES cov is 
ἘΝ Memoran chin! of! os 

To: Mr. W, δ. Sulliva January 9, 1962 ὠ ἔφ ———- 
Trotter 

1 ~- Mr. Belmont | Tele. Room ——— 
FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardne 1 = Mr. Sullivan Gondy 

1 = Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. 

SUBJECT: Sco > 7 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

My memorandum of 12/6/61 set forth in detail receipts of 
funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, 
USA, and. the disbursements of these funds during November, 1961. 
The folkow ng schedule shows the present status of these funds 
rovether withgphe receipts and disbursements during December, 1961, 

" SUMMARY. 1 [Ὁ 

Total réteived from Soviet Union 9/58 to 12.31.6) $894,385 
otal received from Red ohne 2/60 Το 12/31/6] 20,000. 

rand total received to 12 731/61 9 | 
figbursements to ΤΙ ] 685,5 

Balance of Fund 30/34/61 $258 , 881} 

*$206,333 maintained by NY 694-S* in safe ἊΝ 
deposit box and in checking account, both : 
in New York City; and $52,548 maintained by 
CG 5824-S* in safe deposit box in Chicago. 

DETAILS 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 11/30/61 $744, 386 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 11/30/61 50,000 
Grand-‘total received 9/58 to 11/30/61 194,385 
Total disbursements to 11/30/61 670, 504 

Balance of Fund 11/30/61 $123,881 

Receipts during December, 1961 $573 STS ΒΕ. 

Delegation to the United Nations, 12/22/61 

Disbursements during December, 196} S 

12/6/61 - To Isadore πὰ for υϑὸ (οὗ ων ναι ἢ 10,000 
"The Worker" feo? _ , ™ 

12/6/61 - To Isadore ποῦς 
CPUSA natipnal office ‘tr aT 64 

Total disbursements during December 1961 Yoo LO-HaFor)- / 7.- $15,000 

Balance of Fund 12/31/61 ay fe 7 4 JAN 17 62 — $258,881 

100-428091, 

[boxe Vladimir Barkovsky, Counsel, Soviet 

SY’. for:, use of: : ay 000 900 

: > Ar FE re veh 

ep ah yyree2 ᾿ rad 



‘ Memorandum to.Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 

ἐ 

100-428091 | 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum submitted ‘for your information 
and an up-to-date accounting of the Solo ‘Funds will be brought 
to your attention each month. Details of' the accounting of these 
funds are not being disseminated. Pe fe 

gy μἤ) Y 4. Wi 
f/ 
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Date: 12/29/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Sele itinlinenl — mar sep are “ew agp” es“ les Ssmrrme_ "σαν mi spies,“ pea” ar cd Ar ete ee SO = a 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

O sou 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are twelve different 
medallions, pins, and similar material picked up by CG 5824-S* 
as a fraternal delegate in attendance at the 22nd Congress of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held in Moscow, 
Russia, 10/61. In addition, there is a souvenir album of stamps 
relating to the 22nd Congress, According to CG 5824-S*, all 
of the above-noted items except the one described as “official 
identification badge presented by CPSU to each delegate to 22nd 
Congress, CPSU, 10/61" were freely distributed or available as 
souvenirs to anyone who desired to secure them during his 
attendance at the Congress. In most cases, each delegate was - 
able to secure several of each items except the noted identi- 
fication badge. The source pointed out that it is also 
interesting to note that in most cases all of the items prepared 
as souvenirs of the Congress reflected current outstanding 
scientific achievements of the Soviet Union; for example, in 
space and atomic energy fields. 

rhe tors 
εὥ»ν»ε. -) 

£ 

(ce 

one such item was provided to each delegate and without this 
badge the delegate was unable to gain admission to the Palace 
of Congress where the 22nd Congress was held in Moscow, 

pce ZobR& 
Rp oa — 0 2 £29 /- }$G3° 

Lennbractee Le 
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In regard to the official identification badge, only { 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

The enclosed album of stamps was available for 
purchase by the various delegates at the Congress. The 
issues contained therein were prepared especially for the 
22nd Congress and some bear a ‘special cancellation mark 
relating to the Congress. 

CG 5824-S* made these items available to the 
Chicago Office in order that they might be forwarded to ‘the 

. Bureau so it could have the benefit of observing the various 

eave | 

items available to the delegates ‘in connection with this 
Congress and for any intelligence information that may be 
contained therein. 

CG 5824-5* has advised that should the Bureau 
desire, all of the enclosed items with the exception of the 
official identification badge to the 22nd Congress could he 
retained by the Bureau. The latter item should be ‘returned 
to Chicago so as it may be kept available for the source. 

jr GALE 



ENCLOSURES (3): Τὸ ‘BUREAU FROM CHICAGO 1 | 

One set of medallions, pine ἃ related | 
material; 

One official identification badge; 

One souvenir album of stamps 

RE: SOLO 
 s-c 

‘ Bufile 100-428091 
CGfile 134-46, Sub B 

Transmitted via CGairtel to Bureau 

dtd: 12/29/61 



| 

SUMMARY FRUN RUSSIAN 

Twelve medallions, pins, and similar material and a souvenir album 
of stamps: 

| (1) Official identification badge presented by CPSU tr cach 
delegate to 22nd Congress, SPSU, October, 1961: 

A small rectangular pin, approximately 9/16" x 1 2/16", 
With darkered background and narrow gold border, with inscription 
on the right in gold letters: ' 

"22nd Congress of CPSU." 

Ἐ ἢ Ἦ 

(2) An oblong pin, 1/2" x 1", with dark-red background 
and narrow silver border, Lenin's profile on the right and inscrip- 
tion on the left in siiver: 

"22nd Congress of CPSU" 

+t % + 

(3) A Dlue and silver medallion in two parts. The upper 
part (with pin on ‘the back) has the date 4/12/1961 inscribed in 
silver. The lower part hanging from the top part, in a form of 
a shield with a picture of a portion of the terrestrial globe in 
black and silver, and a red-colored rocket flying over it, with 
inscription in silver written around the edge: | 

"The first cosmonaut Yu. Gagarin,” 

. oe | 

| — ὁπω Ke 
January 3, 19 Ca oc 



A small initial “M" inside an oval appears on the re- 
verse side of the shield. 

% + ἐξ 

(4) A small pin of vartially oval shape in Ὅ16 and 
silver, with a picture of the terrestrial globe and a rocket with 
a star circling around it has no inscription. 

+ + + 

(5) A small blue and silver pin with a picture of a 
boat, has inscription in the upper left-hand corner: 

"TYcebreaker 'Lenin'.* 

(6) A small silver pin in a form of a rocket with a 
figure of a man with outstretched arms and floating garments over 
it, with inscription: 

"Vostok, 1961" 

(Transiator's Note: "Vostok" (East) was the nane of Gagarin's 
space ship.) 

On the reverse appear initials "LUD" or "AND," significance 
of which is unknown. 

% + Ἐ 

(7) A larger silver pin of approximately triangular 
form with a picture of a rocket, and inscription on the side: 

"Vostok. 
An illegible initial, possibly "M" inside an oval appears 

on the reverse. 

ἢ" % % 

(8) A very small ‘blue and silver round pin, with a | 
crescent of silver on the edge, sone stars, and a picture of a ' 
red rocket coming over the crescent. Inscription on the rocket. 
is: "USS2." Initials "VONKh" (sic) appear on the bottom of the 

Nhe } 

P it % + | | 
. ~ De ἰ 



(9) and (10) Two small round pins with gold rims and 
pictures inside, one of wiich is assumed to be a picture of 

Garjarin and the other a picture of Titov, Soviet cosmonauts. 

δὲ a ἐξ 

(11) A large oblong pin with rounded corners, dark- 
biue, white and gold, showing svace ship with Inscription "Vostok" 
flyin) over a cloud. 

Initial ΤΠ inside a circle appears on the reverse 
side of the pin. 

ἢ ῷ ἐξ 

(12) ἃ blue and gold pin of round form with a picture 
of a white and arey slobe in the upper part (probably representing 
the first Sputnik), with inscription in gold: 

"10/4/1959. USSR." 

ἐξ tt % 

(13) <A souvenir album with stamps: 

The front cover of the album has the State Emblem of 
the USSR on top and inscription "Ministry of Communications of 
the USSR" on the bottom. — 

Page 1 contains two stamps with red background and 
pictures of Lenin, Marx and probably Enjels and inscription: 

On the left: "22nd Congress of Ci'SU, 1961" 

On the top: “Forward Toward Victory of Communism)" 

On the bottom: "Mails of the USSR, 4 kopecks.” 

Φ 7 Ξ 



Page 2 has two stamps with a picture of a worker 

holding a book with a profile of Lenin and inscription mcpsu." 

Inscription on the left and on top 45 the same as in the first 

two stamps. 

Inscription in small letters near the picture: 

"Peace, Work, Freedom, Equality, Happiness." 

On the bottom: "Malis of the USSR, 4 kopecks." 

ἔτι οι ἐξ 

Page 3 contains two stamps with dark-blue background and 

picture of the Kremlin. The inscription on the left, the top, 

and the bottom is the same as in the previous two stamps. The 

denomination is 3 kopecks. 

a % % 

Page 4 contains 2 stamps with the same inscriptions as 

the previous ones on the left side, top and bottom. The red 

gign in the back of the two figures is inscribed with the words: 

"Glory to CPSU3" The denomination is 4 kopecks. 

at + Ἐ 

On the same page are two other stamps with the same 

Anseriptions on the left, the top and the bottom as above and 

a picture of tractors. No special other inscriptions appears 

on the stamo, the denomination of which is also 4 kopecks. 

The cancellation stamp on all pages has the same wording: 

“USSR. 22nd Congress of CPSU. 10/17/61. Moscow - 73." 

.4- 
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Liaison 
Mr. Gurle 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 am TO1S 00 eevee 

et dey ble Φ , 8 Belmont 

NMENT Mobs 

tierbpest 

supject: (SOLO » 
ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

Pursuant to instructions of the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), -CG 5824~-S* departed on Solo Mission 10 for Moscow, Russia, 
10/2/61 as one of the five delegates to represent the CPUSA at the 
22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
He returned from this Mission 12/5/61, Chicago has now furnished 
the following pertinent information. 

fot Fad fad fet fet fet pt 

an Ν ars 

In late November, 1961, informant met in Moscow with »,* 
the following officials of the Central Committee, CPSU: ΟὟ. Korianov, 
a deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, Head of the International: Department}; 

Nikolai V. Mostovets, Head of the North and ‘South American Section of 

the International Department; and Aleksei A. Grechukhig, yan assistant 
to Mostovets. 3 Ὁ 

ty 

At the time of this meeting these Soviet officials expressed 
the opinion that the relations between the United States and. the 

[Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) would be.difZicult during 

the Winter ‘of 1961-1962. While no specific area οἵ difficulty was 

mentioned by them, they Jeft.the impression that they were referri 

primarily to tensions arising over Berlin and the German problen. 

These officials pointed out that by the Spring of 1962 the world 

situation will have become better from the viewpoint of the USSR 

and worse for the United States. This condition, they ‘believe, | 

would leave the United States in a position of desiring a meeting 

of heads of state between the United States and the USSR They fur- ῦ 

nished no specific reason for this belief, REC: 12. CO. WR $0G).. cb 

These officials euphasitea that today there Πὰν prey, bye 

great world powers--the United States and the USSR--eac ὃ Pen 

maintains its own sphere of influence and together they dominate 

the world scene. ‘They said President Kennedy and Premier Khrushchev, 

as heads of their respective countries, are the only individuals 

capable of meeting with sufficient authority and prestige to arrive 

at some‘basis for negotiation and solutions to'some of the current,;, 
world problems, For this reason, they ‘felt, it would be, advantageous, 

from the viewpoint of both countries, ‘forthese two world leaders to 
. “5 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
‘RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

“ ' 

During the above discussion, these Soviet officials. 

presented their thoughts in vague, general terms and never in 

specifics. 

ACTION: 

It is recommended that the attached letters with: enclosure 

under a ‘Wop-SeetaE" classification ‘be sent to the Honorable Ῥ. Kenneth 

O'Donnell, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean 

Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John ‘A.. McCone, ‘Director, 

Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy 

Attorney General. 

2 Ya 
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FROM ! Mr. Ἐς Je Ba a - Mr. Belmont Teeth —anennnnn 

. met - Mr. Sullivan GORSY meena 
1 

id 1 
δ᾽ 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 

βυΒεστ 500 1 - Mr. Branigan 
SECURITY - COMMUNIST 4 - Mr. Gurley 

Memoranda Baumgardner to Sullivan 12-9-61 and 12-22-61: set 
forth information that CG 5824-S* while in Moscow, Russia, on the 10th 
Solo Mission was instructed ‘by the Russians not to utilize Canada as a 
contact point in the future. Informant was instructed τὸ utilize Mexico 
as a contact point with the Soviets. He was also instructed in the use 
of secret inks in communicating with the Russians. In this connection, 
it will be recalled that NY 694-S* was instructed in the use of secret 
writings while he was in Moscow on Solo Mission 9. ( 

CG 5824-S* has now advised the Chicago Office as follows: 

Nikolai Mostovets, Head of the North and South American Section, 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU), advised informant in 11/61 that, as far as the CPSU 
is concerned, the only “official and existing apparatus" for communica- 
tion between the CPSU and the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), is the 
present apparatus maintained by and built around CG 5824-S*. | Mostovets 
related that while from time to time there may be instances of certain 
necessa omaeency contact in regard to unimportant matters: directly 
with personneb at the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D. C., or United 
lessee ‘offiGtals in New York, this will not be given official recognition 
as part,of thescurrently existing apparatus maintained by CG 5824-S* ; 
and wil gnot be ‘considered for official use. Mostovets felt that in 
wiew of the status of the apparatus controlled by CG 5824-5*, it would’ 
ecome irféreasingly more important for informant ‘to exercise extreme 

caution iff regard to future open contacts with the CPUSA leadership 
and that efforts should be made to minimize any unnecessary ‘activity 
which might jeopardize informant 5 usefulness. 
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Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE; SOLO ; 

Mostovets- also emphasized that due to the importance of 
the communication apparatus maintained by CG 5824+S* with the CPSU 
it would be unwise for CG 5824-S* to continue to jeopardize the 
security of this apparatus by participating, as frequently as in the 
past, in trips abroad including the Soviet Union. According to 
Mostovets, ‘such travel in each instance would conceivably place 
informant in a position of being recognized either by Americans in 

|i the country or countries which informant visits or by being identified 
by security agents in other countries through which informant might 
pass. 

OBSERVATIONS : 

. The CPUSA continues to use NY 694-S* in transmitting coded 
messages to Russia. It is obvious the Russians ‘have set up a highly 
clandestine operation through the use of these two informants. This 
information, therefore, is not being disseminated. 

ACTION: 

For information. You will be advised promptly of any 
developments in this matter. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT optics ΠΤ 
Ord Memorandum pase 

Malone = 

το : Mr. W. C,. Sullivan DATE: January 11, 1962 ὅδ 
rotter 

1 = Mr. Belmont Tele. Room ae 
FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumear eon Δ - Mr. Sullivan OE -πσνοσσςς 

Καὶ 1 - Mr. Baumgardner ™ 
id , 1 - Mr. Bland i / 

@ suBjecT: (COSOL 1 - Mr. Branigan : 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 1 - Mr. Gurley 

Viadimir Barkovsky, Counselor-Advisor of the Soviet Mission 
to the United Nations and Soviet contact of NY 694-S*, on 1/8/62 
furnished this informant $2,100 to be given to Dr. Valentine Gregory 
Burtan. This money was to cover expenses of a trip Burtan made to 
Paris, France, in November, 1961, at the request of the Soviets. ΄ 
Burtan is on the Security Index. Barkovsky also gave informant an 
unsigned letter for James E. Jackson, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
official, or Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary, or Elizabeth Gurley 
Flynn, CPUSA National Chairman. Informant believed this letter to 
be from Joe North, member of the editorial staff% of "The Worker," 
east coast communist newspaper. 

On 1/8/62, NY 694-S* advised our New York Office that on 
that date Vladimir Barkovsky came to informant's office and gave the 
latter an envelope containing $2,100 in.$100 bills. Barkovsky 
indicated that the money was for Dr. Valentine Gregory Burtan .and 
the money was intended to reimburse Burtan for the expenses of a 
trip Burtan made to Paris in November, 1961, at the request of the 
Soviets. tit BY } 

pac ' my 

While on Solo Mission 10 in Moscow, Russia, in- November, 
1961, CG 5824-S* contacted Soviet officials of the International dn 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the :Soviet! Union 
(CPSU), to determine why the Soviets had not contacted*Burtan at 
the meeting set up with Burtan in Paris.. These officials at that 
time indicated that the CPSU was no eo an in Burtan 
and: had no further need for his servic yy: 

ἣν θ-Ζ 40 + Yakor OG 
Burtan is on the Security Index of the oD York 

He was sentenced in 1934 to 15 years' imprisonment tor τῇ oh whey. in 
a counterfeiting operation to obtain money to finance Sov génts. 
He has admitted Communist Party membership from 1923 ta.1929. During 
the Summer of 1961 he made a trip to Africa where he gathered infars 
mation concerning activities of Western labor leaders which was 
transmitted to NY 694-S*thvough a mail drop and this information 
was later sent to the Russians. He made a trip to Paris to establish 
direct contact with the. Soviets ‘prior to returning to Africa. Con- 
tact with the Soviets was not madg. 
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Memorandum to Mr. ‘Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Barkovsky also gave to NY 694-S* ἃ. typewritten. letter 
which was contained in an envelope addressed as follows: "James E. 
Jackson or Gus Hall or Elizabeth Gurley Flynn." Informant advised: 
that although the letter is unsigned, it probably is a communication 
from Joe North, member of the editorial staff of "The Worker" who 
continues to submit articles to "The Worker" from.Cuba. This letter 
appears to furnish reasons why he should remain in Cuba rather than 
return to his post in New York., 

The above-mentioned currency is being checked by New York 
against lists of currency issued to Soviet establishments in New York 

City and Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 

ACTION: 

For information. lv 

ot oe’, 
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Date: 12/21/61 

fT Aly 
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Ana 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) weet 

2 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) BAYMCARDNER 

ἊΣ ϑεξ: 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for New York one copy of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 
“Information Concerning Maurice Halperin, United States 
Citizen Residing in Moscow, Russia." 

The information contained in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/12 and 18/61 
to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

In regard to the matter referred to in the enclosed 
Letterhead memorandum, CG 5824-S* advised on 12/18/61 that 
he~feels strongly that the U.S. Government might have much 
to Bai nd nothing to lose if HALPERIN might, in some way, 
bepnco ged to return to the U.S. Although he does not 
know thesextent to which HALPERIN may ve been engaged in 
espiondg: work in the past, he doe eal there is a possi- 
bhlity5t! at 11 HALPERIN returned t i U.S. and was able if 
to rejoih his family, he might, af a lapse of some time, 
#ind himself in y apposition to cooperate with our Government. 

cP) me JOR ENCLOSU 
Gidareas (Enc. 7) (RM) (AMSD) 

New York (100-134637) (Enc.| 1) (Info) (RM) (AMSD) 
1-Chicago 

App 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Buairtel 
of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information on a continuous 
basis essential to the national defense interest of the U.S,, 
the, enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified 

: Also, in accordance with above Buairtel, the enclosed 
‘letterhead memorandum has been shown as having been made at 
Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 

GALE 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT. OF “JUSTICE 

‘FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer τὸ Washington, D. Ὁ, 
‘File No. 

December 21, 1961 

n= Flom 
INFORMATION CONCERNING MAURICE HALPERIN, 
UNITED STATES CITIZEN RESIDING IN MOSCOW, 
‘RUSSTA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during December, 1961, advised as follows: 

In November, 1961, a -representative of the 
_ypotaunist Party, USA (CP, USA) was in contact with Maurice 
Ailalperin, a United States citizen residing in Moscow, ' 

A, Russia, Discussions occurred ‘between these two individuals 
nes on a strictly personal basis. In this regard, early in 

ὧδ the discussions it was pointed out by the CP, USA repre~ 
Nee sentative that since it was impossible to verify Halperin's 

Party ‘membership because he had been out of Communist 
activities over a number of years, discussions could not 
be on the basis of Party relationships ‘but must be restricted 
to personal matters. 

ι During these discussions, it was developed that 
Halperin was now employed by an Academy in Moscow where 
he works aS an expert in economics and aS an expert on Latin 
American affairs. At the present time, Halperin is unhappy 
with his work, feeling he has reached his capacity in the 
Soviet Union in regard to any contribution of value he can 
make to society. 

Although he Lives quite well and has an apartment ! 
located across the street from the Ukraine Hotel in Moscow, ' 
Halperin gave every indication of being a lonesome man. He 
made frequent references to his family which remai bs 
the United States and in this regard stated that Ὅ7Ο 

ε 

a ἕν 
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UNITED STATES CITIZEN RESIDING IN MOSCOW, 
INFORMATION CONCERNING MAURICE HALPERIN, aoe δδέει 

RUSSIA’ 

το 

had visited 
him in Moscow last summer. 

In discussing the reason behind his current 
residence in Moscow, Halperin noted that he had been a 
victim of circumstances. All that he had done which 
resulted in getting him involved with Alfred Κα, Stern 
and ‘his wife was that while in Mexico he had accepted:a 
task, that of buylng the tickets under which the Sterns 
left Mexico which might have been carried out -by anyone, 
including a travel agency. The purchasing of the tickets 
for the Sterns was the full extent of his dealings with 
then. 

‘Halperin, throughout his conversation, made 
a number of expressions relating to a desire to return to 
the United States. He appeared to fully recognize the 
fact that if he should return, he would undoubtedly be 
called before some board or other group for a hearing in 
regard to his past activities in connection with the Sterns 
and his involvement which was indicated by the Bentley 
papers. 

At the conclusion of this discussion, the CP, USA 
representative pointed out that if Halperin were serious 
regarding his expressed desire to leave the Soviet Union, 
that he felt that he would be able to come back to the 
United States. That to his knowledge, most United States 
citizens, regardless what they have done in the past, have 
been permitted to return, bearing in mind, as Halperin 
indicated he realized, that this individual would, of course, 
be subject to answering inquiries from the Government and 
possibly face a prison sentence for any crime he may have 
committed. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. " 
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ReBulet dated 12/29/61. > 9. je 
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ReBulet set forth a number of items regarding which 
the Bureau desired Chicago to contact CG 5824-S*, In accordance 
with this request, the following is ee TE gy fe Py 

x |! εὐ 

Att Item 1, page 1, paragraph 2, regarding 
meeting with “Security people” ‘believed : ἡ δή 

ol 
) Ἰὰς 

ΕἸ 

to be from the Security Department, ή 

τ fl 
These "Securss people" are identical with the 4ndi-~ 

oan 7 m 

Intelligence Division, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

viduals referred toa BR" an entioned in Chicago 
airtels of 12/19 and ναι enclosing informant statements 
captioned, "Information Relating to Training Regarding Prepara- 
tion of Secret Messages Received in Moscow, Russia, November, 
1961" and "Information Concerning Establishment of Contact 
Between Representatives of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union and Communist Party, USA, Mexico City," respectively. 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

Item 2, pages 1 and 2, regarding information 
received from Mexico source attending 22nd 
Congress, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

In this regard, CG 5824-S* on 1/3/62 advised SA 
RICHARD W. HANSEN that during the period of October to November, 
1961, nothing, to ‘his knowledge, was stated by Soviet leaders 
at either official or private meetings or by CP leaders of other 
countries at which source was present, nor did such things 
appear in the Soviet press which would either specifically 
confirm or refute the various noted items. While there were 
some remarks made by CPSU leaders from which inferences con- 
ceivably might be drawn relating to the Soviet Union's nuclear 
capacity in relation to missiles and submarines, there was 
never talk in concrete detail on'such items. Similarly, in 
a number of speeches Soviet leaders emphasized the strength 
of the Soviet Union and ‘its retaliatory capabilities; yet, 
here again, they never spoke of specifics, However, one must 
not rule out the possibility of the truthfulness of such con- 
clusions or opinions because most are either logical or within 
‘the realm of reality. 

In line with this same matter, CG 5824-S*, during the 
course of general discussions about various delegations in 
attendance at the 22nd Congress, stated that throughout the 
ast several years the opinion has been gained through dis- 

cussions with Party officials in the Soviet Union that most . 
Latin American Communist Parties are considered by them to be 
“busybodies who are unable to control their tongues." They 
do not trust most Latin American Parties and fully realize that 

ny of these Parties have serious internal problems, are 
infiltrated by bourgeois spies, and have serious factional 
struggles; for example, this is true in the cases of the CPs 
,of Brazil and Mexico. That if the CPSU leadership holds such | 
opinions of Latin American Parties, it is highly unlikely that 

‘jany highly confidential matters of state relating to policy 
Jand planning would be discussed with members of such Parties, 
This would be particularly emphasized when one considers the 
fact that while the American Party is presently held in high 
regard, no mention of such items is ever made during the 

- course of a particular meeting and, therefore, there would ‘be 
1655 reason to believe that such matters would be discussed 
with any Latin American Party or its representatives. 

~2- 7 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

Item 3, page 2, paragraph 5, regarding 
specific matters for which CG 5824-S* 
was to be alert while on the tenth Solo 
Mission and identity of targets 2, 3, 4, 
7, 10, and 11 as items on which no infor- 
mation had been furnished to the Bureau 

In connection with the above, CG 5824-5* advised 
SA HANSEN as follows on 1/3/62: = 

(Target 2) | 

In regard to the results of Soviet nuclear bomb 
tests, no individual during the course of the 22nd Congress 
or at other functions or meetings made positive or concrete 

-¢gomments, However, KHRUSHCHEV did state while addressing 
the banquet for English-speaking delegates to the 22nd Congress, 

larger than the £ifty-megaton one we had anticipated; in fact, 
it was closer to sixty megatons." (This information was reported 
‘in letterhead memorandum enclosed with CGairtel of 12/14/61.) 

js must admit that one nuclear device which. we exploded was 

(Target 3). | 

In regard to military information relating to such 
items as nuclear submarines, nuclear stockpiles, target plans 
and capabilities, and missile accomplishments, nothing speci-~ 

4, fically was recalled in this regard. However, there did appear 
in “The Daily Review of the Soviet Press," published by Novosti 
Press Agency, a series of articles on nuclear submarines and 
reference was made therein that such submarines had rocket 
capabilities, (This portion of "The Daily Review of the Soviet 

Ae Press" was transmitted to the Bureau by CGlet dated 12/1/61.) 

| In addition, the only other applicable or pertinent 
comment recalled in this regard was a statement of FROL R. 
KOZLOV, a Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU, made 
at the final reception for the CP, USA delegation to the 22nd 
Congress, CPSU, held on 11/3/61, Here, KOZLOV noted, “I told 
him we have intercontinental ballistic rockets .and that we can 
hit a hundred of the big cities of the United States. Since 
RICKOVER had initiated the discussion, I asked him if he thought 
I was telling the truth. He agreed I was. I further told him 
that we had ‘three ‘rockets for each city even though we only 
needed one for its destruction." (This information was reported 
in letterhead memorandum enclosed with CGairtel of 12/11/61.) 

-3- 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

(Target 4) 

As to information on potential or actual nuclear 
progress of Red China as well as the current willingness of 
the Soviets to assist China, here again nothing specifically 
can be noted as having been stated by Soviet authorities or 
other CP leaders or as having appeared in the Soviet press. 
However, since it is commonly known that the Soviet experts 
have been withdrawn from China and that the present CPSU 
leadership has a constant fear that the Chinese may draw 
them into something, even a war, it is hardly logical at 
this time that the Soviet Union is doing anything which would 
advance the nuclear potential of China or enhance the possi- 
bility of ‘the Chinese creating a situation which might involve 
the Soviet Union. 

(Target 10) 

In regard to specific instructions to the CP, USA 
from the CPSU in case of an adverse Supreme Court decision on. 
the McCarran Act, there were no such instructions. However, 
‘the CPSU officials. frequently stated they would cooperate with 
the CP, USA in any way possible. Evidence of such willingness 
to cooperate was reflected in the large financial grant made 
to the CP, USA in November and the early delivery of a major 
‘portion of thig money to the CP, USA. In addition, they also 
suggested the possibility of supplying U.S. students to the 
Higher Party School for International Students in Moscow where 
such students might remain as reserve leadership for the CP, 
USA. 

! (Target 11) 

In connection with the Peace Corps, not a single 
word was spoken either publicly or privately on this matter 
during the two-month period of October-November, 1961. Only 
one reference to the Peace Corps was noted during this same 
period in the Soviet press and this related to the “postcard 
‘incideat" involving the departure of a female Peace Corps 
representative from an African country. 

In regard to target 7 on the future plans of KHRUSHCHEV 
to meet President KENNEDY, a separate letterhead memorandum is 
being submitted. 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

Item 4, page 2, paragraph 6, regarding 
receipt of $100 dues payments by GUS HALL 
from Americans ‘in Prague, Czechoslovakia 

CG 5824-S* on 1/2/62 advised SA HANSEN that other 
‘than stating that “proper record” would be made of these dues 
payments, nothing was said or intimated by HALL as to how such 
record would be accomplished or through whom the matter would 
be handled in the Party. 

Item 5, page 3, paragraph 1, regarding 
letter CG 5824-S* prepared and which had 
been mailed from London, England, 11/22/61 

. CG 5824-S* on 12/8/61 advised SA HANSEN that this 
par lar letter had been prepared by him and furnished to 

UCK, General Secretary, CP of Canada, at the time of 
departure from Moscow, Russia, in ‘mid-November, The 

Letter had been prepared and given to BUCK as it was felt 
that mailing this item from outside of the Iron Curtain would 
speed the delivery of the letter to its destination. CG 5824-S*« 
felt some urgency in getting this communication through because 
of the fact that his plans at that time tentatively called for 
departure from Moscow on approximately 11/23/61 and routine 
mail from the Soviet Union would not have reached the U.S. in 
time in order that preparations could be made for his return. 

Item 6, page 3, paragraph 2, regarding ἫΝ . 
possibility of JOHN GRAY proceeding to ae 
‘the Soviet Union to assist HENRY WINSTON ΡΞ et 
ee a: 1 eo a enema ites! 

et 
Δ ΔΝ on 1/3/62 CG 5824-8 advised SA HANSEN that/on ~ 
12/28/61 \CLAUDENLIGHTFOOT had stated that JOHN{GRAY ‘had been 
approached by LL on th tter of GRAY going to the 
Soviet Union to assist HENR and that GRAY had turned 
down the offer. Three or four other persons, according to 
LIGHTFOOT, had been similarly approached and rejected the offer 
Τὸ go to the Soviet Union as a companion to WINSTON, LIGHTFOOT 
indicated that it now appears that no further action will be 
taken at this time to supply WINSTON with a travelling companion 
and this may be reflected in part by the instructionsof GUS 
HALL sent to the CPSU instructing that WINSTON stay put in 
that country and act as a partial reserve leadership. 

- 5.- 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

a 
Item 7, page 3, paragraph 3, regarding 
oyalty payments to ELIZABETH GURLEY 

Kei LYNN from the Communist Party of the 
ον Soviet Union 

τΞ 

“On 123262 CG 5824~S* advised SA HANSEN as follows: 

The CPSU, according to FLYNN, desired to pay the 
royalties for her writings directly in order that the per- 
centage normally payable to the publisher of a printed item 
could be bypassed, but she had made am arrangement with the 
Boviets’that any royalties due ber be paid to her sister, 

᾿ FLYNN, so that this money could not be considered hers 
“and subject to attachment for the fine which is still in 
effect in connection with her conviction under the Smith Act. 
FLYNN indicated that someone from the Soviet press, possibly 
a representative of either Tass or "Pravda" located in New 
York and who may be in direct contact with her from time to 
time, might be the person who could handle the matter of such 
royalty payments directly. As of 1/1/62 FLYNN had not as yet 
received any such royalty payment from the CPSU and at that 
time indicated she was under heavy financial burdens. 

SABELILA NCHA Cena 4 Bead pa de ΩΡ) ΔΝ 

Item 8, page 3, paragraph 4, regarding 
request for birth certificates on the fe 
art of the CHAPMANs, Pra; ue Czechoslovakia | 9608 Νὶ : 

i _ Mapes i Ri οι, en 

On 1/3/62 CG 58 * advised SA HANSEN that in his 
own personal opinion the whole motivation behind the request 
of the CHAPMANs for birth certificates was a "human reason, 
in that they are tired of the present way of life and as 
Americans want to be prepared to get out of the country 
(Czechoslovakia)." That should such birth certificates be 
successfully secured, that it would be absolutely essential 
that any arrangements for their delivery be made through him 
and he would do all within his power to see that such birth 
certificates were transferred only to the CHAPMANs if there 
was some indication that they would be used at that time for 
the purpose of leaving that country. The source was of the firm 
opinion that the request for these birth certificates by the 
CHAPMANS had no espionage significance. 

Item 9, page 4, miscellaneous information 
concerning Cuba 

In this regard, CG 5824-S* on 1/3/62 advised SA HANSEN 
as follows: 6 

‘HAE pman 



CG 134-46, Sub B ; 

The Cuban delegation to the 22nd Congress, CPSU, 
with the exception of the Cuban Ambassador to the Soviet 
Union, who was such a delegate, departed from Moscow and 
returned to Cuba during the middle of 11/61. In regard to 
the possible retirement of FIDEL CASTRO and his replacement 
by BLAS ROCA as Prime Minister, no such matter was ever dis- 
cussed by the Cuban delegation or by CPSU officials. However, 
it is apparent that such a move would not be in the Party's 
interest tactically, since the Party is now primarily interested 
in implementing their policies through CASTRO. The Party fully 
realizes that CASTRO's strength lies in the people's persoml 
affection for him and that with another person ‘in power, they 
would not retain the same following and undoubtedly would be 
unable to rule. | 

.As to any disenchantment with CASTRO and the desire 
that he be replaced, no such thought was expressed by any CPSU 
leader. While such leaders might consider him “petty bourgeoisie 
or even anarchist", they fully realize that no one else could 
lead the Cuban ‘people today and,in view of this, are satisfied 
with the present situation. 

. In regard to all of the above, the source qualifies his 
opinions and remarks as relating only to events and conversations 
dn which he was an actual participant. He also noted that in the 
lengthy period of this Congress at which there were over 5,000 
official and fraternal delegates; it, was conceivable there were 
many individual and persona conferences held at which the source 
‘was not present and had no information concerning. 
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(> 100-428001/ (Solo (Solo). (WU), 

nar ee .- ix. Reddy | 
᾿ _ ~ - peo Mr. Gurley » ‘ 

() [ sanuary 19, 1962 | 

Clashitied by 

Exempt trengfta, 

Cate οἱ θυ κου" ΔΈΟΣ 

Airtel 

To: ϑδΑῦα Chicago 
New York (100-1696) ee 

From: Director, FBI (100-187) APPROPRY*T™ AGENCIES 

| Cw pores ELIZABETH GURLEY ¥LYXN 8:3.) ne 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C Deciess Ὁ] cette soe 

Re Kew York airtel 1/10/62 referring to Bureau 
airtel 1/962 and to Bulet to Chicago 12/29/61 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security -- 0" wherein Chicago and New York \ 
were requested to determine the nethod by which Fiynn Mm 
receives royalties from da for articles written by 
her in that country. 6 (U) or 

Re New York airtel 1/10/62 referred to a telephone 9° Ss 
call fron the Chicago Office 1/8/62 advising New York that 
Flynn had received some of this royalty money. oe 

Chicago airtel of 1/10/62 set forth information 
received from CG 5824-5* captioned "Information Concerning 
Possible Receipt by Elisabeth Gurley Flynn of Royalty Pay- 
ments by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union." A (U) 

Chicago and New York are requested to advise the 
Bureau by return airtel whether or not Flynn has actually T 
receives some of this money and, if so, the amount. (U) 

The Bureau is interested in determining the method 
by which the Soviets have paid Flynn and each office is 
requested to advise whether or not this information is known, 
If it is not known..2& each office should endeavor to determine | a 

πος (CE Ὁ “2. Σ.. 
2), afi pi? 

ΓΝ ἈΛΌΡΒΒ.Ο. 

re “Ὁ Woe , 
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Airtel to Chicago 
New York 

RE: ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
100-1287 

the method by which Flynn has been paid, 1.6. (1) by check, 
(2) by postal or bank money order, (3) by cash and, if so, 
the method and by whom delivery was made and (4) whether or 
not Flynn will receive more royalty payments and the method 
by which delivery will be made. KU) 

Expedite. 
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FBI 

Date: 1/9/62 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι 

| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). 

_-"FROM:, SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 2} 

SOLO ' 
Sek =C¢ 

1/3/62 CG 5824-S* provided SA RICHARD W. HANSEN 
with the 10/11/61 issue of “Pravda,” which had been secured 
in the Soviet Union during the course of the recently completed 
Solo mission. 

This particular issue of “Pravda,"™ on page 1, 
cOlumns 1 and 2, lower right, set forth an announcement of 
greetings which reflected the arrival in the Soviet Union, 

11 for purposes of attending the 22nd Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, James 
Jackson, and Henry Winston. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two photostats 
and for the New York Office one photostat of page one, 10/11/61 
issue of "Pravda." 

Request of the Bureau | 
Win 

In view of the fact that the enclosed item makes 
referenc ce to the presence in the Soviet Union of CP, USA dele- 

“" ates?) the 22nd Congress, it is recommended that the Bureau 
| 2 epare a,translation of this item. and furnish copies thereof 
toAne ΩΝ Office. cA pes By oy -- 2 δ ΨῸ 0 FH —/§ 7) | 
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TRANSLATION PROM RUSSIAN 

FOREIGN DELEGATIONS AT Zi: 2and 

CONGRESS Or THE C.P.,S.U, 

"PRAYDA," Wednesday, Uctobor 44, Δ 6, 
page 1, columns 1,2 ““" 

} 

ΝΣ Delegations fron the forotqa fraternal parties continue 
; to arrive in the Soviet Union for the 22nd Congress of the U.P.,9.1. 

7 Comrade, B. G. Flynn, Prosident of the National Committee 
of the Comnunist Party of the USA, Comrade fl. Winston, Vice Pre- 
sident of the National Committea of the Party, and Cormade J, Jack- 
soh, Menber of the Lxecutive Committee of the Party are in Moscow 
3 prosonts they will attend, as guests, the 22nd Congress of 

We Gee gaan. 

the following delegations fron otner fraternal foreign 
parties also had arrived for the 22nd Congress of the C.P.,5,U.: 

. Delovation of the Conmaunist Party of Venegucla, repre- 
Seated by: Co, rade J. #ardla, Secretary Leneral af ie C.P.V.; 
Conrades Ay Uatiade ‘and P. Urteqa Ddaa, venbers of tc Voldtbureau 
of the Central Condttce, and by Conrade ἂν Guerra in.os, nenber. 
of the Central Comittee. ν 

Delesation of the Syrian Communist Party headed by | 
fecretary-Goneral of the Central Committee of the Party, Courade 

. Lanidash. | 

Delegation of the Swiss Labor Parity headed Ly Secretary 
General of the Party, comrade A. Vougq. 

| Delegation of the Portugal Communist Party “icaded hy 
Secretary General of the Party, Comrade A, Cunhal. | 

Delegation of the Communist Party of Malaya. 

2 6S an, | ΙΕ 6 
" f 
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oh Ad ΤΡ ΠΌΡΕ ‘ROREGIHRAM, ‘cognawr Ἠδ ἢ B beppane a A? om Lt ΜῊ ΠΣ =. Paros fapTHE ἢ COMEHAMH. AIA RECEHHECG eon, BEIM a) 

Ha sos nap-|[PaBhremcteo” ᾿ΠΡΉΞΠΕΠΗ ReoSxoguMuM | obxonume pyjakimie conju. B Koaxosax Ἡ CORXO3aX BMpallen χαρομηῇ ypoxalt 

CHEHHEE or- | CCROUTS 32ech AOUONHNTENLHO A MHIAHOHOD | KYKYpyshi 8ε YG δηηιενο 2,4 NHATHOHA ΤΟΜῊ CHNOCA, IM Gomuue 40M πρὶ ς TOHH 

achaTizaie- | rektapas πὶ ΗΔ ὅΤἢ octane yRenuunth ‘mpo- | He nopony. M[poneinan saGory of ysenusenyy Banovan chopos sepia p 1962 roy, 

: ofldeth ΒΗΠΟΠΗΜΠΕ fan cesa OSHMbIX KY/IbTYP K yorewHO Bemer ecnatky 3abH. 

-IBanhHoe: yempolictas, ἨΔΘΉΒΕΒΡΜΟΒ ΜῈΓ- 

.  Kesevio, fa yaETpamyxoao crane 

τὰ τ τ - cere 

Maa wanerpexy ΠΟΣΚΕΠΔΗΜΗ͂Μ 

2 ey eee 

TPYAAUHXer ‘TyBHHCKOR 4511 
ΒΟΤΟΤΕΒΗ © BPMHUATION CBOGOHOre CAMODOTPenencHHA HalMon i 
AAX OGECREYERKA YcNORMH Avid AanbuehMero HalWOHAABAO-F » 
TYBRHCHOTO Hapoga, Β΄ COOTRETCTRHK C MYHRTOM «3 CratDis 
ΠΡΕΞΉΠΗΥΗ Bepxosnore Cosera CCCP nocranokage;r: - 

Te ΠΡΟΜΒΕΒΗΘΗΗΟΕ YRasom 
, or 9 oxTAGpA 1961 roga Dpeoipaszazanne 

Tipesupuya Bap) 
TYSHHCKOH asTort 

chy ABpronomHyro CoseTexyo CoqHamictiuecxy PecnyGms 
2. Hactommatt ¥xas snecra ἨΔ yreepmaenne Bepxosucra: 

Hpegcenstemm Upeanguyna Bepronsoro Coaeta Ct 
_~Cenperaps Upesmzyma Bepxosnoro Canera CEC! 

Moctsa, Hpena, 10 

MunueTeperso οδηροκοτο ΖαβηβοτΕβ 
‘PCOCP hepesoqinca uy Mocks wa Gasy 
‘comosa «Axpomcrnit Jerposcxoro paiio- 
Ha, Mockoucnok οὔπϑοτη, Tepeesa ΜΌΡΟΝ 
Gut sakonven πὸ AeKabpa BbHeWHero ropa. 

Aina apenenmoro pasmemennn ΜΗΉΜΟΤΕΡ- 
.CTBa Herd COTPYARMKOS 5. COAXORE BbIqe- 

Ika, YCTPeMARETCA: Ha HReTpY- 
POXOLHT HECHOMbHO CeHYAL, # Ge 

pagan Sapepitena. ¥ mac Β pyuat ta me 
‘CT@KAARHEA GNOCTRHRG, HO © akKyYpaTHo 
ΠΡΟΠΙΒΤΉΡΗΕ qacowsyim orrepetuem. to me 
‘DPOHSORINO Co ΟΥ̓ΒΗΠΒΗΒΟΗ͂ AeTATbY? 

— Ha yasTpaaeynonem craHke,— rozo- 
ΒΕΠΥΙΗΒΗ͂ Hanorpykrop A. A. Yorpaa- 

ME, -TIOCTYIMIDIEMH BnfeCTé © BORDH. B 88-| 
MORERY ARCTPYMCHTOM πα ASZTENHEM. 

enait’ MOU) Bespapymolel crepikenh yuepaer ΠῸ STAM 
οοδπιδη : BM ΤΡΟΜΒΗΗΌΒ YCKC- 

peHie, 5 OMA DaapyWarot MATSPHaT B TOT 
HOM CcOOTRETCTBHA. ¢ ὦ ἢ πιπόποκε. 

Βηδραπηη REAACTCA {πε- 

ORPHABM TeTeM. 
BRCKTPOMACHHTHHe EOTESGHEA TIpe- 

AYWTCA B MEXABNYeCKHe YAbTPAIByHO- 
ἈΒΟΤΌΤΗΙ," . το τος 

OGpaOaTHIEATER HE TOIBKO ¢TEHI0. 
Menpwafse abpasmagble FACTHITLI — B 
‘SOMRHOH cTpye HI HeHOSMOATHO H 80" 
‘CMOTpETE — Og ReftrsHes yABTPAsayHo- 

. BOR BHODAIHH ΡΕΒΗΑΠΙΒΙΟΊΓΗ B ΜΟΙΠΗΡΙΩ͂ 

paepy nex wswoneTeo sepna. Ho sion sil : . B ΠΡΕΑΟΒΕΒΠΟΒΌΚΗΒ AHH CANCOTBEPMenne TPYAATCA M βΑΒΟΤΉΜΗΗ AMEOTHOBOACTEA, 

ἢ. “το Ge ane iy ROGHHCTRS OCTAGTCH MOSMINCHH®| OGnacTs YCMeMHO ΒΩΠΟΠΗΜΠΔ ACBATHMECRINESA Mal SarGTOBOK Aca, MONGKa HM AHL 1, ¥ree 

HEpyloNMolt ypowahnocTy, Pafions! UeWHEe ἨΔ TORR 3) ἢ.) nognaxe mlepetH sioner ΓΟΒΌΒΟΝ nnak. Ha 1 oxTAGpa apogang rocyfapcTay: 

mctadeckhx | ©O4 NPHSBaHiN ὙΒΟΠΉΜΗΒΑΤΡ cOop -sepra, | aca — ΗΒ 5,3 TMCAIN TURH, MOnoKa — Na 58 THCY TOHR, aWy— Ha 23,7 ΜΗΠΗΜΟΗ͂Β 
cTat> ΚΡΥΙΘΘΙΠΠΗΜΉ ΠΡΟΜΒΒΟΒΗΤΕΠΗΜΗ WA) inryk Ἡ ΠΙΕΒΟΤῊ -- Ha 1.148 Tou Gomuma, vem Ha aTy gary Β 1960 ΓΌΠΥ, Hapany ὃ 

xorza Β ca, MONORA, IepeTy. ¢Bce MM ΜΌΛΗΙ OCO | socom MpoMaBONCTsa K ΠΡΟΠΆΜΙΗ POCyNapCray MPOAYKTO MABOTHOBOACTEA B KOMKOGAR 

τᾶ πὰ κα anaTé,—ykaakiean H. C. Xpywes— πτὸ Te-| ἢ σραχοϑᾶκ ΟὔΠΒΟΤΗ neronokse Kpynvord poraTore cHoTa 88 9 -MecAUes ΠῸ ὈΡΘΒΗΘΗΗΙΟ 

ae Reps HACTYOMT HOSh, BTOPGR F7AN ΟΥΒΟΒΗΜᾺ τ sTHM MepHogoM Mpounoro Toga Βύϑροσπα Ha 80 ThicAT rofon, B TOM NHCNE KOPOB--Ha 
Hero BOcTO- | nexmHunx sestens. Ha ΠΡΡΠΟΜ orane MM SEO-| 3q rica, ΠΟΓΌΠΟΙΘ canuell ysemmunoch na 153. TuCHYH, OBEl, Ἡ KOI — Ba 225 THe 
Anan roe pOTKHH. cpOx CMOTAN: PAcMaxaTe AECATEM | cqa ranog,. ὙΒΕΛΗΜΗΠΔΟ» UPOMYKTHEXOCTH OOMCCTBEHADTO ΠΟΡΌΠΟΒΡΗ x, YY TLIMTOCH, 
Rak 1954 MHVINOHOR TexTapOk WERKE A pPESKO YEE-| ΚαΉΘΟΤΒΟ NpGAAHHOTO cketd rocygaperay, Gpequecqarodnniit sec’ πεσῇ Toxops 88 [ ΄ 

Kon ὁ THEN NPOHIROACTEO ΦΕΡΕ & eTpame. Leli-| 9 Meciyen ὑδοτόδηπ: .Kpyimoro -porarora ckoTa — 316, Ἢ cpnne~ 87- “Ww “OBE — 
DH TERTAPOB! nae, Ha BTOPOM STAVE, NPEACTORT MOBMENTL | 42 Rwiorpabmia. :. ΕΣ eo Stes τν ἡ 

Β TOM TACAC| nyanTypy ΔΕΜΠΕΠΒΒΠΗΗ͂, WS oR B TOR Ηϑρᾶ-  ᾿᾿. ΒΟΙΠΥΕΙΒΕΠΒΗΝΜΒ “BeAMTeCTREHHOn. nporpaMNch Προτρύθηλκη KOMMYHECTUTECKOFO ἢ 
} MMNAKONOS | mate YP Η pesko YEARS | ofmecrEa, THYAAIMECR-OOnactH MpHkarawt wee Chk K TOMY, WOOL! ὙΌΠΟΙΒΗΟ SAMON. | 
i MHLIHOHOE | πμημηπομετβο ΠΡΌΒΥΗΤΟΒ ‘AMACTHOROACTED | wun. roqoswe coquatnoTHNernne. obgsarenhcraa ΠῸ Mmposi ᾿ Ἢ πρτακε rocyaap. 
20THH EPYO- | Paloma ΠΕΠΗΗΜ CTANW ΚΡΥΠΠΗΜ ΠΕΒΈΡΟΜ | cray CeMbCHOROSRACTRCHHLIX pOLyKTOR, GucTPee- θα περῖπετν BCA TEEN ; Xr 
‘eleSHe | gpomssogeTsa Tosapwora EAcGs, MX 1940) pomo nopraTOBNTbch K SAMOUKE CHOTA, | | - -: ΝΙΝ ᾿ 
th ΜΌΙΠΗΡΙΕ. npenpatith TAKE ΜΒ Κρυ πη yerrp upe- |. Cr: -SABSPUROT RAK , Πρητραποπεῇ Κομῆτοτ, Copetcioe. mpatn- 
TYHKTDI, HSEOACTEA Maca, MONOKA, MApCTM W APYTHA| venacreo. ¥./raHO. Haney Cepreermia Xpymieea,, "ΤῸ, onK cHenaoT Be HeOHxoAAMCS ᾿ 
COBETCKOMY | IPORYRTOS HBBOTHORORCTAAN, JAA ΠΡΕΤΕΠΙΒΈΜΗ WKS ΓΡΘΗΠΗ ΒΗ . sayat, HOCTAwieHUEX-B-npoente .xoRo! Mpo- |. 
TOMOrNa TO-} Cerne SaMNCTAT ΠΕΡΤΗῊ Hallam xopa- | rpamnl KowMysHctadecnon oapran Corercxoro -Comsa, τὶ ee at 
TOME TPY- | ay MonRepKRY y cOTeH TRCAY HOROCE- sng cee i oa Ea ola IC 9 SAE arate eae 
tCKy30 ΜΟΙΠΡ | non, C anryanasMOM BanTKch OFM 3a HK 
WAR COMMA | fpeTsoperne BOKNSAL. Kah KOARCRTAB, 
¥ βερβᾶ. KCRODA Ma KOHNPETHLIX YerosHA Kogsiicrsa, 
ἨΗΔ ΚΑΛΆ WO | ΠΙΠΒΗΒΠΗ͂ΘΤ CBOE MECTO B PasBHTUH. MKROT- 

3M YPORHeEM | HoROACTEA. Ha HpOMe KK ReLRABRO Tape 
IX JOWONHHe | THIAMIN ΚΟΗΦΕΠΕΜΠΜΗ͂Χ, palioHOR OCBOEHHA 
MecTK MKT ΠΕΠΉΒΕΙ, πᾶ cpeste Komnapran Hasaxcrana ROTO Π 
tygoa. Focy-| mpkroqenncs ApKHe OpyMeper ractoiummot MOT, 
maca (a Be-| GoppGn! 38 ΠΌΠΒΟΜ COmecTBeHHOrY KNBOT ' 
4,9 MBARHO- | HODOOCTEA, JleneraTe] ΤΟΒΌΡΗΠΔΗ © -ΠΥΤΗ͂Κ 
IIOKA TOM, ΒΘΙΠΒΗΜΗ͂ ΠΟΌΤΘΒΠΘΗΜΟΗ D8 ΕΒῚΝ. SPaORT BRRHOCTS ΠΗ He 
m. Boe 310) B 9rd ARH Gombiad H Apy KHAN CattpA ne Tee Nouaseainn ate eon τὴ pa i Β 
Ὁ TOM, Ha-| ἈΗΙΗΗΚΟΒ BMECTE CO BCEM COBETCKEM . Ha- rnee VX Matte ROCTMEMATE “RONCOREMA 

Oa ῬΌΔΟΜ ΤΩΤΟΒΗΤ mat C teach vfoan pene CTOMb BBICOKOH TACTOTB!, -TO- Mer CoLIMIOT'|ee,— Wageme OOpadarsaadtea we CaMAM 
ΕΒ maprig, | XXII ceesay πᾶρτημ. C ΠΟΠΘΗ͂ yGpan Bock} {Got .ceAtat | apyx, KOTOPHA OnOCOGHE' Μᾶ- 1 aaotyyMedTON, B ROPAIHBHEIMA . TACTANC- 
ROERHE Ue-| MOA DenHEh ypomai. Mepenosue Gpara- Horaxe |.Aate πού ΤΉΝ τὴς ΕΊ ABTOMOOAABHHIA ¢ : πὶ Ε 
ἘΠΗΉΒΗΗΒ .88} om, ΦΌΠΜΗ, ὈΘΒΧΟΒΝΙ Ν᾿ ΚΟΠΧΌΒΗ. pane FabTD MIOB,; ‘BKIOURHHNX ὉΠΗΟΒΈΘΜΘΗΒΟ. <Takoss |aon 
a. 3a mecth | ryor Ὁ ΒΕΙΠΟΛΗΒΗΡΜΗ ΠΡΗΒΉΤΗΣ ἩΜΗ ObR-. WHOA ACRPLITAR . RAN HEX Ὁ 
ἸΕΒΟΒΗΜΘ 116- satemors, ΠΑΜΘΊΒΕΥ AWA cebs’ HORE ΡΥ -' aie amas ὙΠΗΒΗΤΟΠΡΗΟΓΟ NexaRHIMA. |-aaerAyaM, ¢ 
vipa eat Benen: Cerogan αὶ ¢[panges πύδαμσγιοτοα ae tpyMen? — Tigh FORON ΠΜΔΟΥΒΜΝΥ ἐῶν ae ae) 

AeHe- | WarepHanet, B KOTOPUK TPyMeHHKH HeARR~ soa : ὃ hen ἢ 
ΒΟΒΜΕΙΠΡΉΜΙ | HX Palouse ὑΤΡΔΗΜ. PaCCKaSHARwT Ὁ προ" βάν" ΒΑΟΒΕ: Ulemeaer HOPERAIONETERD, “H CTPYA POM, 

ἈΕΒΜΕΠΙΘΉΜΕΜ, | enansoh WMH pafore,, Je@lstcH CBORMH ee ἘΠῚ \ 
papnoi πρὸς ΛΥΜΆΜΗ Ἡ mianaMn-ua Gygyujee. Moxopute- ‘FB 
IBBIX SEMEN, | 1H HENKEL POpAyO ofoipmor. ΠΡΟΒΗῚ Iipa- " 
ἸΤΌΠΒΗσ MPH-| ΓΡΑΜΜΗ ΠΑΪΡΤΗ͂Η HM ΓΌΡΠΑΤΙΡ TeM, tro 5 B 
Gnef (8 cra-| srom semmuaiimes goKyMente Nantel aroxee | 
‘ TOKPHA ΒΒ ΟΒΟΘΉΜΒ ΠΟΠΜΗΗΗ͂Σ FSAI HHHN SeMeRh H HORAO 
80 OTHE pai) coafane ΠΟΒΜΧ KPYyTHEIX cOpKo205 pac- 
TOPO UXO" | cMaTPHBsETCA KaX ΒΑ ΒΝ 5:8" 5 pasBATHit 

cenbcKoro χασπῆστπα,, ΟἿΝ Comm ropatere 
ΠΌΤΩΤΕ ocy-| crpemnenna BHecTH ΠΟΟΙΟΒΉΜΗ. AKnay 5 
JenTpanbHNM | cTpORTeNbcTRO KUMMYHH3Ma, 4 : Tyr 

- ἢ ᾿ . ᾿ a 

KHbe Henreranan 

esx KRICC | 
renepanbnit cexperape: KIB rom X. as}: 
mA; Wen Nlonerhopo IK Tr.3.-Maaaac |. 

wT, Oprera [uac, wien IK toa, Ρ, Peppa 
‘Pamoc; , 

— μόπερϑιμη ΟΗΡΗΒΟΚΟΝ ΒΟΝΜΥΈΒΟΤΕΣ 
"echo NapTHH 80 rane ¢ Met 
cexperapen LK naprxu Tos. X. Barqaqen; 

πα Renerana-[leehapexol Mapran Tpy- 
Aa BO paane C ΓΕΗΒΆΒΠΒΗΜΜ ὈΕΚΡΟΤΑΠΒΗ 

. 

TapTan- τοῦ, 3. Booran; ἡ. : 

: Ewido BECTPYMEeHT, ΠΟΤ He Μο- 
THEOCTORTS CAMME ΤΒΘΏΠΕΙ 5 ΠΠΕΒΕῚ 

ἢ πα anway, Kpomte toro, off ΠΜΟΙΟΤ 
BRO ΠΗΡΗΜΥΠΙΘΌΤΕΟ epey _oOarTaEMH | 
PeINAMt HAH. pesaly, cocrommce B HX 
CHOCOSHERTH «pesatee XPyNKHe MuTepHa- 
TH, ΠΠῸΣΡ coptawmneca 06 Ha 
OOHEHOReRHIX ctanHax., [ostomy ἘΠΈΤΡΕ- 
OBYHOBMIG ΟἸΒΗΚῊ HEQANeHHMA! TPH AITO 
TORHeBHE ReTane wa ἩΘΌΒΜΗΝΗ, ἘΠΕΜΗΒΗ, 

: μοι. 
. 'πόποι obpaSorms 

_ BOCEMB 
-Monogoft oepatmn Bayita ὉΠΕΠΥΕΥΕ ὉΠΗῸ 88 

JHRTPASHYHOELIX WE- 
MOTEpHAIOS oEtetach 

. Orepeitaa 5. τοῦ 

ApyTam. 
Hayumue corpyaaEre orgena snenrpopH- 

ARCKAX ΒΕΤΟΠΟΒ a TECHOM CO 
apymectss ¢ yYeHRIMH A ΒΗΞΙΒΉΒΡΕΜΗ pA- 
Aa Gpegtpantal w koncrpyetoperux opra- 
HE*AEA. GOATaNH CTAHRM pasnettslt ΒΒ- 

—feseragua Wopryrancckol KoMMynH- 
sux sapydem- | CTHYeCKOA πδρτηη BO Thage ¢ TexepanbHLt ra a , ee ὁ iiayubocncenaiibenrsniisnors ες τὰ μυχῶν 

' cexperape Taprua ton. A. Kysbanon; | vet cowl θ΄ ν ie vytatPiuinycouche:-crbenb" (enone Ἡμηαῦομ peayaul 
ineckoh map| "π΄ AeA Koseyyamoratecnol ~ nap- koscinpyictop —veee A, ἃ, Yerangee, κτερωικῆ. κιοκηδρ τ βη δόσαν, Μ. Maioed- 

ΘΗΔΉΘΗΜΗ͂, ὈΡΕΗ Ἐπὰν = yrnrpass} Koran 
ΒΗ 3ΗΘΗ͂ ΠΟΙΤΕΒΤΟΜΑΤ, OpequaauaTeREbe 
Ἀπ Rpemuda Η ΤΟΡΜΒΒΗΗ͂. Ha 
πος Aoporue ΕΒ. MaTe- 
Paar ρα δατ ΒΘΙΌΤΕΗ ¢ ἩΘΗΡΙΠΉΜΗ Πὸ- 
TCOAME-B.tpeMepHO a θ.-.10 pas Sacr 

ontaSpa 1961 τ΄ 
ee 

᾿'Μμημοτξροτῆο nepee3xaeT 
IReTCH WHNAA Wl 
fampieduem Gy} 
meGnoe saHne, 1 
CKHH Can H ACHH., 
3anom Κὶ ApyTue ar 
Teun, 

Conxos 47ixpot 
ΤῊΤΡ B ObpasyoBor 

q 

pee, Fem Obie J 
wetomame., Paapia 
raqeckHe ΟἸΔΗ͂ΘΕΙ 
ἘΝῚ HAMHEH ΒΞ 1} 

¥ atax cTamet 
Moe Gyzyittee. 4 
paéorzucy ΜΕΤ 
aba ΗΒ TO ΜΙ 
napa, rye row 
MéeCTO B ΤΡΊΒΟΙ 
MYT PATHOSNERI. 
YIRTpasay Kr. 

— B pauext 
GHPCRTOD ΠΟΞῚΓ 
A. Ti. Baagsnel 
¥UAHe A. UPAKTH? 
Tose obpatorntl 
CTAHHOB Basaited 
eTPORTEAREOM 24 
Hapsaga, Copenm: 
popaaae cosepitr i 
ΗΒΙΣ Mogenea, ΕἸ 
ἈΡΌΠΟΤΕ, ΠΆΠΡΗΝ ἢ 

PATHICA BO ΕΒ] 
πη 4 «CTankoms 4 
‘IPHpM, GHAI, 14 
CORETCKAA HAYHEL 
MBE ΠΕΡΕΠΌΒΡΙΕ.. 

Horo coreTa KEL 
Ha 3anTpaxe ΠῚ 

MHBMCTpa ΒΗΘ} 
qoam, moog KEI 
ARR ΠΟ ΌΠΕΌΤΕΒΙ 
(HOR. - 
Ὁ cosercnon 1: 

aaMeCTHTCNh ΜΗΠ 
man M. B. 3axaj) 
HEOCTPAWANK ΜΒ} 
A. A. CaGones, "" 
M, Ἡ. Tyrapwroi 

-JaBTpak ΠΡΌΠΙ 
craw0nka, 



‘Tolgon rare vee ay 

Belmont emwenenm 

MOT ΕΥΒΡΕΘΎΨΗΝΕΡΟΝ 

Ca UGG ρων». 

On engine apttien 

SAC, Chicage (134-46 Sub B) January 19, 1962 

. PERSONAL. ATIENT 100 
ο΄ Director, FBI (100-428091) 1 -- Mr. Belment , 

4 ᾿ ἢ -- - Κε φ . Sullivan 

(Osu) 
ner 

SECURITY - ¢ 1: - = ie: Bland er 
1 - Mr. Gurles 

ReCGairtel 1-9-62 setting ferth the suggestions and 

observations of * and Chic Office yGoncerning 

program to attempt te defect sone ‘Ame cang res ding in 

Russia or some. r socialist ceuatry. Referenced a reel. 

ermation concerning appreximately 20 American 

tndivigesis with when informant was in contact or received 

informationabout while on S0L8 Mission 10 and whe exp 

The Bureau feels that a but eae in as such, in this 

should not be vadertaken but Individeal cases 
hich indicate seme promise are and will be expl lored as 

they arise. 

hese people, as they claim, have stich grea 

love for if teit States and desire te leave the erittist 

countries, the question arises as te why y they are furnishing 

this informatien te an individual such 5834-S* when 

tm knew to have been connected in a high official capacity A a te 

the Communist Party, UA (CPUSA), fer many years. 
This is possibly an entespment for the informant and 
have been des the Soviets ts tes An approach 

any ef these τὰ Εν ἤθει: by Uni States officials abread 

night ht be traced directly back te informant. Alse, site since such 

out remarks ha it 
r that it is his δαὶ as a soed ged commas te it woo 

t ἃ matter to Gus He ral Se fiver this iat t would 

ap ser that if ee oemant advised Hall is information 
Hall in turn furnished it to the Soviets, i 

a disruptive measure which would cause the Sovi ets te suspect 

these individuals and would neutralise their eftectivensss 

in the secialist couatrics. The parassment of 

ths Soviets might even cause these | “Individunis te them ey ly 

Leave λα. 4 : te π056δ.-..2 5641] -/¢ 7 
LTG: bgc/dew bet NOTE: See a: 00 ner to Sullivan 
(9) We ἡ 1~18-62, Same we caption| UT: bec. , 

Hj mi Gf 

oe FE, 
SJ jd 

reverype unrt [7] 



Letter te-Chicago | ot | 4 

Re: SOLO : \ 
100-428091 

τς Chicago should discuss this matter further with 

informant to determine the feasibility and desirability 

of having informant relate hia observations concerning 

these people and their comments to him to Gus Hall with 

the suggestion that Hall advise the TSR. 

This is but one example of information which hes 
this informant 

concerning a given subject is sent te the Bureau, it is 

complete, 



SAC, New York (100-80643) ' January 17, 1962 

Director, FBI (100=3°69) i - un Ganley 
1 » Mr. Phillips 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA eer 
ORGANIZATION | 6 Ons 
IWTERNAL SECURITY ~ © ἝΝ ILD | 

oe Β 

For the information of Chicago, the New York Office 
waa in telephonic communication with the Bureau 12/18/61 
econserning three messages which Gus Hell was to transmit to 
his Soviet contect through NY 694-S*, First of these messages 
concerned organisation of Comaunist Party, USA (CPUSA), as it 
exists today and indicated that there have been no ὑραΐο 

Message stated that Nationsl Committee ia 
resaining od, From contents of this message and other 
intelligence | to Bureauts attention, Bureau hes been 

‘to believe that the NC remains unchanzed as to personnel 
and that inferences to the oontrary are only part of the | 
strategic maneuver of Hell, other hich Party funetionaries 
and Party attorneys in an effert to eircuavent successful 
Federal prosecution. 

Chicago airtel 1/10/62, copies te New York, above 
caption, enclesed statement of cd sebhen dated 1/10/62 in 
which inf ἫΝ to κ ς NC member informant referred 8." 
Chicago airtel 1/10/62, copies ant designated for New York, 
in matter "Gus Hall Cy; ISA of 1950," summarized information 
regarding Hall's aetivities in Chicago on 1/9/62 as furnished 
by CG 582h-8*,. This airtel also refers to "{farner menbers 
of the HC." (Hot specific as to whether we of verd "former" 
is that of informant or of Chicago Office). Chicago teletype 

62, copies to New York,in Hall matter again referred to 
WC members, (Likewise not specific as to whether ~ 

this is Ainformant's or Chicago Office's use of term "former"). 

If it be true that the NC personnel remeins the 
δοκῶ and there has been no besic change as to the organisation | ΤΑ 
of the KC, and that references to the contrary ere only the 
practice of strategic tactics on the part of the CPUSA, it 
δ very desirable that these NC members δοῖ be referred to by 

our sources and/or field offices as "former" NC members. Also, 
it is v neesss Af above premise be correct, that our | ery ary sy pr omni ght 
sources do not use the term "former" in any reports ὦ 
be furnished to the Department. τ 

2 =.Chicago (10033741) SRICORDED 
BijANRH een (801,0) | τ ΜΑΙΕΕΘΙΑΝ 7 1962 



Letter to New York \ 
Res GOMMUMNIST PARTY, USA 
100*3-69 

Offices are Instructed to he beg® and CG 582k 
respectively, | arrange to have a “meeting of the aindet on 
this issue and, thereafter, your offieesshould use language 
in your sommunieations consiatent with the final conclusion 
of the informants. Also, when this matter has been resolved, 
New York should instruct all offices covering the residences’ 
of al) NC members of the final decision Ὁ that references to 
NC members in future reports and other conmunications will 
be in a wilforn MANDY » 

in view of the forego sng) the New New ori and se 

| Keep Bureau pronptly advised of 411 developments 
in this matter, Pronpery P 
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SAC, New York (100-134637) | —- January 22, 1962 ||. 

1 - Mr. Gurley 

Director, FBI (100-428091) ΝΞ _ | 
FG), ΝΕ | 

| 
ΕΣ SECURITY - C 

Reference is made to your telephone call to the ᾿ 
Bureau 12-29-61 furnishing the Laboratory the text of a ἱ 
messaze which New York requested to be exciphered” in the 4 

_ crypto system used by NY 694-S* " 

This message was as follows: _ 4 

Replace ‘address number two in Niscom that Ὁ 

a es oe ᾿ (repeat), repeat) ’ 
Use same return name as origina ly agree 9 on ἢ Τ two, ἃ 

e 
Ing 

It is requested that the New York or Chicago Office το. 
advise the Bureau the significance of this message and the 
identity of | —_-b 

In the future New York and Chica ag are requested 
te furnish the Bureau with details surrounding the sending 
of these messages in the crypto system used by NY 694-S* 
and/or (ἃ 5824-S* and: the fi 1 significance of these messages. 

2 ~ Chicago 

LTG: bmt * 
(6) We 

HAILED 3 

GH Δ ἢ sue 

COMN-FBL . 
Dre Lod GH wie nerves 

Evane a 

ee om ᾿ 
Sullivan sewn ἔ 2 wie at ἢ 
Tavel . 6 4 Ϊ ες Ὁ td ἢ © στε τα st 
Trotter -. . 7 . . 

a Z 
' i 4 ΠΥ 1 ry /.. 1 ary 4 BX " μὰ 

NAY jah rend et HOM! . ἬΝ 
' Νὰ πα ΤΣ ΕἸ ὍΝ ᾿ ; iv, Ἕ 



1 - ur Gurley 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) | January 22, 1962 

Diregtor, FBI (100-428091) 

foxy , | | 

(Fou) SECURITY - Ο 

Rourairtel 1/9/62 enclosing an artiele in 
: \ the Russian language from "Pravda" 10/11/61 whieh made | 

7 | reference to the presence in the Soviet Union of Con- 
my ἃ nunist Party, USA, delegates to the 22nd Congress of 
ws the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in Moscow. 

Pursuant to Chicago's request, there are enclosed 
‘two copies each for Chicago and New York of the trangiation 
of this article. 

Enclosures (2) | 

2 - New York (Enclosures 2) (100-134637) 

Tools Gn smi 

Foe Li openers 

Mohit seerathermananteaiine 

Callahea ee eget 

earn seman νκκανοι 

‘Pvais wcnoceen LTG: bmt/kmo ἢ 7 ΠῚ 

μα, ΣΟΙ: (6) ΝΕ ΠΝ | 
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‘ AS ee ' Ὁ 
OPHONAL FORM NO. 1% ΕΣ » Φ . te Τοίδοῦ anmmnecmeren 

5 “τὰ Φ fa ene) Eg liont aumumuneenmsm 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT yok 
ean κεττσποσνς 

Memorandum Prt 
Poe 

TOO} Mr, W. 6. sui {ayaa pate: January 19, 1962 Te ae 
1 ~ Mr. Belmont Tale. Room oor 

FROM : Mr, FP. J, Baungs 1 - Mr. Sullivan Gonty oe 
Jl = Mr. Baumgardner 1 = 

KR 1 - Mr. Bland 
sunjeck Bouo ; 1 - Mr. Branigan 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 ~ Mr. Gurley (3 

Pursuant to instructions of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
CG 5824~-S* departed on Solo Mission 10 for Moscow, Russia, 10/2/61 as 
‘one of the five delegates to represent the CPUSA at the 22nd Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. He returned from this 
Mission 12/5/61. 

Informant suggested that the Bureau might have the State 
Department attempt to cultivate certain Americans residing in socialist 
countries. He named about 20 Americans with whom he had contact on 
this mission or about whom he received: information. They are people 
who fled the U. S. for fear of prosecution on espionage charges or 
who have been connected with the communist movement and now volun- 
tarily reside abroad. Informant felt that if full courtesies were 
extended to these people by the-U. 8S. Embassies in those countries, 
it would create lasting impressions upon these people and cause then 
to defect. 

SAC, Chicago, disagreed with informant to the extent that 
spies and traitors should not be invited to U. S. Embassy affairs or 
‘extended various courtesies. Chicago set forth various ideas for 
implementing a program to defect one or more -of these people. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

As: a program it is felt the suggestion lacks merit, This 
might be entrapment of the informant and may be a method used by the 
Russians to test him. If informant furnished’ the comments of these 
people to Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary, and Hall advised the 
Russians, it would be a disruptive measure which would cause the 
Soviets to suspect these people and neutralize their effectiveness 
in socialist countries., Individual cases which indicate some promise 
are and-will be explored as they arise. Detailed memorandum attached. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

(1) It is recommended that a program, as such, should pot 
be instituted. “ὮΝ 

ae Sewers 

ered /00- ¥2 #09/-1 G4 

REC. 9 35 JAN 24.1962 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO) 
100-428091 

(2) A letter to Chicago 15 attached instructing that 
office to discuss with informant the feasibility and desirability 
of relaying his observations concerning these people and. their . 
comments to Gus Hall with the suggestion that: Hall advise the 
USSR. 

ty 

1 
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Memorandum tle Sad 

TO Mr. Ἧς C, 5611 νὰ N.C. 5011 νάπη" pare; January 18, 1962 τοῖα --.... 
, ὙτΟΕΙΟΥ ματποτοντνναεννν 

" fr, tle. ROOM peewee 

room : Mr. Εἰ, J. Baumgardner i - un Sullivan fat 
1 - Mr, Baumgardner 

supyedr: SOL! | 1 - we Bland 
Gan NAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Loar. Garley Ν 

Pursuant to instructions of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 

CG 5824-S* departed on SOLO Mission 10 for Moscow, Russia, 10/2/61 
as one of the five delegates to represent the CPUSA at the 22nd 
Congress of the Communist Party. of the Soviet Union. He returned 
from this Mission 12/5/61. This memorandum ‘sets forth information 
obtained from. informant concerning his comments. and suggestions 

to the effect that the Bureau might have the State Department 
attempt to cultivate certain Americans connected with the communist 
movement residing in socialist countries, Observations and 
recommendations of the Chicago Office and the Domestic Intelligence 

Division are set forth, 

She informant's views were originally received at the 
Bureau inyvery brief form to the effect that the various United States 
Embassies and;Legations in socialist countries appear to be making 
a mistake in’not attempting to cultivate some Americans residing in 
such gvuntries, particularly those Americans representing the CPUSA 
press,, Chicago Office furnished these comments for the Bureau's 
info¥nation:with. the thought that the Bureau might desire to make 
thes® conignts known to some other Government agency, particularly 
the Unitéd States State Department, 

It was. necessary for the Bureau to direct ἃ personal 
attention communication to Chicago to recontact informant to obtain 
from him specific information, identities of individuals he had in 
mind, :arid' as much additional data as he could supply in justification 
for his suggested course of action, In addition, SAC, C icago, : 

was instructed to include his own observations and recommendations δ. 
and, if be agreed-with the suggestion of the informant, to include 
his om thoughts as to the means of implementing this, suggestion. 

> SFay 
_ Subsequently, Chicago furnished the following observations 

and comiiénts |of CG 5824-S*. QOH (BLES GIA 
πΐἴ ν πρῶ ἔδγι, ΕΣ yt 

Enclosure εἰς “Ee, wal oe l 08: Ω L8 09 7 ἰ & "Ike 

7 Wit rp “TPE. g a, 
100-428091 * pe JAN 24 1962" Ὁ 
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. Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
E:; SOLO 

100-428091 

In approximately 1947, informant was covering an assignment 
for "The Worker," east coast communist newspaper, in. Moscow, 
Russia. At that time, informant found the U.S. Embassy to be a 
place open to all Americans away from home. He was treated cordially 
and even though he was a known communist he wasnever ignored or 
baited. The courtesies extended to him created lasting impressions 
upon: Me 

Informant named. about 20 Americans in the Soviet orbit 
with whom he had contact or received information about during this 
SOLO Mission. These people are Americans who fled. the United States 
for fear of prosecution on espionage charges or who have been 
connected with the communist movement and are now voluntarily 
residing in a socialist country, ‘Based on his conversation with 
these people or information he has received about them, he feels 
that all of them would like to return to the United States for one 
reason or another. He also feels that if they were treated: as 
any other United States citizens and extended full courtesies by 
the United States Embassies in the socialist countries, this would 
create impressions upon them. He felt the important thing with 
zegard to these people was to get them out from behind the Iron 
urtain. 

informant, in some instances, did not know the full name 
of these people; was not positive as to the correct name of some; 
and was not sure of the citizenship of some of them, He suggested 
that the Bureau might have the State Department attempt to cultivate 
these people by. inviting them to festivities at the various Embassies 
on holidays, et cetera, 

LICAGO 0 

Chicago disagreed With the observations. of informant τὸ 
the extent that individuals who are former espionage agents and 
traitors should be indiscriminately invited and cultivated by our 
Embassies abroad, Nor did:Chicago agree that insignificant 
personalities ‘should be considered for such a program. 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
E: SOLO 

100-428091 

Individuals who would face espionage charges on return 
to the United States should not be cultivated in this fashion 
as it would not provide penalties for espionage. As an example 
of this, Chicago cited Alfred K, Stern, Martha Dodd Stern and 
Maurice Halperin. Unless these individuals would agree to return 
to the United. States voluntarily for trial, they should not be 
considered in such a program, ' 

John Pittman, representative of "The Worker" in Moscow, 
or his successor; or, an individual who does not atpresent face 
charges in this country; or, individuals who have given their 
lives τὸ communism could be considered for cultivation since 
they could be a tremendous propaganda item for the world. 

If a means could be devised to bring back one or two 
of these individuals, excluding spies, to seek asylum in a Western 
country, this would have a tremendous propaganda effect on individual 
communist members in the United States, 

To .effect contact with these people abroad, communications 
could be delivered by Embassies behind the Iron Curtain ‘to these 
people selected for such a:program 50. that they might icome to feel 
that they are American:citizens and if they have problems they 
have the liberty of American citizens to visit the Embassy on 
their own intiative, 

Most of these people have soft spots in their hearts 
for their loved ones, e assies abroad, through communication 
with these people, could in some cases: indicate ‘that the facilities 
of the embassies are open to: the location of friends or relatives 
in the United States or even to the forwarding of personal letters, 
packages et cetera, if such is desired by the American citizens 
iving abroad. This might lead some of them to’visit the Embassy 

or in some way communicate with it. . 

In furtherance of such a plan, the Bureau might initiate 
or consider a program in the United States which would periodically 
cover the visiting of relatives of these people for the purpose of 



‘Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

determining how these people living abroad are faring physically 
and/or whether or not these relatives have been able to or have 
communicated with these people, If they have lost touch with the 
people living abroad, the agent might drop a hint to these 
relatives that they might correspond with the State Department 
and ask the Embassy in the country in question to attempt to 
locate their relatives abroad to determine their ‘well-being, 

Chicago strongly feels: that the treatment and courtesies 
extended in 1947 by Walter Bedell Smith, former United States 
Ambassador to Russia, .waS one of the controlling factors in 
informant's breaking with the communist ideology, At that time 
informant:was in Moscow on: assignment for "The Worker"; he was 
Sick, disgusted and homesick as are many of the individuals 
enumerated by informant. It 15.611 by source and Chicago that | 
many of the people are confused and need advice and any communication: 
which will indicate something other than .unfriendliness will be 
grasped by these people. 

Chicago believes that the .problem of how to assist 
these individuals to leave the socialist country, once they have 
expressed a desire to defect, will be a problem for other agencies, 
Chicago suggests these people might join delegations traveling 
abroad with the ultimate objective of getting to ἃ ‘Western or 
neutral country. 

0 ONS ὁ DO V 

For the Bureau to suggest a program, as such, to the 
State Department has the possibility of great embarrassment 

_to the Bureau and the United States, To suggest that American 
communists or traitors abroad be invited into United States 
Embassies and extended courtesies would be a program tailor-made 
for the Russians. The dangersof such contacts. are obvious. 

In 1947, the world-wide communist conspiracy controlled 
much less of the world and its population than it does. aé present, 
Today, the communists control one fourth of the world's land and 



Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
RE: 5010 
100-428091 

one-third of the world's people. Since 1947 we have come to 
grips with the communists not only in the cold war but also 
in shooting wars and have seen: them overrun some of the smaller 
countries, The resistance of the freedom-loving peoples of 
Hungary and the drastic measures used by τῆς communists to 
subdue them have come to light during t is period. While informant 
saw the error of his ways and the fallacy of the communists for 
world domination, those individuals mentioned by informant have 
seen fit not only to remain communists but to aid their Soviet 
masters during this period in which communism has become even 
more repulsive, 

To invite known traitors, spies. and communists to 
our Embassies abroad would ‘be insulting to American tourists and 
individuals at these functions and they no: doubt would report 
such actions to their congressmen, who in turn would ask why 
such procedures are being followed, The members of the American 
press would also desire to furnish this information to their 
readers and would also. question this policy, especially equal 
treatment or wooing of the communist press. 

The typical communist would consider an invitation 
to a United States Embassy affair a right and not ἃ privilege, 
He would make the most of this contact for his own benefit and 
that of the communist world, 

Americans voluntarily residing in, socialist countries 
could return to the ‘United States voluntarily if they so desired 
and need no special invitation or treatment, 

Informant does not appear tobe ina position to make 
recommendations about certain of these people, i. e., those whom 
he apparently does not know well enough to know their full names, 
correct names, and/or citizenship status, 

To assist some of these people to ‘return to the 
United States, if they do indeed have actual difficulties, would 
serve only the selfish interests of these people unless they agree 
to.and do make public statements concerning the atrocities of 
the communists, 
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Memorandum. to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091] 

American. Embassies abroad should not be made a postal 
or messenger service for communists abroad. This could become 

_ a transmission ‘belt for illegal messages from ‘such countries 
as Russia to the United’ States, ‘not only with United States. 
sanction but with its assistance. 

For the Bureau to contact relatives of these people 
in the United States and inquire about the people-behind the 
Iron Curtain would only. furnish these people and the:-communists 
further ammunition to alleged ‘FBI harassment.. 

If these people, as they claim, have such great love 
for the United States and desire to leave the socialist countries, 
the question arises as to why they are furnishing this information. 
to an individual such as CG 5824-S* whom they know to have been 
connected..in a high official capacity with the CPUSA for many 
years, This is possibly an entrapment for the informant and 
may have been designed by the Soviets to test_him, An approach 
ito these individuals by United States officials abroad: might be 
traced directly back to informant, Also, since such outspoken 
‘remarks, have been made to informant, it would appear that it is 
his duty as a good communist to report this matter to Gus Hall, 
General Secretary, CPUSA, It would appear that if informant advised 
Hall of this information and Hall in turn furnished it to the Soviets, 
it would be a disruptive measure which would cause the Soviets 
to suspect these individuals: and would neutralize their effectiveness 
in the socialist countries, The harassment of them by the Soviets 
might even:cause these individuals to voluntarily leave Russia. 

| AS.a program: it is felt the suggestions and observations 
of the informant and the Chicago Office lack merit. Individual 
cases which indicate some promise are and will be explored 
as they arise, In this connection, approved memorandum Branigan 
to Sullivan 1/11/62 set forth information that an arrangement 
-had been made with the State Department concerning Maurice Halperin. 
State has been advised that Halperin might desire to return to the 
United States and in the event he did so he could be of great 
assistance to the United States Government in making a full disclosure 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: OLO 
100-428091 

of his participation in wartime espionage for the Soviet Government, 
State has placed a stop on Halperin with the Embassy in Moscow 
so that if and when he makes:a routine contact with the Embassy 
for my reason, it can be determined discreetly by a ‘senior 
officer of the Embassy whether or not Halperin has any intention 
of returning to the United States, 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1, It is recommended that a program, as such, should 
not be instituted. 

2. A letter to the Chicago Office is attached | 
instructing that office to discuss with informant the feasibility 
and desirability of relaying his observationsconcerning these. 
people and their comments to him to Gus Hall with the suggestion 
that Hall advise the USSR. 

ΠΣ 
I 
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{ Date: 1/2/62 | 

| 

(Type in plain text or code} 

| για, AIRTEL 4 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

aby sate me a as ποτα ee re coe ee sl ΙΝ ae ee ee ee ne oe | eee τι- 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 7 

‘ [ 
Dy} FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ο 

δ Z 

EL. {7 Ὁ 
tL Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the originals 

EN of 7 printed items, in varying languages, furnished to the 
CP, USA, fraternal delegation to the 22nd Congress, CPSU, 

tt by other attending fraternal delegations. 

| The enclosed items were mailed by CG 5824-S* 
Ae from Prague, Czechoslovakia, while still abroad on the tenth 

SOLO mission, These items were received in a Chicago mail 
we drop on 12/28/61. On 12/29/61, CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD 

W, HANSEN that these items had. been specifically provided to 
him by the CP, USA, fraternal delegation for transmittal to 

Ah the CP, USA, The fact that the documents have arrived is not 
! lor yet known to officials of the CP, USA, ς 

Since, with the exception of one item, all of 
these printed pamphlets are in a foreign language, they are 
being transmitted herewlth to the Bureau. No photostats of | 
these items have been prepared by the Chicago Office. 

ae | 

ye ¢ “bat The items enclosed herewith are as follows: ὌΝ ἢ 

enn de μον | ἮΝ ἢ 
ἘΦ τα . As page item -ontities ‘ 7 

nist Por me Age vida para 2 PEO ed Por 61 rogreso 
provincial -anaJo.4 S.-Ampueste ἘΣ τον aR ES ert gota-dovadtacigat™ issued’ by on | 

ecutive Soot tte ont ΟΣ ΝΗ Ὁ ane 
κι... οὗ δ 60 - 2 B24/- } ἢ alvador, χε ay 

\ Ε: Bureau ERE ἔπη 16573 oe 2) eae ee ΕΣ. 
1... New Yo Ww Info) (RM he S JAN: 4 3 aa ἶ 

1962, 7. te 

β' 

a 
\ 1 -- Chicago 772 hate " ; M 

RWH:Plb Aone Ite Ak Ys UG ye le 6 gt ‘ é ft 

AB Tah yt 

1 

; re το» ἢ No 

ν A x ΖΑ sent hr ce oved: ‘ er. 

57 FER 5 aecial Avert in Charge ™ ᾿ “577 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

ies halk 

a = a 

3. Alé6 page item entitl { camino de la paz 
sirgessner Ὁ, El camino de ja sea7fh ς ‘er pueblo™ by 

Oscar Creydt. 

4, A 65 page item ΝΜ Independencia, 
Soberania a, Democracia. Progreso. ¥ ‘ke ebroyecto στ΄ τως 

“del. Partido Comunista. « del Ecuador ~. Por un Estado 
nocracla Racional", 
ns 32 page item éntitled perdyecto de Estatutos 

Del. Partido, Conunista Del Ecuador", “ oe Ξ 

6. A 32 page item item entitleefLe, Mouvement, De 
Liberation Nationale Au Sud Viet-Nam' issued’ ‘by Prout National 
de Liberation ¢ du Sud Vietnam, 1961, πππΠππ-“---- 

7, A.28.page item entttioa top the Civil War and 
Restore Internal Peace" issued by the Cantral Committee, 

unis y τ Burna, 1961. 
Sy me ας 

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU 

Ἔ 

In connection with the enclosed items, it is requested 
that the Translation Unit, FBI Laboratory, review the enclosed 
items for purposes of determining the pertinency thereof, 
Should the Bureau feel that this material is of sufficient 
pertinency, it is suggested that these items be photostated 
and translations thereof prepared with copies of such trans~ 
lations being furnished to Chicago and New York for information, 
When the Bureau has completed review of the enclosed items, 
Ait is requested that they be immediately returned to Chicago 
so that the source may transmit them to the CP, USA, 

GALE 

“7 
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Transmit the following in, 

Dates 1/15/62 

— de a a a μαρμαι ῬΌΝΝΝΝ 5. 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority οἱ or Method o of Mailing) Ι 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Sia 
- C 

head memorandum captloned;— ‘a 
Belle Chapman, Former Americans Now Residing in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia.” ὯΝ 

4 

x 

al 

" 
ας 

ἘΝ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ταξὲρ copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant ' 5, state 
ment captioned, “Information Concerning the Possible Fiture 
Consideration of Abe@hapman as Editor, ‘The | Worker st" 

The information appearing ‘in the enclosed informan 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on January 13, 1962, to 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. (pe 

Ι τι 
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NM CONCERNING THE POSSIBLE INVORMATIC FUTURE 
CONSIDERATION OF ABE CHAPMAN AS EDITOR, “THE 
WORKER" 

During recent discussions between Morris Childe 
and Gus Hall, Childs made reference to the fact that while | 
meeting with Abe Chapman in early December, 1961, Chapman, 
a United States citizen xvyesiding and working in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, had shown some discontent with his current 
situation in that country and had given an indication of 
some desire to return to the United States, In view of 
Chapaan's extensive background in the field of writing, 
it was at this tine suggested by Childs that Chapman might 
have some potential as a future editor, "The Worker." 

Wall agreed with the remarks of Childs that Chapman 
might have future potential for use as an editor, "The 
Yorker,” and felt that some thought ought to be given to 
the possibility of considering such α use for him and a 
future request to the Communist Party of Cxechoslevakia 
regarding approval for hia return to the United States, 

/ foc a / 

ENCLOSURE 
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Memorandum 
TO + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 1/18/62 

FROM! SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

(a 
SUBJECT: 50 

=C 

ReBulet, 1/17/62, to Chicago, copy to NY; 
regarding Soviet instructions to CG 5824-S* with respect 

Upon receipt of Chicago's letter containing 

‘to future trips abroad and contacts with the CPUSA leadership. 

CG 58e445*' reply to the questions submitted by the Bureau 
with respect to this matter, the NYO will submit its 
ob nd recommendations concerning the utilization 
of in this cperation. ' 

- 

22408 R8 
- Bureau (100-428091) (RM) : REC. 9 ae 
~ Chicago (134-46 Sub 18}. (SOLO). (RM JANet 1962 | 

1 = NY 100~134637 - 

ACBimml od 
(4) 

οι. 108 

oem SLE 0 »“-}477 



BAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) January 22, 1962 

‘AY . 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
7 | Director, FBI (100-428091) Ὁ 1 - Mr. Bland 

| .- 1 - Mr. Gurley 

γῷ BOLO,’ aL mr-¢ TUL a aay CONTAINED 
INTERN SECUR ad HEREN 1S Uh 7 ¢ 

BIO a 5" οὶ 

Re Chicago airtel 1/15/62 enclosing one copy of 

an informant statement of information furnished by CG 5824-8*. 

This information indicated that informant had con- 
tacted Abe Chapman in early December, 1961, in Prague, 

Czechoslovakia, that Chapman had shown some discontent with 

his current situation in that country and had given an indi- 

cation of sone desire to return to the United States. 

During recent discussions between informant and Gus 

Hall, informant suggested that Chapman might have sone poten~ 

tial as a future editor of "The Worker" in view of his exten- 

sive background in the field of writing. Hall agreed with 

these remarks and felt that sone thought should be given to 

the possibility of considering Chapman for such use and to 

requesting the Communist Party (CP) of Czechoslovakia to 

approve Chapman's return to the United States. 

For the information of Chicago, Abraham J. Chapman 

is on the Security Index of the New York Office, He was born 

4/21/15 at Chicago, Illinois, and has been out of the United 

States since approximately 1951. In 195] he left Kew York 

without advising his associates of his departure. His 

whereabouts was unknown until 1956 when CG 5824-%* learned 

Ihe was in Czechoslovakia. In July, 1960, Chapman requested 

informant to assist him in gaining membership in the CP of _. 

[| Czechoslovakia. In December, 1960, Chapman met with CG 5824-5* 

and volunteered to write articles which night be of assist 

to the CP, USA, and which could be published in "MNainstrean. 

Chapman was a member of the CP in New York City from approxi-. 

mately 1940 until about 1951. He wrote numerous articles in 

the "Daily Worker" as well as, éther P-controlled publications! 
‘olson ποτ ἀφ this time, He was active ‘in a nimiber of cPp-controlled 

ont ~—~—~ynwanizgations during that period, including the International 
Mohr 

Crit oe POrkers Order, the 1 of \dewish. udies, the Workers , 

θοπεαὰ er ΒΕ Ἡ 901, and the Jefferson School of | iWlfScience. , ,,.. 
ENGAS apetamenmuenttnc 34637) £X-] 18 REC- 13 ΓΑ ) “ dA f vs ὔ Ι 

51074) (Abraham J. Chapman) site Hy. αἵ, ew 8 Ϊ (1 
(Abpaham J. Chapman) ΓΗ͂Ν 
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Letter to Chicago | 
RE: BOLO 
100-428091 ; 

-" In addition, as the Chicago Office is aware, 
‘CG 5824~8* has advised that while Chapman states he has 
never been granted Czechoslovakian citizenship, he has been 
taken into the CP of Czechoslovakia, — ἘΝ 

a The Bureau feels that 4¢ is not only desirable ‘but 
necessary that this informant discuss these matters with your 
office prior to making a recommendation auch as he made to 

' Gua Hall in this instance, A review of the Bureau file con- 
. @erning Chapman reveals that Chapman's return to the United ᾿' 

States would serve no useful purpose to this country. Through 
the use of this informant, we appear to be actually aiding 
‘Chapman in his efforts to leave Czechoslovakia. 

Necessary steps should be taken by Agents handling 
this informant to inpress upon the informant the necessity | 
of discussing such matters as this with then in the future 
prior to making such a recommendation. | 
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CINome Searching Unit » Room 6527 
Service Unit - Room 6524 

[7] Forward to Pile Review , 

Supervisor :Room “Ext. 

" Type_of References’ Requested: 
Regular Request (Analytical Search) 

Eojan References: (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
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Nonsubversive References Only 
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- Type of Search Requested: 
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Return to 2436 
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Subversive References Only 
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Main References Only 
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Birthdate & Place i : Ν 

Address ἢ : 
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Localities ---...ο....---------ς---- 
- eatcher 

R Rican δαίο «δ τε a S—Initials 2 ᾿ς. Fira... . 

Prod. 
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earche 
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Records Branc 
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ΓΞ Ναας Searching Unit - Room 6527 

Service Unit ~ Room 6524 
JForwatd to File Review 

[-_] Attention νων 

ἘΞ ἄρνα oA Ἧ 
Supervisor Room Ext, 

Type of References Requested: 
Rene Request (Analytical Search) 

ll References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
Subversive References Only 
Nonsubversive References Only 

| Main. References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 
Restricted to Locality of . 

[__JExact Name Only (On the Nose) 
[_] Buildup Variations 

Birthdate & Place 

Address 

LOCUS SS en ὺ0........ὃὕ.ὕ.ψ. τ τ "en 
earcher 

Re— —_—. Date Le. Initials BEA ΑΝ 

‘Prod. 
FILE NUMBER SERIAL 
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Φ 7 Ss Φ 

δ ον York December 29, 1961 

& δ δὲ RE OU ἘΣ Vy nn ay -“ Director, FBI 74" 

INTERNAL SECURITY -ὦ " 

ἙῸΣ completion οἱ your record enclosed are coples οἱ 
plain text, clpher text and work sheets pertaining to message beginning 
62952 ...,.., Which FBI Laboratory encrypted per telephonic request 
Aa/ee/t irom SA George E. Jones acting ior Guper visor - 

Enclosures (3) 

(Qi) Je sey yp 
Me, Talean oso 

Ν οἱ Fa 

Mr, Belmant.-es« “\ Ὁ ve 

Mt, Mukr ταςτετηξατα ao 

Mr. faliaban πον 

Mr, Conrad. MAILED 5 

My, Tiel. ach. Ν 

Fy Sar eS er 

Mr, Ragen__. COMAM-FBI CANT 

Mr, Sulliven.. yr 
Me, Tavel - 

᾿ ΡΟ ον Ως 

Tele, Roar . 
May 

Miss Gandy... ὡς 
Se τ 

αι δὲ 

fg aI ores 



Ἄν 
ὦ - 

REPLACE ADDRESS NUMBER TWO IN WISCONSIN WITH ANOTHER he 
THAT C TWO. IbTc 

(repeat), repeat), 
USE SAME RETURN NAME AS-ORIGINALLY AGREED TO ON NUMBER 

TWO. HUB, 

00. “22 5977: "584 

ΠΣ 
᾿ ει ahah ες "4 



$2962 

40831 

39453 

06306 

87584 

09348 

22330 

Φ a 
“a Φ 

16922 26626 83550 45478 96701 89220 16204 66124 33011 

68042 18662 81730 80853 07577 34294 74127 06504 12948 

57592 93291 29207 17194 44005 93027 43510 98720 93399 

39487 78647 52979 24484 29019 23865 47163 27690 8040d 

17782 82088 58040 82070 47842 49563 78758 61747 95728 — 

42127 07820 16052 64629 43475 98625 97083 64160 01787 

80676 $8123 

σός. P28 0 NBS ( 
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ἂν 

OPTIONAL FORM HO, 1τὉ © © Talsoa 
° ᾿ ᾿ Balmont 

UNITED STATES GOVEM@@MENT = h Φ Moh 
FA Conrad Memorandum Sent 

Evans ‘ 

ia 

rea to} Mr. Conrad’) pare: December 29, 1961) ffs — 
TIOULET γρνησννννωτανκιωνων 
Tale. ROOM ssn ᾿ 

Ingram ssammeniencrenieniarmmiia FROM j ; Ν | , st | 

SUBJE ΝΕ 
INTERNAL SECURITY .-Ὁ 

Special. Jones, New York Office, acting in absence of re 
Superviso -telephonically furnished us this morning, at 
approximately 11:00 A.M. , text of following message which he requested us to 
encipher in informant's cryptosystem. 

REPLACE ADDRESS NUMBER TWO ΙΝ WISCONSIN Wert ANOTHER THAT CAN °°. | 
BE USED AS NUMBER TWO. ‘THIS. (repeat), | ΝΣ 
Come ene , USE SAME RETURN 
ON AS ORIGINALLY AGREED TO ON:NUMBER TWO, HUB. 

Hub is code name for Morris Childs. | 

Cipher text for above message was telephonically provided _ aan 
Office in New York at.approximately 1:05 P.M. today. | 

Copy is.attached. Confirmatory letter and copy of work sheets being forwarded 
New York separately. 

ACTION: For information. 

Enclosure 

1 -'Mr. Belmont . . hd 
'2~=-Mr. Sullivan (Attention Inspector J. A. Sizoo 

Supervisor Frederick F. Fox) ‘ 

REC- 62 (KM 

g (0-42 f09/-|¢4 
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4-22 (Rev. 222-66 

, Federal Bureau of Inve MPerian 
᾿ Records Branch’ 

TT Nome Searching Unit - Room 6527 
Service Unit» Room 6524 ' 
Forward to File Review 
ttention oe 

oe Aa OAL 
Supervisor | Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: . 
Regular Request (Analytical Search) 

‘TJ All References (Subversive ἃ Nonsubversive) 
Subversive References Only 
Nonsubversive .References Only 
Main wee References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 
Restricted:to Locality of sue sneimiecnmenni 

[ΤΕ χαςι Name Only (On the Nose) 
[-Ἠὀ Buildup ‘Variations 

Subject’ δος 
Birthdate ἃ Place 

Address. » 

- 
pan i 

Localities Z τ - : . 
earche : 

B bene Date V 57 ote . 

Prod. a 
FILE NUMBER SERIAL 

ft V2 ale th 

(= 5΄,͵ 19.6> 
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CFHIONAL FORM. μὸν 19 , " a Φ TOLSOD peewee ; : 

_ ‘UNITED--STATES: GOVERNMENT | . Vole 
7 Ao ἀπο : WTR LARG ΨΨΘΝΙΦΟΘΟΝΝΝ 

Memorandum 
ἢ 

| roo: Mr. Conrgdv pare: -January,8,..1962 

Teles ROOM manenimsais 

Renn ea 

‘SOLO rr rr i wo 2 | 
TINTERNAL’SECURITY:- C Be 

By memo dated'1/5/62 you were advised that'on 1/4/62 the:cipher 
text.of'a message the.informant intended to.send was furnished telephonically 

to the New. York Office. This-message, .as:revised, read as follows: 

TO REFEREE. GRASS:HAS NOT RECEIVED ROYALTIES YET. 
‘"PLEASE'‘EXPEDITE: HUB: 

"REFEREE" is the.code name for National Committee.or' Central 

Comniittee; "GRASS" ‘for. Elizabeth Gurley :Flynn;."HUB" for’ Morris ‘Childs. 

On 1/8/62, ASAC-Donald E...Roney,. New York Office, telephonically 

advised that "GRASS": received her money and:thus.the above message-was not 

i sent. ASAC-Roney:stated that.the keys-used in.the above message ‘should there- 

᾿ ‘fore. be.reused.. 

= Oe 
<ACTION:= Cie 

7 ὩΣ 
ot poy et 

_— For, information., 

gy 
= τὸ β 

Ἵ - Mr. Belmont | | 
2 = Mr. Sallivan: (Attention Mr. J. A.!Sizoo, Mr. Ἐς Ἐς Fox): | 

PWP:rhjm se. 
y (8) Tay or ® {0 0- “2.7 9, -ἰξ ΡΝ 

τι JAN 23 1962 

i ee saaeeert 

By ee _ ἮΝ 

ΘΘΌΑΝ 291962. «οι Ly 
6 FEDG 269 ς: . 
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, ΝΞ 
: FD-36 (Reve 12-13-86). . 4 | ΝΣ ᾿ 

No . Date: 12/27/61 

Yi Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

AIRTEL 

(Priority or Methed of Mailing) i 

cen πα ταὶ teat en πὶ τὶ προ met π᾿ πὸ ἀπο inp mie toms man ad “naan na ek em A a a “he πα πὸ iat" ae τα στα ΜΝ ; 

74 TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) , 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
and for the New York Office 1 copy of an informant statement 
captioned "INFORMATION CONCERNING INQUIRIES. ABOUT INDIVIDUALS 
‘BY THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY, SOVIET UNION", , 

| The information set forth in the enclosed informant 
! statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/12/61, to SA 

RICHARD W, HANSEN, (er 
Ἵ ἢ | GALE 

apes kL bor) 
de de 

- Bureau (Encls, wv oY, 
; - any York (10 4657) (nel. 1) (RM) Pod ν᾿ 

- cago | ὦ 7 byp- ; tad 

4 x RWE;Plb ᾧ Ex 10 reo B 17 DEC 29 1961 

. Dee 
« Wick}! 53 

με γα, 
6 Feet OGRE ial AY ff in Chatge 

Sent: 



INFORMATION CONCERNING INQUIRIZS ABOUT 
INDIVIDUALS BY THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT | 
oF τ CENTRAL, COMMITTER, COMMUNIST PARTY, . 

In Noyember, 1961, Nicolai Vladimirovich Mostovets, 
Head of the North and South American Section of the International 
Department of the Central Committee, Communist Party, Soviet 

| Yaion (CPSU), and his Assistant Aleksei Andreevich Grechukhin, 
: ‘during a discussion with a representative of the Cosmuniat 
| Party, USA (CP, UBA) held in Moscow, requested that the CP, USA, 

| make inquiry as to “What had happened to" certain naned individuals 
who reportedly were in the United States, The individuals mention- 
ed at thia tine wore as follows. : 

Quelyanovich Peotenartiovieh 

. In "3938, “this conrade met ‘either Jack Johnstone | 
or Cakjey Johnsen at Chalyaliensk at the time the Sixth 
Congress was held. This individual now im reportedly in the 

. United States but has a wife or sister in the Soviet Thion. 

a λα individual was + born 1887 at Poltavaky Qubernia, 
Ukraine. He wan in the Usited States and since about 1913-1916 
“worked in the Michiana droy mines. Until 1922, no mail had 4) 
been received but in the beginning of 1922, he wrote and called — 
himself? Michae sin and stated he belonged to the Workers 
Party. We slo reportedly worked in the Ford Plast in Betroit, 
Dintrict 7. Ivan Kustay knew this comrade. 

; Jonap elias 

‘The last letter received from ‘this individ was 
in 1939 when he worked.in Detroit, He has a son by the name, ᾿ 
of Xriva Alexander Ixnatevich who lives in Gorod Zhdancy on 
the ἄκου. Bellam was a menbor of the Workers Party. a 

ENCLOSURE gy eg 4 333. 



| ΣᾺ connection with the abave named individusls, 
neither Mostovets sor Grechukhin gave any indication as to 
why the CPSU waa currently interested in these individuals, 



£1.36 (Rev. 12-19-$6) @ j © 

“Ἢ 

Transmit the following inc 

in Seattle in early 2/62. (f 

5 εἴ «ἰδ GALE AH | 

Gs el i " Y/ ~Bureau . (ἃ ‘9 4 1-Chicago ye AL 1. - i ge 

BYE: MD _ | BEC- 29° / iq JAN 20.262 

re Ἢ ἡ ΟἿ ae? , es | 
AN So100 «ὼς 

“ 

' 6 F 75) 6 ϑ 4 Ay » ἱ 

Approved: _-7A_ ἡ ᾿ Sent AN" Per 

FBI 

Date: 1/18/62 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority ot Method of Mailing} 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub .Β) 

ReCGairtel 12/27/61 enclosing informant's statement 
relating to a young couple named YOUNGERMAN from Seattle who 
ΩΣ had appeared in Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Bulet 
1/5/62. 

ReBulet requested CG 5824-S* be contacted on the ' 
‘matter concerning the YOUNGERMANs to determine if these : 
individuals had been discussed at a meeting with GUS HALL. i 

On 1/18/62 CG 5824-S* advised that during the period 
1/8-16/62, while GUS HALL had been in Chicago, the inquiry 
of the CP of Czechoslovakia concerning the YOUNGERMANSs was 
discussed. HALL at this time noted he had read of the incident 
in the newspapers involving this ‘young couple, but he did not 
know them and had -no personal information regarding them. HALL, 
however, jotted the YOUNGERMAN name on a slip of paper and 
advised CG 5824-S* that he would check up and get some details 
regarding these individuals during the course of his visits * 

Special Agent in Charge 
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: ‘ 3 - 

Peon ge 6, ΄ 4, ᾿ ie " me 4 

Mr “τ ρους 

Mr. να ως Date: 1/18/62 

“I ὌΣ ~« 
- Β ἔπ i 

af 

ΠῚ 1 

oe ‘ - Mr. Rotsa. 
Transmit the following in: ' on 

9 (Type in plain text or code} ᾿ ( » chive 

Via AIRTEL _REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or 7? Method 4] Motling) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

1 
Η 

ReBulet dated 1/12/62 referring to CGairtel of 
a 1/9/62 and enclosed informant's statement captioned, 

"Miscellaneous Information Concerning Discussion of Financial 
Aid Received from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union by ΝΜ 
the Communist Party, USA." | 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to contact CG 5824-5* 
and determine the amount of money mentioned by the Soviets 
to FLYNN and referred to in the above informant's statement. 

The incident relating: to LBONIDXCHERNOM 8, Chief 
' Secretary to BORIS N. PONOMAREYV, the Hea { the International 
Department, Central Committee, iapanee arty of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), visit with ELIZABETH. GURI ELYNN and his noting 
in writing of the amount of financial nee tance furnished ‘by 
the CPSU to the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), occurred at 
a time prior to the actual arrival of CG 5824-S* in the Soviet 
Union. Therefore, he did not participate in this meeting nor 
did he observe the figure written. 

After the arrival of CG 5824-S* in the Soviet Union, 
FLYNN did, however, make a brief reference to this incident 
involving CHERNOY, but she made no specific mention at that 

wick: me of the amount of money which had been noted by CHERNOV. 

yo G*Bureau (Ru) (δε. £09KB REC 29 ΜΖ --Π Ὁ 
New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) 

RR 4 JAN 201982 
(5 ἘΝ 115 

Sent ed 
52, a3 4 \S6shecidl Agent/in Charge 



CG 134-46, Sub Β΄ 
d 

Subsequently, when this incident was discussed 
by HALL with CG 5824-S*, HALL made no reference to any 
amount of money having been mentioned to him by FLYNN nor 
did he intimate that FLYNN during her discussions with him 
had made any reference to such an amount. 

Though not related ‘but in tine with the above, 
CG 5824-S* recalled that when he had met with PONOMAREV 
during the latter part of 11/61 for the purpose of dis- 
cussing the request for financial aid by the CP, USA, during 
1962, that PONOMAREV had written down a figure representing 
the CPSU's financial aid to the CP, USA for the current year. 
hen CG 5824-S* viewed this figure, one that he does not 
ow recall, he found that it represented a very close approxi- 
ation of the amount of money that he had previous knowledge 

1 [ΟΣ being received by the CP, USA, 

The above for the info of the Bureau. 

GALE 



SECLAGSTFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED PRON: 

ON CUIDE AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPFICAT ὟΝ . i 

VATE O9-Z1-EO11 } we “ae ‘sg 
: 1 ~ 4 r . 1 - Mr, 8... ἣν ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ a 

"ρος ε 
: ΝΕ : ἊἝ Ν" 

ἔπ ὦ ΔῈ 

January 24, 1962 sic,[Chicago (134-46 Sub » Ty 4) 

iy Director, FBI ον αν; Τὰ νδ΄, ἣ ἰ Ke 

7 Ar Ἰςςςς 
se ΤΥ τὸ 

‘an informant's — ReCGairtel 1/12/62 enclosi 
5824-S® This statement revealed (| qlstatement furnished by OF -S*, 

that informant had raised the question with Soviet efficials 
. in Moscow, Russia, in Nevenber, 1961, of continued financial 

| Dennis for the future education of 
This Rassian official stated the Communist - 7 
should make any necessary spayecat Ἀ rst ~ 

Commital 5 
Yr 

CPUSR’ would be reimbursed at a later date by 
Party Soviet Union. This matter was discussed by infermant ῖς 
with Gus Eall im January, 1962, and Hall had ne objection to ; δ 
this subsidy of Dennis. Σ΄ () ὍΣ 

The μα this subsidy which had been. reed to 
viously for was appreximately $2,000 per yéars =< (U) 

For the information 9 Io 

fe is enrelled a 

= τ. 

ay of 
2 

(U) » 
[chicege showld immediately advise Milwaukee, New York a | 

Bureau rial numbers ef any money furnished), : Ε 
t to lwaukee has received previous 1 

ions in this ere (0) | be 
Τὴ 

΄ A cepy of referenced(nicage airtel is enclosed Ὀ 
for Milwaukee, as well as a copy of informant's statement. Β 

- Milwaukee (Enclosures - 2) δ 
7) #3 

z 
_ 

43: - New York (100-13463 ᾿ | | 

4. ‘ee 00-424078 —_—a ae 

| on 

"" 
παῦπανπασδαν ἰπυπασπονν ere 

19 JAN 25 1962" FETT | 
. Ro ἣν τ, ra “ee 'ν 6, Pt 

MAIL, ROOM A pier ont Lo shen gh 



(Letter to Chicago | | 

‘ie 100-428091 
AT) 

. NOTE ON YELLOW: , 

In Septe -S* provided $1,.700 bg 
from SOLO fu P » for colle WN xenditures bye ἢ 
at Considerable efforts have been 
gexerted to obtain legally admissable evidence tracing 
disbursements of SOLO funds, By radiogram 9/7, au instructed 
Milwaukee to provide information as to whether maintains 
a bank account, whether top official at such bank can be trusted 
unequivocally, whether there is absolut ass overage 
of deposits would in no way become known tol Tana a 
recommendation as to whether coverage at the bank should be 

, instituted, By airtel 9/11/61 Milwaukee assured that reliable 
coverage of the account can be instituted and maintained and 
ecommended such coverage be authorized, Bureau authorized 

μι uch coverage 9/12/61, X 
Cpe (U) 



2: "ἢ arn κι 

ἁ. “το ςςἘὨ _ : Η 
OPRONAL τοῖν NO, 16 : ΓΝ “Ἔ Φ “TOS OR ΟΝΜΟΝΟΝ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum — 
Mecho δ κυυτανανπκωκιννη. 

) ro + Mr. pare: January 18, 1962 oY , cee 

| ’ 
ngltet manonenen 

ψ G 

» Tele Rowe ΝΗΝΝ 

ra 

SUBJECT : 

‘New York Office, telephonically furnished the. following plain language messages 

which he requested we encipher. 

#1. BIRCH: (Gusfiall) AND ELM (Irving! Potash) VIEW DENTIST'S (repeat) ὁ 
DENTIST'S (DF! Valentine, Gregorypartan) CONTACTS WITH JAY LOVESTONE 

| ANDICFTU OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE ΤΟ CPUSA, THEREFORE WILL 

! CONTINUE WITH KENYA.CLINIC:PROJECT FOR.CPUSA. IN MARCH ENROUTE 

| WY TO AFRICA, DENTIST (Dr. Valentine. Gregory‘ Burtan) WISHES TO VISIT USSR. 

| BIRCH (Gus: Hall). REQUESTS DENTIST (Dr. Valentine Gregory Burtan) BE 

INVITED AS GUEST OF NEST (USSR) AND HE BE-GIVEN A BRIEF CASE (floating 
visa). OF OPINION THAT DENTIST'S (Dr. Valentine Gregory Burtan) 

ACTIVITIES ALSO WILL BE OF BENEFIT TO CPSU. IF YOU SO DESIRE, HE 

WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR ANY TALKS YOU MAY WISH TO HAVE WITH HIM. 

PLEASE ANSWER. BIRCH (Gus Hall). (pw 

~ 

Νὴ 
#2. TO WEED (J th), BAY (Cuba). ANSWERING WEED'S (Joe North) 
MESSAGE ΟΕ" ΠῚ R2ND. WEED (Joe North) MAY REMAIN AND WORK IN 
BAY (Cuba) FOR TIME BEING. BIRCH. (Gus Hall) DIRECTS CRITICISM FOR 
NEGLECT AND ‘MISSING REPORTS OF EVENTS ‘IN BAY (Cuba) LATELY. WEED 
(Joe North) MUST BEAR-IN MIND STEMS FROM: COVE (USA) BOXER: (CPUSA) 
THAT CONTRIBUTION BE IN THAT DIRECTION. BIRCH (Gus Hall). 

pec 12 /0G- “2, 9 27-- “427 | 

αὐ > a 
1 -.Mr. Belmont “ 25 JAN 951 

᾿ 2~-Mr. Sulli (Attention Mr. J. A..5izoo, Mr. F. F. Fox) 
| ye ᾿ ἘΠΙΥΘΠ ention | r " r OX ὁ: γέ ας 

\ "agin, ν tb poe wie 7 
es rh wn 

. Moa as pad) 

oy pow” Were nt OE 
Ss ζω |" oY wf . 

le 75. ὅδ py 
EYXO 

G5 FEB 2 1962 

Nor 

Enclosure 

(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE) 



Memorandum:to Mr. -Conrad- 
_Re: ‘Solo- 

‘Internal Security. -.C 

The.abbreviation ICFTU, probably refers.to International 
Confederation of Free’Trade Unions. ‘The-significance of the word "STEMS" 
in message.#2 1s not known but-may-stand ‘for instructions. 

The. cipher.texts of.these.messages:were furnished to ASAC Roney: 
at approximately-8:50°-A-M. , 1/17/62. «Copy. of cipher text:attached. 
‘Confirmatory letter and ‘copy of: work: sheets being. forwarded to New York. 
separately. 

For information... ᾿ af 

ACTION: 



ae ot 

'04490° 

49890 

04165 

06443 

15793 

76812 

72037 

33790 

23622 

81033 

96787 

81858 

00166 

75983 

49422 

70598 

02831 

25988 

90661 

30333 

61940 

30270 

72518 

60686 

85947 

77497 

47648 

08621 

90930: 

06952 

17176 

07490 

50934 

75388 

46259 

95925 

09110 

22004 

05107 

46403 
56980 

38590 

78847 

63277 

90227 

56563 

42402 

77245 

No, 1 

12411 

57414 

15133 

90923 

69810 

43650 

10892 

50144 

51607 

34919 

90998 

71953 

Noe. 

98150 

20450 

36903 

78933 

ENCLOSURE! 

76690 

55030 

09546 

46467 

56176 

46122 

26248 

34429 

67175 

88255. 

72776 

36218 

2 

82660 

71293 

13188 

27301 

00761 

97293 

94448 

85494 

62840 

10177 

51071 

35304 

84083 

79479. 

66364 

53344 

80325 

77430 

62187 

41537 

20499 

18052 

27304 

17848 

12108 

39890 

93676 

71692 

57752 

57495 

40843 

86983 

48074 

16143 

33022 

73570 

2757 

57818 

78023 

60918 

35939 

24276 

49768 

36806 

72075 

28357 

42578 

22485 

70207 

72562, 

00728 

13127 

53128 

07105 

05045 

80817 

03554 

36104 

35873 

83643 

65835 

00526 

53140 

80274 

71497 

‘61861 

90616. 



72006 

10986 

68753 

41541 

04998 75508 32709 06907 39140 97614 56739 90171 90546 

64204 03794 75594 07045. 34556 17455 78327 68422 31070 

19209 67293 69354 83741 92708 12692 48077 °86995 07704 

26549 
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6 {Rew 12-13-56} 

͵ vv e 4 

FBI 

Date: 1/23/62 

Transmit the fellowing in, 
(Type in plain text or code} 

‘Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL 

Ζ " 0 : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Ce) 

ee ee agin ¢ 

ReBuairtel dated 12/22/61, NYairtel dated 12/28/61, 
and CGairtel dated 1/2/62. 

In an effort to identify individuals described by 
CG 5824-S* as "PAUL and "PETER" with whom he had met during 
period of Octobér to November, 1961, in Moscow, Russia, for 
specialized training, CG 5824-S* was shown a number of photo- 
graphs of individuals on 1/22/62, Included among these photo- 
graphs were those of the following Soviet nationals which -had 
been furnished to the Chicago Office in response to reBuairtel 
or furnished to the Chicago Office in accordance with 
reCGairtel by the New York Office: 

Wh Ὁ αν 

) Q 
“i=New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) 

No, 

Ἂ ΝΊΟΝΟΥ -- { A. ETEK 

eee 

settee | 

17 JAN‘24 1962 

A Meow 

; ere Q- £304 | 

Ay 

N98, 
wit U 

Le 



CG'134-46, Sub B | 

Upon viewing the group of ‘photographs which included 
those of ‘the above individuals, CG 5824-S* immediately selected 
the photograph of LUKIANOV as being identical with "PAUL" who 
had participated in all five meetings during October ‘to November, 
1961. CG 5824-8* also selected the photograph of ANTONOV as 

| being identical with "PETER." After having selected these 
photographs, CG 5824-S* stated that he felt quite certain as 
to the identifications he had made.’ 

At the same time, CG 5824-8* again selected the 
| photograph of IVANOV as being identical with an individual 

‘whom he had met ‘previously in the Soviet Union in 1960. This 
| {nfo concerning prior identification of IVANOV was set forth 
dn NYairtel 8/5/60 and captioned, "SOLO; IS - Ο." 



φ ee ᾿ 
: ‘ 

) ως Φ 
‘SAC, New York | January 18, 1962 

Director, FBI i 
{BOLO 

\. INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

ἵ ᾿ ¥or completion οἵ your records, copies of the plain text, | 

4 etpher text and work sheets pertaining to messages beginning πρ4490, .."" 

uC / and ''00166,.."' are enclosed. These messages were enciphered per 

x telephone call from ASAC Donald E, Roney on 1/16/62 and-cipher text 

᾿ furnished to him telephonically on 1/17/62, | | 

Enclosures (8) 

" 

; WP:mjm , 
w (10) 2217} 

# 
“ le | 

1 
᾿ A 

: 

Fc.) Crs), πρρμκκκκομορκον MAILED 27, -» ¥ 
g 

Belmon As fm, t 

Pe JAN 1.8 1852 0 fda LL 92,15. 
‘Conrad “- COMMFBI " μωκυβυσκσμα μωσομθῃ σα πα | 

Deleoa th seveemamen ; ae | 

ss ΝΣ 19 JAN 26 1962" 



1 - Mr. Gurley 

SAC, New York (100-134637) January 20,1962 

“Director, PBX (100-428091) 

Ca emir 

4, Re New York airtel 1/23/62 setting forth : ' 

A contact of NY 694-S* on 1/22/62 by Viadinir Barkovaky, ει ἢ 
his Soviet contact, and the subsequent encounter with 
infornant's new contact who will replace Barkovaky. 

Among other things, reaixtel set forth addi- 
tional code words for use in the open code messages 
between the Communist Party, USA, and the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union. 

| New York and Chicago are requested to furnish 
the Bureau with the complete open code used by inforn- ᾿ 

ants in these messages and any other open code they may. ; 

euploy in communicating with each other when one of them — : 
is on a Selo Hission. : , 

2 Chicago (134-46 Sub 8) 

als 

= 
ea 
N 

Nay 
5 

a 
Pg 

«MOLE μιριαωμνκονδωυνανννρων 
. 

ἷ 
vat τ Ἀ . ὮΝ Ν 

OM 

| yy εθ1“ Wet, 
ofp enone | ἊΝ gett 
Calioh’n se nremens 7: Goad οτος ΜῈ km ἐγ ee Mh | 

— i. 758... 2 OGL: 19% Wy 

Tavel mememreire/ MP : ἐν: 19 JAN 29 1962’ 
Pate. Room 

'Irorant 
Gandy ehpecehidetie ΥΡ παισὶ 

eel 



, we ἡ ὦ 
a 1 ‘a ἢ 

FBI 

Date: 1/17/62 

Transmit the following im. ΠΥ 

ἷ ΕΣ a 

κων DEOL ων 
Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | πὸ ἜΗΝ 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) Ι Το 

te κῶπαι το πππὶἢ ὑπμαι Ἰαι ἕαπα ὑπ Ἰσπαν  πππα ἀραὶ πῶτ ᾿ρυν ὍΣ ΣΝ θῖν ἘΠΕ πῊπ ἀπα ὅπαν ἡπαν αναΣ ἀμΗσ ἰρπα Ὕπν ὅτ; πτῖν μῆμη τρμαὶ πη ταί υίσπο κηπα μον σαν ὐδοα μασι ἀδωσ ΜΙ ̓ ῦσν “πῶσ πασὰ πῖσ στιν ἰπταν ὑμήν . ὅπη Lh ̓ς ν᾿ 

} 

(Type in plain text or code) 

+ tee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub -B) 

| Gee MSA “Bo 
"YS - Cc 

Ing 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies bic 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's state- 
ment captioned, fe! δὴ ation Concerning Financial Aid to be 
Provided to Pe fennis, by the Co e Soviet 
Union to Continue ‘the Education of " 

The informatio) appear ng in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824=S*-on~¥716/62 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN. 

The payment referred to herein will be made on the 
instructions of GUS HALL by CG 5824-S* at some future date. 14% 441 
Chicago will follow this matter and advise the Bureau when. Kp }} 
such funds have been transferred. 2 [ ̓ 

\ ν᾽ 

ie" nidate ΩΝ 
ὗν, ὦ "««φοῇ RQ — [ἐς pare 2.222. 

Μ΄ 1-New York (100-134637) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 
yy 7 @>Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM) 

| pop οὐ (OO $2807 l-\%A| 1-Chicago 

piiiuow 5 ᾿ 
τ 4 JAN 20 i962 

Ww ms - Remy 

AV: 4 . a 

‘ er ! 
<< ᾿ 

Sent μι... MS Per 



INFORMATION CONCEANING FINANCIAL AID TO BK " 
PROVIDED TO PRIGY DENMIS BY THE COMMUNIST bo 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION TO CONTINUE THE bic 
EDUCATION OF | 

During the course of ἃ discussion held with Nikolai 
Viadinirovich Mostoyets, the Head of the North and South 
American Section of the International Department, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and 
his assistant, Aleksei Andreeyich Grechukhin, during Fovenber, 
1961, in Moscow, Russia, the question of further financial 
assiatance to Peggy Dennis, the wife of the deceased General 
Secretary of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), was raised, 
In response to thie matter, these representatives of the 
International Department stated that since previous financial 
as#iastance had been agreed to Dennis 5 
in order that the education of , might be ©"° 
continued, the CP, USA should Ἔ payment and 
the Party would be reimbursed at a later date by the CPSU. 

In January, 1962, the CP, USA representative who 
had participated in the above discussion made this information :,-; 
known to Gus Mall, Hall noted at the time he had no objection 17: 
‘to continuing the subsidy to Peggy Dennis and stated that he 
would inform her sometine during his current yisit t 

at the money to pay for the education of 
“had been received" and would be mado available 

o her, 

The amount of the subsidy which had previously been, . 
proximate annual cost of education for 7c 

» was $2,000 per year, When these funds 
are provided to Dennis, they will be withdrawn from CP, USA 
reserve funda, 

To date, no money has been received from the CPSay 
for this specific purpose, but it is anticipated that after 
payment has been made, a specific request will be made of 
the Soviets for reinbursenent. 

ENCLOSURE 

an 

1 ah nl . 



ὭΝΝ "“" ; 
ΕΏ 36 (Reve 12-43-56), , ‘eo. κα 

"8 ¢ 
FBI 

Tz, Tetraont ως 

Date: 1/24/62 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in ploin text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED: MAIL Α 
ὶ (Priority or Method of Mailing) oF Tr . 

ee ee “ὦ ave mn ἐκ ; 

Ww ' TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) Me 
ι. 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

ἰ Is - C 
“ 

Aa ReCGairtel and enclosed letterhead memorandum dated 

12/20/61, 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of a letterhead memorandum 
captioned, "Information Concerning Discussion Regarding the 
Sending of United States Students to the Higher Party School 
for International Students, Moscow, Russia." 

The information appearing in zhe enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished on 1/22/62 by CG 5824-S*, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN, 

Chicago will continue to follow this matter through 
CG 5824-S* and any additional pertinent information developed 
will be immediately called to the Bureau's attention. 

In accordance with instructions set forth in Buairtel 
of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information on a continuing 
basis, essential Us h® national defense interest of ἫΝ U.S.,. 

Ὁ tise ξοῦκβ 7 
© ‘Bureau (Enc ee oe jae! ‘G 

(Sp Σ per York ~134637) (Ene. 1). (Info) (RM) - of. 2 Gl εἶ i (18 
1-Chicago (Ue AL ; 
RWH: “MDW { δ C0. | 4 JAN 27 1982 
(5) EX 10? 4 

ἃς, Σά - 
, ΔΆ, 
| C “a Lik | AY cy 

Approved: AG Sent (PA ae 25: 
pecial Agent in Charge 

57 FEB 2 186 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified ΒΒ 
peer. Also, in accordance with Buairtel of 9/27/61, enclosed 
letterhead memorandum has been shown as having ‘been made at 
Washington, D. C, 

GALE 



LDASSEPICAT OH AUTHORITY DERTYED FROM: 

AUTOMATIC Bt ΓΝ ΤῊ ΤΟ ΤΗΝ GCOTDE 

ὅ 
Min STATES DEPARTMENT. MG ustice 7 

πὸ Ὁ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Plaene Refer to ‘Washington, Ὁ. C. 
File No January 24, 1962 

4 >< 
INFORMATION CONCERNING DISCUSSION 
REGARDING THE SENDING OF UNITED 
STATES STUDENTS TO THE HIGHER PARTY. 
‘SCHOOL. FOR INTERNATIONAL. STUDENTS, 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised during January, 1962, as follows: 

Vom 7S 
It will be recalled t uring/the final briefing 

by Nikolai VladimirovichMostovets, head of the North,and_ 
South, American Section, Interhational,.Department ,. Central | 
Committee, Communist Party of the.Soviet .Union (CPSU), and 
Aleksei Andreevich\Grechukhin, his assistant, held with a 
representative ofthe Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) in 
Moscow, Russia, during November, 1961, it was suggested that 
the CP, ‘USK give serious consideration to the sending of 
several students to the Higher Party School for International 
Students, Moscow, which, up to that time, had-no representa- 
tion from the United States. It was suggested that if necessary, 
to accommodate American ‘students, the course of study at the 
School which 1s regularly three years could be reduced to two 
years or even eighteen months. It was further suggested that 
the CP, USA might find that by sending students to this School, 
they could. set up a reserve leadership for'the future, 

In early January, 1962, Gus Hall, while discussing 
\various matters, brought up the question of sending repre- 
sentatives from the CP, USA to the Higher Party School for 
International Students in Moscow. At this time, he noted he 
had been giving this matter serious consideration and was not 
certain in his own mind that it would be a good idea to send 

||. Students to this School. However, he had not closed his mind 
to the possibilities of the proposition offered. Hall then 

“τ᾿. χαδόφ,- δ Shaye 
ENCLOSURH 



INFORMATION CONCERNING DISCUSSION a a 
REGARDING THE SENDING OF UNITED 
STATES STUDENTS TO THE HIGHER PARTY 
SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL .STUDENTS, 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA | 

mentioned that he had never really been impressed with the 
former Lenin School and that this opinion was substantiated 

y the tact ἘΠῚ ΘΟ or the United States students who 
attended and graduate Subsequently defécte rom e 

r ¥ . . 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 15 loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
-your agency. 



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 16 
an a 

Φ | ϑ Tolson 
OTE sittin 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT wr en ἘΞ emorandum oer a 
τὸ ἢ My, W. C, Sullivan’ pare: January 25, 1962 Salve 

ἢ en ey 

| 1 ~ Mr. ‘Belmont τας ΠΞΙΣ 
FROM : Mr. F. J, peonearencl 1 - Mr. Sullivan oe 

ἔπ  -- Mr.. Baumgardner 
. O 1... Mr. Branigan 
yl SUBJECT:\, SOLO 1 = Mr. Gurley 

RNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ᾿ 

Memoranda Baumgardner to Sullivan 12/9/61 and 12/22/61 
set forth information that CG 5824-S*, while in Moscow, Russia, 
on. Solo Mission 10, was instructed in the use:of secret inks in’ 
communicating with the Russians. Two Russian males who assisted 
in this training were introduced~to informant only as "Peter" and 
"Paul." In this connection, it will “be. recalled that NY 694-5* 
was instructed in the use of secret writings while he was in Moscow \ 
on Solo Mission 9 and that a Russian male who stayed with NY 694-S* 
throughout his training was known to NY 694-S* only as7VPyotr," 
also known asX%Paul; AtPaul; "7kPeter" and petrov." me --- 

On 1/22/62, CG 5824-S* reviewed FBI photographs of 
various Soviets known to have been in the United:States in various 
of ραν οι ΣΕΥ δ νέοις for the Russians. He identified the photograph 

preree πιμεκαρης ελαρνν 

s/(Paul." Informant ‘selectéd the photograph of 
Sergei Speier ntonov as ‘being identical with the individual 

/ introduced to: ‘him. ον ΑΝ . 
ἘΠ 

Si1t 4s! noted that NY 694-35} had previously ldentified 
Lukianovaas being identical with the individual known to him as. 
"Pyotr," “Paul, " tpeter™ and "Petrov." 

Pavel Paviovich Lukianov has been. in the United States } 
\ at various intervals between 11/7/50 and 5/16/61 in connection wit 

a Russia ssignuents to the United Nations. 

| sexges Nikolaevich Antonov has been in the United States 

| at various. intervals between 11/2/53 and 11/27/59 in connection with 
Russian assignments to the United Nations. 

ACTION: REC- 24 00-¥2 5091-80 

v“st 1 op anformation. “Since the Russians haVé"Set“Up wifighly 
clandestine operation through the use of these two i this: 

| information is nog. being disseminated. fe ARSE Wee 

oh οὖν ΖΝ “ yo , 100-428091 4, 

LTG:kon 
(6) 

ΕΣ 2 “ὦ ἍΜ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT “ 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: January 23, 1962 

HUY SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) | 

SUBJECT: (Qoro ) 
S-C 

ReBulet dated January 22, 1962, 

In accordance with the request in reBulet, the 
following is being set forth as background regarding the... 
message transmitted b 694-S*_ referred to in reBulet 1 το 

The change in address referred to Ss message . 
related to address #2 set forth on page three of the infor- 
mant's statement. entitled, “Information Concerning Establish-~ 
ment of Contact Between Representatives of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party, USA, Mexico City, 
Mexico" which was submitted as an enclosure to CGairtel dated 
December 20, 1961. yr 

In connection with this matter, CG 53824-S* has 
advised as follows: 

Upon his return to the United States, after the dis-~ 
cussions referred to in ahove=-noted informant's statement, 
CG 5824-S* began to feel that some change would be essential με 
in regard to address #2 which he had furnished th BIC 
Wh nas to the reliability of 
of Since this individual was a 

and presently holds CP, USA reserve funds, he did 
question his ability to control the security of the matter } 
involved. The question of security arose because of the fact dfy 

that | is an extremely small 
conmunity consisting of only several homes. In view of this, 
CG 5824-8* felt that mail possibly being received from a 
Mexico origin could cause unnecessary curiosity among the ὦ & 

rea. distance between. ΝῊ 
and involved in nee 

matter in connection. with this new method of communication, 
could at times create a ‘problem which he felt should be aL 
if possible. REC- 48 /00 ~ ΕΖ; ie 

2>Bureau: CRM) ἐς sth C Ξ- fr 

ἀδλου York (100-13469) (Into) (Ru) fa & 5 ΟΝ 2 18 ‘A 

=f 
RWH: MDW SIT 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

Accordingly, after considerable thought on this 
matter, he decided to make a change of address #2, He, 
therefore, requested NY 694-8* to substitute in the place 
of old address #2 a new one as follows: 

μὲ 
bic 

t 

This message was to be transmitted by NY 694-S* to 
the Soviets, 

| In arriving at his decision to use the 
address, CG 5824-S* selected a personal acquaintance of: ‘over , 
20 years' standing, She was a person who was fully trusted pic 
py both he ‘and his wifé, now deceased, and one with whom he. - 
still maintains some contact. . 

Co according to CG 5824-8«, had been active 
during the late 1930's and early 1940's in such organizations 
iguch as the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, the American, . 
‘League for Peace and Democracy, and Russian War Relief. ἊΝ 
Initially, it was through such activity, while as a opie — 
‘leader in Chicago, that he made his acquaintance with 
ΒΘ subsequently joined the CP and remained a member up until 

_+ ‘approximately 1946. In 1946 she completely dropped from all 
‘Party activity and it ie certain teday that she holds ‘no 
‘ddeological beliefs which are in sympathy with Communist causes, 
Initially, the source felt that her involvement:in the Communist 
, movement and Communist front organizations was based on her 
gincere and deeply developed beliefs against fascism which.the 
| organizations and the Party in which she participated held out 
[88 one of their rallying points. | 

ΕΝ Although Cc dropped from all Communist _and | 
‘ Communist front activity in 1946, the wife of CG *¥, un bé 
} until her death, continued to meet socially with bic 
‘ CG_5824-S* alse ‘met and still continues to meet socially with 
[ΓΞ ---Ἱ, pasically because of their mutual and common interests 
, dn the arts, especially paintin Throughout the years, the 
, association of CG 5824-S* with has resulted in a keen, 
; close, personal friendship and a feeling of deep trust between 

m 2 - 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

then, Such mutual feelings of trust and friendship continue 
as of the present time. 7 

So, when in late Decembe CG §5824-S* again 6 
had occasion to meet socially with he discreetly 10 
dinquired of her. as to:-whether she might be willing to receive 
at her home address, if the occasion might arise, mail which 

_ might ‘be sent for him to her address at some future time. ἡ 
CG 5824-S* explained to her’ that ‘recently he had occasion’ to 

| “meet a friend and at the time had given her name and address 
; . ΒΒ 8 person who might know how to forward such mail to him, 

ἘΝΣ — readily agreed to assist CG 5824-S* in this matter 
as ἃ personal fayom, CG 5824-8* did not at the time: relate 

| any specifics regarding the inStant matter other than that 
guch mail would probably originate from Mexico and be from 
a "My. .Jones," set ΝΣ ΞΕ 

OG 5824-S*. stated that. while[___ ] undoubtedly | 
knows he has not Severed his past Party connections, that 6 
ishe has-no knowledge of higs-current Party position or  ῸῈ Ὁ" 
responsibility, In the capacity as a drop for him and‘ under. 

a, 89 conditions arranged, he does not féel that it will be |. 
jpecessary for ‘hin dh any way to Iurnish | with ‘additional 

il 
information nor will she request any such additional information, 

| - .A review of Chicago indices reflects that Γ τ 
‘referred to abo ide | file 100-3930 captioned, 

“ Results of all in- , . 
vestigation conducted in ¢ er: submitted to the Bureau... 
by a closing report -of 84 dated December 12, 
1949, A review of Be ey eee ates in general the 

' duformation regarding membership in both the CP and 
Communist front organizations as noted by CG 5824-S*:. Subsequent 
to the submission of the: above~noted report dated December 12, 
1949, no investigation has been conducted in this matter and the 
only additional pertinent information refleeted in her file is 
that in 1952 she may have been a member of the Chicago Council | 
of Arts, Sciences, and Professions and as of 1951 may ‘have. received~ “The Worker. γ ἢ Ν a fa . ἐ ᾿ 

1 In view of the fact that[] involvement in this’. 
jmatter ig: being made on_behalf of a request of CG 5824-S*’and is’ 
τος ὦ ρα ey act of ] no active investigation is bein 
instituted at this time ) . 

od 

ra 
he Chicago Office in regard to her, 

. = 3s | 
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ΤῸ +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

Z FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

(? | (sor) 
- ¢ 

Bee ’ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
~~ and for New York one copy of an informant's statement captioned, 

"Information Concerning Comments of Official of Communist Party | - 

of the Soviet Union on Communication Apparatus with Communist . 

Party, USA." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 

statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/5/62 to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING COMMENTS OF OFFICIAL 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION OF 
COMMURTCATION APPARATUS WITH COMMUNIST PARTY, 

During November, 1961, Mixelai Viadinirovich 

Central Comittee; Communist | 

' 3 

“Rostorets, the Head of the North and South American Section 

Qu? 

of, . Papartnent 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), in a discussion held with 
a representative of the Communiat Party, USA (CP, UBA), then 
in Meacow, Russia, stated that as far as the CPSU is con~ 
cerned, the only “official and existing apparatus” for com 
minication between the CPSU and the CP, USA, ia, that present 
apparatus maintained by and built around Morris *‘Childa,. 
While, frou tine to time, there may be instances of certain 
necessary emergency contact in regard generally to unimportant 
matters directly with personnel at the Soviet Embassy in Washington, 
D.C., or United Nations officials in Mew York, this will not be 
given official recognition as part of the currently existing 
apparatus and will not be considered for official use. Rusia 

Moatovets felt that in view of the atatud “of the 
apparatus controlled by Childs, that it would become increasingly 
more important for Childs to exercise extreme caution in regard 
to future open contacts with CP, USA, leadership and that efforts 
should be made te ninimixe any unnecessary activity which might 
jeopardize his usefulness, 

Mostovets also emphasized that because of the importance 
of Childs’ apparatus in relation to communication with the CPSU, 
that it would be unwise for hin to continue to jeopardize the 
apparatus’ security by participating, as frequently as in the 
‘past, in trips abroad including the Soviet Union. Such travel 
in @ach instance would conceivably place Childs in a position 
of being recognized by either Americans in the country or 
countries whick he visits or by being identified by security 
ageats in other countries which he might pass through. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI: (100-428091)) 

FROM: ‘SAC, CHICAGO (434 
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far CS Ἂς Ww. PCY 
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B. Ὁ 
KR 

ReCGairtel dated 12/26/61 and Buairtel dated. 1/2 62k 
7 relating to comments of CG 5824-S* concerning Americans now 

Ar residing in Socialist countries. « 
Ϊ 

παν 

For the information of the Bureau, the observations 
and comments of CG 5824-S* which were reflected in reCGairtel 
were based on his own personal experience resulting from con- 
tacts he had with the U.S. Embassy, Moscow, in approximately 
1947 while he was covering for "The Worker" a meeting of 
Foreign Ministers. According to CG 5824-S#, ‘his own reception | : 
by and discussions with the then U.S. Ambassador, General BEADLE{ @| 4 
SMITH, and his Embassy staff had much to do with the creation | 
in his mind of certain doubts regarding the Communist ideology 
which, in part, subsequently. led' το. his later disaffiliation 
from the Communist international movement. At that time, the 
U.S. Embassy was found to be a place open to all Americans 
away from. home, During contacts at the Embassy, he was treated 
cordially and even though a known Communist was never ignored 
or baited. The fact that he was treated like any other U.5. 
citizen and extended all the courtesies that he felt he was 
entitled to created upon him ἡ ὦ lasting impressions. 

ΣΈ ΖΣΕΞΙ γέ ' Since nA bitBoonegeta d scussions Li 
with the U.S. Embassy had 4?protb 2 diieffect upon himself, he 
strongly feels that similattdéalibgs with ot Rr MilsPAdARG, 4 
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While at “the present time the only accredited repre- 
sentative of JORSBIRTAAN, Party (CP) press from the U.S. located 
in Moscow is JOHN , there is presently under consideration 
his routine replacement sometime during the Spring of 1962. In 
connection with such a replacement, the Soviets have made a 
suggestion that the Party may like to consider the possibility 
of naming two correspondents to take up residence in Moscow, 
one representing "The Worker,” and the other "The Peoples World,” 
a West Coast Communist publication. her representatives of 
the CP press now located in Socialist countries include the 
REEELERS in Prague, Czechoslovakia; HARRY and wife in . 

Saw, Poland; and, an individual in East Germany by the name~° ~~ 
of GEORGE | LOHR. 

While the exact citizenship status of Saute, 
GEORGE and.-ELEANOR, 15 unknown, these individuals do ‘continue 

Oo express Some admiration in limited terms towards the U.S. 
and also a desire for the mode of living left behind in the 
τ. , 

In regard to YARIS and wife, the situation is that 
the wife, an American citizen, is married to a Polish national. 
Both, through individuals with whom CG 5824-S* has been in 
contact, have indicated a desire to come to the U.S. 

In regard to LOHR, he reportedly is an American 
citizen but little else is known concerning him. The problem 
in regard to any possible dealing or contact with LOHR is 
magnified by the lack of diplomatic relations between the 
U.S. and the German Peoples Republic. 

Among Americans with whom there was contact during 
the period October-November, 1961, in Moscow, ddition 
to JOHN and MARGARET PITTMAN, there were MAURICE “HALPERIN 
(see CGairtel dated 12/21/61. enclosing letterhead memo captioned, 
"Information Concerning Maurice Halperin, U.S. Citizen Residing 
in Moscow, Russia"), a U.S. citizen who fled the country and 
went to Russia via Mexico, and a DANI K (see CGairtel 
dated 12/22/61 enclosing letterhead memo captioned, "Information 
Concerning Daniel Kasustchick, Former U.S. Resident, Now Residing 
in the Soviet Union"), an elderly American who, with his wife, 
left the U.S., after 50 years of residence,in desperation because 
of poor health and loss of job and through contact with Soviet 
‘representative in the U.N. took up residence in the USSR. 

-. ὦ - 
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In regard to HALPERIN, he, on several occasions, I pel ' 

gave strong indications of being a lonesome man who desired 
pro: to rejoin his family in the U.S. and even made open expression 
pnt of a desire to return to the U.S. in face of the consequences © 

i’) which might lie before hin. 
νν ie 

that "he still loved the U.S." 

ein KASUSTCHICK stated he still ‘had a ‘family ‘in ‘the 
ὕ»ὦ and e essed a sire to return to the U.S. and remarked 

| Others in Moscow, like JACK LEVENTHAL (see CGairtel 
dated 12/19/61 enclosing informant's statement captioned, 
"Information Regarding Jack Leventhal, Moscow, Russia, a ,. 
Deportee from the U.S.)\.1931"), a deportee in the 1930's to - 
the Soviet Union; CYRIL BAMKIN (see CGairtel dated 12/22/61 
enclosing informant’s statement captioned, "Information Con- 
cerning Cyril Lamkin (Phonetic), Former American who Now has. 
Soviet Citizenship and Resides in Moscow, Russia’ volunteer 
emigre from~the, U.S. in the 1930's; and, Mrs. . (FNU)>KOS ; 
aka Mrs. (FNU)SZOBINSON, (see CGairtel dated 12/26/61 enclosing 
“informant's statément captioned, "Information Concerning a Mrs. 

°° ‘CFNU) Kosnotov (Phonetic), Former American Now Residing in the 
_ Soviet Union") who, with her husband, went to the Soviet Union 

-*" jn the 1920's, still after all these years consider themselves 
in the category of Americans abroad and by inference. expresse 
continuing affection and feeling for the U.5. bg 

ἡ AR | 
| Tyerague, Czechoslovakia, former Ameri residing 
| Ere are = TADS, ABRABAP and aan oS 

bic 

(see CGairtel dated 
nt's statement captioned, "Information 

l.Concerning Abe. and BellatChapman, Former Americans Now Residing 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia From discussions with the CHAPMANs, 

) are "fed up with ‘things there 

to leave the country. Both of these individuals miss their 
parents and relatives in the U.S. and expressed considerable 

feeling of loyalty towards the U.S. In addition, in Prague 
there are the STERNs (see CGairtel dated 12/27/61 enclosing 
informant's~statement captioned, “Information Concerning Alired 

_¥K..-and..Martha {Bode ern, Former Americans Now Residing ἀπ 
_ Brague;~ezech akia™), While it is questionable that they 

ἢ ‘would ever consider coming ‘back to the U.S. under the present 
' circumstances ‘that face them, they do evidence considerable 
discontent with the "confinement" in Czechoslovakia. They 

a 
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have expressed a strong urge to travel to a place like Cuba 
but it is quite certain that neither the Czechoslovak nor 
' Russian Government would allow them to leave the country. 
Yet, while not expressing any specific desire on their own 

rt to return to the U.S,, they are very concerned about 

bic 

In addition, there are in Prague JOHN! 
and his wife, Specifically, whether these individuals still 
possess U.S. citizenship is unknown; however, they still 
classify themselves as among the American group in Prague 
and have expressed a desire to return to the land of their 
past residence. 

Although, while on the recent trip‘abroad, CG 5824-S* 
had no opportunity for contact with BEATRICE: SISKIND, a U.S. 
citizen residing in the German Democratic Republic, where she — 
does propaganda work, it was again indicated that she continues 
to express strong desires to return to the U.S, ‘ SISKIND is 

/motivated primarily in this desire to return by the fact 
that she has a minor daughter whom she would like to have 
brought up in the U.5. 

In regard to the source's. statement that JOHN 
PITTMAN had access to a large quantity of "Top Secret" 
material, the source intended only to imply that PITTMAN 
had many contacts with CP leaders and officials, with the 
CP press, regularly receives Tass dispatches, much of which 
material is never published, and has a broad freedom of move- 
ment in the Soviet Union from which he gathers and gleans 
certain information, observations, and opinions on matters 
not available through regular news media or conceivably to 
diplomatic personnel of the U.S. Much of such information 
could be of extremely important value in possible policy 
planning to the U.S, Government or as information of general 
intelligence value if PITTMAN could be cultivated and there 
could be ‘brought about some exchanges of thought and dis- 
cussion between him and representatives of the U.S. Embassy 
in Moscow. 
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Summary _and Conclusions of Source 

CG 5824-S* strongly believes that the important 
thing in regard to these "U.S. citizens" or "so-called 
Americans” is to get them out from behind the Iron Curtain. 
In any case, the U.S. would have nothing to lose if it 
failed to succeed in bringing out even a single person, 
while yet has much to gain from each and every defection 
of an American from behind the Iron Curtain. 

As to the manner of accomplishing the objectives 
CG 5824-S* has noted, he feels that these Americans must 
be cultivated by U.S. facilities in such Socialist countries. 
For example, namely, every U.S. Embassy or Consulate around 
the world celebrates certain national holidays. Among these 
is the Fourth of July, an appropriate date, recognizing the 
anniversary of America's independence and freedom. This Fourth 
of July celebration could be utilized as a basis for invitation 
to adults and children of all Americans, including Communists, 
who have left the U.S, for one reason or another, to participate 
in the Embassy's festivities. By this means, they would at 
least be put in contact with U.S. tradition, Then, too, without 
doubt, Embassies throughout the world hold annual Christmas 
festivities where again invitations could be sent out to both 
adults and children of Americans residing in such countries 
and by being remembered on such an occasion, they would come 
to recognize the fact that they are not men, women, or children 
without a country. Source feels that the most important thing 
is that such individuals must realize that the Embassy 15 open 
to them and that they would be welcomed and treated with 
respect, 

In regard to the CP, USA press representatives now 
located or to be assigned in the future to these countries, 
CG 5824-S* feels that they should be considered no different 
from any other representatives of the press. It should be 
considered that they be invited to all open Embassy press 
conferences and be given 'releases on U.S. matters issued by 
such Embassy. It is felt that the effect of such treatment 
would be a creation of a better understanding of such individuals 
with the policies of the U.S. Government and a greater appreciation 
of the American tradition. In return for the courtesies extended 
to such individuals by the Embassy, which, in nowy, could 
adversely affect the U.S., it is felt that at least some of 
these individuals might be favorably affected and from time 
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to time be agreeable to ‘the possibility of furnishing to. 
tee 

such establishment information through’ conversation of 

interest to the U.S. Government. 

Observations and Recommendation of Chicago Office 

| I disagree with the observations of CG 5824-S to the 

extent that individuals who are former espionage agents and traitors. — 

‘should be indiscriminately invited and cultivated by our embassies 

abroad. Nor would I agree that insignificant personalities as 

KOSUSTCHICK and LOHR be considered for such a program. 

| J feel that anyone who would face espionage charges on 

ἃ return to the United States should not be cultivated in this fashion’ 

as it would not provide penalties for espionage. ‘Examples in this 

case would be the STERNs and 'HALPERINs.. qgntess individuals of this 

type would agree τοῖς "οἶδε iaddewkteat that(would come back voluntarily 
for trial it is my views that they should not be considered in such 

a program. ' 

I would consider the cultivation of such individuals as 

PITTMAN who has press responsibilities’ in the Soviet Union or ἃ 

successor to PITTMAN in ‘this capacity and also an individual like 

SISKIND, who does not at present face any charges in this country. . 

A defection by individuals of this type who have given their lives 

to Communism could be a tremendous propaganda item;for the world 

to know that the Soviet Union is not “a bed of roses". | 

On the positive side of the informant's thinking, there is 

the tremendous propaganda war that is going on today between Communist 

and Western countries to win the minds of the people of the world 

to either favor Communism or Western type of democracy. 

The utilization of HENRY WINSTON by the Soviets during the 
22nd Congress of the CPSU to convince the black and oriental world of 

the cruelty of the U.S. by exhibiting him as a blind man who was 

imprisoned because of thought control is the most recent example of 

how far the Communists go and how dirty they play. 

Many examples can be cited of compromised positions 

which U.S. foreign policy has had to take, in most cases unwillingly 

or because of expediency, at one time or another in its war 

against Comminism, The position taken by CG 5824-S* does not 

differ from the methods that the Communists utilize, in fighting 

nor that the US. has had to utilize in its foreign policy from 

time to time, but is an extension of these methods. : 
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a The overall possible benefit that the informant is 
thinking about in his suggestion is that any or all of these people 
are well known Communists who have made tremendous sacrifices to 
the Communists by virtue of betraying their country or by virtue 
of placing their life and future in the hands of a country to 
assist it in building Communism, If a means could be devised to 
bring back one, two, or even more of these individuals, excluding 
sples, ‘to seek political asylum in a Western country, not 
necessarily the U,S,, a tremendous propaganda potential which 
could be utilized by VOA, by the press that reaches Africa, the 
Middle East, and oriental countries, could result. ‘This could 
‘have a tremendous propaganda effect on individual Communist 
members in the U.S. who know these deportees as well as the © 
neutral people abroad who are trying to make up their minds 
between Communism as agalust democracy. . 

| As a possible means for implementing such a program it 
is suggested that whatever must be done should be thought out on a 
long range basis rather than as a plan where results might be 
effected tomorrow, . ; 

9 effect contact with these people abroad, communi-~ | 
cations might be delivered by embassies behind the Iron Curtain 
to the last known addresses of the American citizens who are 
targets for such a program requesting possibly that they visit 
‘the embassy or a letter might be sent containing a card 
requesting a reply for verification of citizenship and/or resi- 
dence in a foreign country. These communications should not be 
one shot affairs but should be done periodically so that these 
people selected for such a program might come to feel that they 
are American citizens and if they have problems they have the 
liberty of American citizens to visit the Embassy on their own 
initiative. It is possible also that in selected cases and 
possibly more particularly in satellite countries CIA may have 
people who can be put in touch with these people, who are targets 
for such a program. 

τ 
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Most of these people abroad have soft spots in 
their hearts for things real personal; for example, loved | 
ones including parents, brothers, sisters, relatives, and 
even children in some cases. The Embassies abroad, through 
communication with citizens for which they are responsible, 
could in many cases Indicate that the facilities of the 
Embassies are open to the location of friends or relatives 
in the U.S. or even to the forwarding of personal letters, 

“ packages, etc., if such is desired by the American citizen 
living abroad. This again might lead one or two of these 
people to visit the Embassy or in some way communicate with 
the Embassy, 

In furtherance of such a plan, the Bureau, on its 
‘own, might initiate or consider’ initiating a program in this 
country which would periodically cover the visiting of 
relatives of defectors or persons living behind the Iron 
Curtain for the purpose of determining how these people living 
abroad are faring physically and otherwise and whether or not 
these relatives have ‘been able to or have communicated with 
these people. If they have lost touch with the people living 
abroad, the agent might drop a hint to these relatives that 
they might desire to correspond with the State Department 
and ask the Embassy in the country in question to attempt 
to locate thelr relatives abroad in an effort to determine 
their well-being and whereaboutsas well as why they have not 
communicated with their relatives, 

With regard to the treatment of Communist press 
representatives sent over by the CP, USA who might have reason 
to be in contact with the American Embassy wherever they are, 
including satellite countries, this office strongly feels 

«γ΄ that one of the controlling factors in the breaking of the 
μοῦ Communist ideology of CG 58 was the fine treatment that 

il the then U.S, Ambassador SMITH, gave him in 1947 when 
Ae as in Mosc 6 has over a period of years 

BE repeatedly referred to former Ambassador SMITH and to the fact: 
that when he did break, the Director and Ambassador SMITH 
were the only two people whom he was considering contacting 
to volunteer to furnish the information then in his possession. 
It will be recalled that the informant at that time was the 

‘Editor of the "Daily Worker" who was in Moscow. to attend the, 
Big Four Foreign Ministers Conference and that. he was sick, 
‘disgusted, and homesick as are many of the individuals enumerated 
above with whom the informant has had more or less recent contact. | 

- 8 - 
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It is felt by this source and by the Chicago Office 
that many of these people are confused and need advise because 
they are fearful of what will happen ‘to them if they do defect 
to the West, and any communication, orally or otherwise, which 
will indicate something other than unfriendliness, will be 
grasped at by these people and possibly followed up by them 
over an extended period of time. 

The problem of how to assist such individuals to 
leave their adoped country, mce they have expressed a desire - 
to defect, is believed to be a problem of other agencies. 
However, it is believed that this problem must be handled 
‘individually as each case iis different. For example, some ὁ 
these people travel considerably intheir jobs and some have 
in. the past visited West Germany, this being particularly 
true in the. case of BEATRICE SISKIND. If this condition 
still exists, the matter of getting SISKIND, for example, out 
of the country would be a relatively simple task. Other indi- 
‘viduals, if they approach the Embassy with a desire to defect, 
might be encouraged on a ‘long-range basis to attempt to place 
themselyes in a position where they might join delegations 
travelling abroad in capacities as ‘translators, technicians, 
etc., With ultimate objective of getting to a Western or neutral 
country with one of these delegations. 

GALE 



case, OY from CG 5824-8+, 
cane, y the following airtels and exclosures; 

Airtel 12/12/61 with eaclosure entitled "Preposal 
to organise an International Solidarity Campaign to dave 
the Life and Effect the Release of Antonio Maidana, Secon 
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sac, χὰ (134-46 Bub 3) 

pirector, ¥BI (100-428091) 

οὖ Ἂ. Prior to dissemination by the Bureau, the elassi-— 
οὖ fication Sup. Secret" was changed to “Secret” on information 

i subuitted by Chicago in captioned 

«Ὁ 
Δ - Mr, Gurley 

Secretary of the Communist Party of Paraguay." 

Airtel 12/14/61 with enclosure entitled "Opinions , 
Proceedings of Evaluations, and Observations Concerning the 

the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party, Soviet Unies, and. 
Meetings With Zome of the Key Related Discussions and Smal 

Leadership of Communist Parties Throughout the World During 
Two Month Period, Late 1961." 

Airtel 12/18/61 with enclosure entitied "Statenent 
of the Democratic Republic of Viet Mam ‘On U. δ. Aggressive 
Plans in South Viet Nan.’ 

Airtel 12/21/61 with enclosure entitled "Meeting 
of the Leather and Textile Section of the World Federation 
of Trade Unions Scheduled for Budapest, Nungary, May 15, 1962." 

Airtel 12/27/61 with enclosure entitled "Informa- 
tion Concerning XII National Ordinary Congress of the Con- 
muniat Party of Chile, March 13-18, 1962." 

of the Greeting Prepared 
Airtel 12/27/61 with encloagure entitled "Contents 

by the Communist Party of Brazil 
to the 22nd Congreas of the Communist Party, Soviet Union, 
Held Moscow, Rus#wia, October, 1961," 
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Letter to Chicago 
RE: ΒΟ 
100-426091 

Airtel 12/27/61 with enclosure entitied "Informa-~ 
tion Concerning the Contents of a Document Prepared by the 

‘ Fraternal Delegation of the Communist Party of Kl Salvador | 
and Presented to Delegations From Various Communist and 
Workers Partioca Present at the 22nd Congress, Commuuniat 
Party, Soviet Union, Held Noscow, Russia, Gctober, 1961," 

Airtel 13/27/61 with enclosure entitled Informa- 
tion Concerning the 40th Anniversary Celebration of the 
Comnuniat Party of Chile," ΝΕ ΝΣ 

Aixtel 12/21/61 with enclosure entitled "Informa- 
tion Concerning Meeting of Canadian and U.8. Communist Party 
Representatives with Luis Carlos Prestes, General Secretary, 
Communist Party of Brasil, November 12, 1961, Hoscow, Russie," 
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. ‘ 

Via. 

Date: 1/25/62 | 4 

[ 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL 

{Priority or Method of Mailing) 

40: DIRECTOR, FBI (200-428093 ( 

FROM: (Crna) YORK (2100-134637) 

SUBJEC Orox0 
SESE 

(00: ca) 

ReNYairtel, 1/23/62, captioned as above, reflecting 
that on 1/22/62, VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY introduced NY 694-S* to , 
an unidentified Soviet who is. to replace BARKOVSKY as the 
informant's contact. 

‘on 1/25/62, SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON exhibited to 
NY 694-S* photographs of personnel at the Soviet UN Missio 
in WXC. ~The infsrmant identified the eae 

ANDROVICIATTSEY, counselor (Bufile 105-21599),as that 
of his new Sovaee concact. “π΄ 2.22 th Ν 

The NYO file on ZAITSEV reflects that he 18. 8 know 
intelligence agent. 

3B s 
Cii-pureau 100- “δ 609.) (RM) ἊΝ 

ALENPIN-ATE 
1-chicago (13 πὰ B) (SOLO) (ἘΜ). ΝΞ 
1-NY 134-92 NV.) (41) 
ΔΝ 105-3571 VALENTIN ALEKSANDROVICH ZATTSEV) (34) 
1-NY 65-15026 VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY) (34) 

* 

L-NY 100-134637 (41) .. arr, | 

araay | γι, Besertnrdrie , KU... ; ν" | i 
; ῇ & 7s "ΝΕ ἢ 

ἷν ii, τὰ WARS }} 
ΠΡΟ Ὁ. FEB 5. 1982 ΠΩΣ 
Apptoved: an: τ ᾿᾿᾿ Sent εὐῇεξξε.-. 

Special Agent in Chatge << 

᾿ 



Via 

Date: 17 23/62 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL I 

{Priority or Method of Mailing} i 

Sm ey see πο αν ae Ae ae te te oe “rt 00 ‘et sents καὶ sam TE nen ero. κα ἀπ rah Sunt ome Rie ey aa ke aps i at on em αν 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) et 
: v 

“\and joined NY 694-s*. 

ny 

is 
I-NY 100-134637 (41) στ He 7 pid 
for Sent gee ΝΣ, 

Ἦν Special A ἐμέ εὐ! ' Sp Res gent in Charge ME yi Wiz | 

πα ΣΧ ΚΟ 

12.18.66) i 
i 
| 

. | ! 
FBI 

| 
Ι 

Ι 
| 
| 

“ 
SUBJECT: - SOLO--? | | rr 

|  T8-C ψ κυ ἢ bh 
(00:06) Aye 4ῆ) Ἵ 

3) 4 N 
On the evening of 1/22/62, NY 694-S* telephonicall}! 

advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON as follows:. η ἢ 2.2, 
, δὲν 

Pursuant to telephonic arrangements previously made ἢ (<4 
with VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, the informant went to the Town House { 
Restaurant in Queens, NYC, at 6:45 p.m. on 1/22/62, emerged 
therefrom at 7 p.m., and strolled in the area, awaiting contact 
by BARKOVSKY. Some time later, when the informant concluded 
that BARKOVSKY would not make the contact, and when the informant 
was walking toward the Sutphin Avenue subway station with the 
4ntention of going home, BARKOVSKY “euadenty came out of nowhere" 

Ἵ . 

The informant, after greeting BARKOVSKY, told the 
latter that BARKOVSKY should not "run away as usual" since 
NY 694~S* had a number of matters to discuss with him. 
BARKOVSKY replied that he did not wish to discuss anything with 
NY 694-S* since he was "going back shortly" (to Moscow) » and ἐγ) 
the moment was leading the informant to a meeting with "a new 
contact man,” to whom NY 694-S* should furnish information on 
this occasion, and hereafter. . 

Aftecting sorrow at hearing of BARKOVSKY's pending 
departure, NY 694-S* referred to it as a "tragic situation" in 
fiew of their having worked together so well, his personal 
esteem for BARKOVSKY, etc. BARKOVSKY indicated that he too: was 
sorry to end his association with NY oan. and instructedi the 
informant to contact’ pany Uo 7 Ze ἡ ΡΣ Moscow. 
_ ra A LOM 

reau ama (Ru) ’ 38 352 thes pf 
A-Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO AN ' 
Lon 131-91 4. wo Ley” Ζ. 7 Cre 4, 
Ἴ-ΝΥ 65-15026 ὌΜΜΑΤΙ BARKOVSKY) 4a) 

CGPS a As AS 
~ adg 



NY 100~-134637 

BARKOVSKY then led NY 694-S* to a subway station where 
they boarded a train and rode to the Queens Boulevard station 
of the BMT. On the platform of this station - which is above 
ground ~- and at the extreme end thereof, NY 694-~S* observed a 
man, wio, upon seeing BARKOVSKY and the informant, approached 
them. As the man approached, BARKOVSKY identified him as 
"the new contact.” BARKOVSKY muttered a few introductory 
words, being careful, however, not to identify the new con- 
tact by name. When a train arrived in the station a few 
moments later, BARKOVSKY shook hands with the informant, bid 
him goodbye, and boarded the train, leaving NY 694-S* alone 
with the new contact. - 

694-s* described his new contact as follows: 

Age About 45 ΝΕ 
Height 518 Ὅς 
Weight - 160 lbs. "-" 
Eyes Blue (wore glasses) 
Hair Sandy (greying) 

This individual, according to the informant, was 
ει wearing a gray-check overcoat, grey suit, black shoes, a 
| white-striped muffler with dark background, and a gray 
Pears hat. He spoke English hesitatingly, with a pronounced 
ussian accent. 

According to NY 694-s*, after BARKOVSKY left, he 
and his new contact boarded a train, which took them to 
116th St. and Hillside Avenue. At this point they proceeded 
to the Salerno Restaurant, whih is in the neighborhood of 
116th St. and Hillside Avenue. 

In the restaurant, NY 694-S* inquired whether the new 
contact had any messages from the Soviets. ‘The contact replied 
that he had been instructed to tell NY 694-S* the following: 
The Soviets are fully satisfied with the ciphered messages 
| being transmitted to them by NY 694-S* -~ “everything is per- 
fect; everybody is happy.” r 

-~-2. 
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With regard to MORTON SORELL (for whom the Soviets 
previously had been requested to arrange an exchange of: 
political prisoners), nothing can be done about SOBELL now 
since to do anything now would indicate that SOPELL 15 guilty. 
In August, when SOBELL is "out" (SOBELL will be eligible for 
parole in August) the Soviets will furnish "til money". (It 
would appear that the Soviets believe “bail money” 18, 
associated with parole). SOBELL's wife is to be told that 
"4t will not be feasible to do anything about him until 

ἐσ / August." The Soviets desire to be informed whether Mrs, 
pale ΠΕΣ in need of money. If she is, they will supply 

at, but it must be given to her "in a most careful manner." 
With respect to the “bail money," the Sobell Committee must 
pretend to raise this money. . 

᾿ς NY 694-S* then gave to the new contact a small tin 
box containing microfilm on which was the following, cony 

| ¢erning which the Bureau previously had been advised: . 

A message that ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG had been 
hospitalized for serlous surgery; a report on US trade 
unions prepared by IRVING POTASH; a statemat on Party unity 
and the fight against disrupters, issued by the CPUSA; and 
an inquiry concerning the health of HENRY WINSTON, Also in- 
eluded on the microfilm, according to the informmt, but not 
furnished to the Bureau previously, is, the following additional 
open code, prepared by NY 694-S* recently, for use in trans~ 
mitting open code messages between the CPUSA and the CFSU, 

CP. Lane United Nations Swan 
China Pond | Supreme Court oxen 

Dow  AYdanta "BO Nctarran Act Mule 
ὦτα E. Germany Shore Smith Act Burro 

Polis Gu Membershi Team 
on, Warsaw οο egisater Drive 

yt Roumania Greek Reet ster Dri 
oe Hun Well | The worker Pane 
ὡ out Ba oats River Youth Festival bamb 
' hte Helsinkt heer, : 

35, Gopenhasen ——~TurT pt”, Copenhagen 
ir ZUric Deita Se 

wi. .y» Leningrad Surt 7 
\ py | ; 

χὰ , 4509 - 3 - 
py ls 
_ 
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William Patterson Plum Youth Full = 
games Lusti Lake egro ITC 

on eace | 
sprin Defense Low 

N. 5. rushchev Tus ns Tide 
cla 

wa offleer Star 

gee There was also on the aforesaid microfilm a message 
ct’. veflecting the contents of a set of motion papers in connection 
fs with the current CP trial. The informant has not made these 
he avallable to the Bureau. 

iene 1; The Anformant, pursuant to instructions from 
wv IRVING POTASH, then requested that his new contact request 

the Soviets to furnish the CPUSA wlth a report concerning 
a World Federation of Trade Uniens meeting held in Moscow 
on 12/5/61. 

NY 694-S* also instructed the new contact to inform 
the Soviets that although the US Festival Committee had received 
recognition from the International Preparatory Committee for the 
Helsinki Festival, it has received no communications or answers 
to inquiries. (Details concerning this matter, obtained from 
IRVING POTASH on 1/22/62, are being furnished to the Bureau 
‘by separate communication), 

The informant, pursuant to instructions from GUS 
HALL, also instructed the new contact to advise the Soviets, 
that JOE NORTH should be informed that he may remain for the time 
being in Cuba, but that HALL is critical of NORTH's fallure to 
report regularly concerning events in Cuba in the recent past 
and desires that NORTH be mindful of the fact that his efforts 

‘should be in the interests of the CPUSA, (This information 
has been furnished previously to the Bureau). 

The informant also instructed the new contact to 
advise the Soviets that Dr. VAIENTINE GREGORY BURTAN will go 

~4h- 
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to Africa in March as a representative of the CPUSA, and that 
en route to Africa BURTAN would like to visit the Soviet 

| Union as a guest of the CPSU. (This information has been 
reported previously to the Bureau). 

The informant also instructed the new contact to 
advise the Soviets regarding the content of a cablegram dated 
1/15/62, received by the CPUSA from the Chinese CP, the said cable- 
gram containing a vitriolic attack upon the US Government by 
the Chinese and suggesting that the CPUSA adopt the WILLIAM Z. 
FOSTER line with regard to the Soviet-Chinese dispute. (This 
information has been furnished to the Bureau). 

With respect to the material furnished on microfilm, 
‘ > there was also included in the said material a message to the 

" Soviets from CG 5824-S* with respect to a mail drop. The 
jae” ¢ |message is as follows:. "Replace address number two in - 
wot | her that can be used_as number two. This is |: 

TC 
Use ~ 

tt | yee \game return name as originally agreed to on number two. Hub. 

The new contact protested that, being unfamiliar 
with the matter involved in the verbal messages he was to 
transmit, he might not remember all of the details thereof. 
NY 694~S* then briefed the new contact regarding these 
matters .. 

The contact stated that he fully understood the 
procedure according to which BARKOVSKY and NY 694-s* had 
arranged meetings in the past, and that he and the - 
informant would continue under the same arrangements. 

Before leaving the restaurant to go their separate 
ways, NY 694-S* and the new contact agreed to meet again in 
a week or ten days. 

| uy " On 1/23/62, in an effort to identify "the new contact," 
|b 2/4" photographs were exhibited to NY 694-S*, who advised that none 

f Seta | ef them was a photograph of the "new contact." Additional photo~ 
ιν μα graphs of Soviet personnel will be exhibited to NY 694-S* in an 

an attempt to identify the aforesaid "new contact," and the-Bureau 
a) will be advised with respect thereto. 
v τ ᾿ 



μ Date: 1/19/62 

(Type in plain text or code) 

, AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority ot Method of Mailing) 

ΑΝ ΝΣ 

᾿ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ey 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

Cet 

CG 5824-S8* has advised that each fraternal. delegate 
in attendance at the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) held in the Palace of Congress, the 
Kremlin, Moscow, Russia, 10/17-31/61, was presented a Souvenir 
album of this Congress consisting of photographs relating to 
its activities, special events, etc. The albums varied in 
content from fraternal delegation to fraternal delegation since 
they were in general to reflect in the main that delegation's 
own activities in relation to the Congress. One such album 
was presented to each of the Communist ‘Party, USA (CP, USA) 
{fraternal delegates, including CG 5824~S*, 

The photographs contained in the above-described 
“official album" of the 22nd Congress, CPSU, presented to 
CG .582425*, were made available to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
Reproductions of these photographs have been made by the 
Cc cago: Office and there is enclosed herewith for the Bureau 
and the New York Office one set each of these reproductions. 
One set; together with the negatives from which they were fone 
madé, has been maintained by the Chicago Office and will be 
“hones an exhibit in CGfile ae 

Ὁ ΚΘ Ρ “68 pees /00-FAYO: Ol, Zee 
Ἴ. /s\pubsae (Enc. 25) (RM) ars 

ΣΙΝ ἔν Yonk, (100-134637) (πο: 25) (Info) (RM) 29 sil 2erieee 7 
1-Chicago un Wes pe Soe 

Bf ; Ὁ γννν. » sho Yate, eta ys 

HH: MDW Ὁ holes ΡΩΝ ra ne 
; Ὁ) 65 Wicks,, ' NM has | 5 ed off 

wT Tew 

Apdtoved: QM fay __ Sent —_. 

6 5MAR 2 [SE gick Agel in Charge 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

In connection with these photographs, it is recom- 
mended that they iiot”be utilized in any way that would make 
their possession known to personnel outside the Bureau since 
this information, if disclosed, would seriously jeopardize 
this source, 

Bach of the reproductions of the photographs which 
were contained in the album described by CG 5824-S* and enclosed 
herewith has been numbered on the reverse side and set forth 
below is a description of each of these reproductions as 
supplied by CG 5824-S*; 

1) Interior view of the main meeting hall and stage 
in the Palace of Congress. The fraternal delegations appear 

. (im this photograph to the extreme left and are only partially 
ai visible. In regard to the CP, USA fraternal delegates, they 
‘were seated in rows 15 and 16, seats 58, 59, and 60, in both 

| ες pows. a | 

| Zé 2) photograph of four members of the CP, USA 
ΝΕ \fxaternal delegation identified as follows: /(from left,to 

ν lright) GBORGEMMEYERS, ELIZABETH GU JAMES EB-WACKSON, 
» fone of the two Soviet césmonauts, and” : 
; ten cok uct eens ‘ig 

3) A photograph of JAMES E, JACKSON, right, shaking 
hands with a retired Marshal of the Soviet Army who had partici- 
pated in the Battle of Stalingrad and wrote a book entitled, 
"The Steppes of the Volga, A Story of Stalingrad." 

4) A photograph of JAMES E. JACKSON, center, meeting 
with a group of delegates to the 22nd Congress, CPSU, from the 
Stalingrad Party organization. The individual appearing second 
from the right is (FNU)(LNU), a Secretary of the Stalingrad 
Party organization, 

5) A photograph of JAMES Ἐ, JACKSON, far left, and 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, center, conversing with BLAS ROCA, a 
member of the fraternal delegation from the United Revolutionary 
Organizations of Cuba. 

6) A photograph of GEORGE MEYERS, center, and 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, far right, meeting with a delegate 
to the 22nd Congress, CPSU, identified as (FNU) GORGONOVA (ph), 
a hero of the Soviet workers who had been responsible for the 
‘pbuilding of a textile mill. | | 

ge 
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. | 

| 7) ΑἹ ῬῬΒοξορχαρὴ taken in. the lobby of the Palace 
of Congress featuring from left to right GEORGE MEYERS, JAMES 
E. JACKSON, JUSTAS ‘PALECKIS, Chairman of the Presidium of 
the Supreme Soviet of the Lithuanian SSR, ELIZABETH GURLEY 
FLYNN, and HENRY WINSTON. 

8) A photograph of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, far 
left front, and HENRY WINSTON, "hero of the world," far 
right front, meeting with a group of Soviet delegates ‘to 
the 22nd Congress, CPSU. : | 

9) A photograph of HENRY WINSTON, "hero of the 
world,” again meeting with workers and official delegates 
to the 22nd Congress, CPSU. 

10) A photograph of GEORGE MEYERS, center, and. 
HENRY WINSTON shaking hands with SAMUEL MIKUNIS, General 
Secretary of the CP of Israel. The individual appearing 
third from the right, with bushy hair, is (FNU) VILNER (ph), 
a member of the Politburo, CP of Israel. 

11) A photograph of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN and 
HENRY WINSTON, appearing first and second from the left, 

Ἢ respectively, meeting with fraternal delegates from the 
Mongolian Peoples Revolutionary Party and other. oriental 
fraternal delegates. 

12) A photograph featuring ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 
at the :rostrum on the stage delivering her address to the 
22nd Congress of the CPSU. Seated ‘to the rear are’ members 
of the Congress Presidium which include, first row left, 
NIKITA 5. KHRUSHCHEV, FROL ΒΕ, KOZLOV, MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, etc. 

13) A photograph of the lobby to the main meeting 
hall in the Palace of Congress ‘where the 22nd Congress, CPSU, 
was held. 

14) Official Congress photograph of all fraternal 
delegations taken with the Congress Presidium, excluding 
those individuals who attended as fraternal delegates under 
covert conditions. Appearing in the first row, left, as 
Andividuals #2 and #3 are ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN and HENRY 
WINSTON. Appearing in row two as the second individual from 
the left is JAMES E. JACKSON. Appearing at far left, standing 
near pillar, is GEORGE MEYERS. This photograph is believed 

-3-— 
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to have been taken in St. George's Hall which As connected 
to the Palace of Congress, the Kremlin. 

15) A photograph taken from the stage of the main 
meeting hall, Palace of Congress, depicting in general. the 
CPSU delegates. However, appearing in the first row, right, 
are fraternal delegates from Socialist countries. 

" 16a and 160) This is a composite photograph taken 
‘of the interior of the Palace of Congress meeting place, during 
a session of the Congress. The press area is that area 
Ammediately to the left of the stage and located directly _ 
above the inclined ramp. The press section being located in 
such a manner prevents ‘the possibility of these individuals 
identifying various fraternal delegates in the audience. 

17) A photograph of the meeting hall | istage taken , 
at the time KHRUSHCHEV was delivering his first report to the 
22nd Congress. Seated behind him are members of ‘the Congress 
Presidiun. 7 , 

18) Same as photograph #17 except the individual 
on the podium is FROL R. KOZLOV who is delivering his address 
to the 22nd Congress, CPSU, 

19) A ‘photograph taken of one of the special events 
held during the course of the 22nd Congress, CPSU. It depicts 
a group of Soviet children, | 

20) A photograph of a day-time view of the new | 
Palace of Congress in which the 22nd Congress, CPSU, was held. 
The top glassed-in area of this building served as the banquet 
meeting room and space in which special get-togethers were held, 

21) A photograph of a night-time view of the Palace 
of Congress depicting the drive-in entrance which was utilized 
by those fraternal delegates who were atending the Congress 
under covert conditions. In addition, it was utilized by | 
individuals such as ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN who ‘had difficulties 
in general movement because of age or frailties. a: 

22) A photograph of a general view of Moscow, 
including the Kremlin. 

- 4 = . ' 
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ει 23) A photograph of a home in Gorky; Russian Soviet 
Federative Socialist Republic, located approximately 25 miles 
from Moscow, where LENIN lived for many years and which is now 
a museum, 

24) A photograph of the ceremony of the unveiling 
of the statue of KARL MARX in Moscow, the. original cornerstone 
having been laid by LENIN in 1921 and further work thereon 
delayed by STALIN. The actual unvetling occurred just after 
the conclusion of the 22nd Congress, CPSU, | 

4! ro 
f . 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (55-65405) 1/30/52 

SAC, NE YORK (15-17695) 

TRACING OF AMJRICAN MONEY USED 
BY SOVIETS Il] SSPIONAGE OPERATIONS 
ESP - KR 

(00: New York) 

As the Dureau is aware, NY O94-S# on 12/22/62, 
recelved $150,000.00 in US currency from VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, 
for use of the CP, USA, 

The money consisted of 2,987 notes of $50.00 
denoninacion; 6 notes of $100.00 denomination and 5 notes 
of $10.00 denomination, 

The above money when compared agatiust the list 
of ioney known to have been Llasued to the Soviets in NY 
and WFO fatled ta effect an identification. 

| When broken down into Federal Reserve Districts 
{PRD's) and series, the following resulted; 

§ « New York 

1950 8 «1 

Η “τς Louts 

1950 Β Ὁ 1 
L = San Francisco 

t= pene (ese la, 
_ (1 =~ 100-3-63) (CP, USA, FUNDS) 
L = New York (100-1: 5737 (S0L0) 
1 - New York (100-7450) (cP, USA, FUNDS) 
8 - New Yorle (65-17595) Be μη κι" 

.“ΠῸ ΜΠ re 

4 δ of Ὁ 

me 4 

w APE ; 082 _ 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED wy ὦ 
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§100;00 Ὁ 

B - New York 

F = Atlanta 

| 350.00 | 

A = Boston Ὁ - Philadelphia 

1934 =] “1934 «ἢ 
ig3z4p τὰ 13383 - 3 
1950 δ 1934¢ ~ 8 
1950A 19 ‘1934p - 2 
19508 «-} 1230, 32 

Total 43 10508 «ἢ 

B= New York _ Total 159. . 

4928 -ἃ Ὁ = Cleveland ; 
19288 = 1 as 
1934 -400 1934 . -9 
1934A «λἂ, 19340 5 «7 
19345 “- ἃ 4950 «οὶ 
12316 - 7 | 1950A 44 
eo, er Total 164 
1950A «- | 
19808 “64  §§§§ £= Richmond | 
Total 701 1928A - ἃ 

| 1934 .. 1 
19344 « 1 
19348 ~ 1 
1934¢ - 2 
1934p - 1 
1950 «δὰ 
1950A «88 

ει 19508 =3 
Total 179 
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Ἐ - Atlanta ὦ = Xansas σεν. 

i. ὃ 193s = 
ΞΔ ΤΣ 438 1934¢ - Ξ 19345 - 436 een I ows 

1a3ie ~ 9] 950A - (1 
TEEOA - ΤΟ 19508 = 581 
19508 - 0 | Total 58 

Total 559 K - Dallas 
f i  πἰὐπασπισδοδου 

ᾳ - Chicago ' Josha - ἃ 
| | 1950+ 
238 =~ ἢ 13804 Up 
teen. 19508 - 12 O34A - 2 7 
133 /3 - i ' ‘Total 50 

Τόβηο Σ a L = San Francisco 
1950 - Ob _ 
A950A - ΤῸ | 1934 = He 
1950p -__62 ιθ3ι5 - 3 

1950 ~ 46h 
Total 247 35500 - 76 

| 19508 - 66° 
Ἢ - st. Louis. ποιοὶ G51 

᾿ ἀορᾶλ.- ἃ 
1934 - 2 
19343 ~- J 
1950 - 11 
1950A - 12 
5085 - 1 
Total 28 

I - Minneap olis 

1950 « 13 
fetal -ἜΞ 
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As yet, the above notes have not been inserted — 
into the index for analysis of sequence, When such is done 
the Bureau will be advised of the results, ΕΣ 7 

| One point worthy of mention observed thus far, is. 
the sequence of the PF - Atlanta $50.00 notes, It's obvious. 
the Soviets colleoted the major portion of the Atlanta 
notes at one time inasziuch as out of a serlal number . 
separation of 793 notes, 396 notes fitting within the 
separation of 793 are contained in the above shipment 
received by NY 694-5, | 

Above for information, 
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. | : 1-Mr. Vonohue | | 
. = .,.. J] = Mr, Gurley ¢ 
SAC, Chicago (134-46 SUB B) February 1, 1962 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 6 

Ceorg) ΝΕ 
NYERNAL SECURITY -- C 

»» | A most sensitive source has furnished the Bureau . 
information showing that this source is aware of certain ᾿ 

. €orrespondence from CG 5824-S* in Moscow, Russia, to a specific 
post office box in Chicago, to Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
functionaries in New York, and to James Carter in New York, 

Seurce is not aware of informant's identity or that he 
is an informant but has noted that although several names have 
been used by this individual, the handwriting of all is identical 
and that some of the letters are in obvious open code, | 

Ἥ an fA | πὸ ἢ n a 
further noted that certsin of this correspendence had emanated 
from “the Chicage address" to Bex 341 in Mescow. 

ΠΝ It appears that this source could very well identify © 
~3 jour informants if the preseat syatem of correspondence is | 
= . centinue rs | . 
eo He 

εἰ ἐπ 

Ἦν δὶ Chicago and New Yerk are requested to advise the - | 
© Bureau of amy prebelus involved in having CG 5824-S* and NY 694.S* 

" ‘Change code names they have used in the past in correspondence | 
~ ‘between them and any probleus involved ia having them change dreps 

used by them, including post office boxes. Submit any methods . 
by which you feel these problems might be surmounted. In this 
ceunection consider the feasibility ef switching pest office 
bexes and drops' to other nearby cities. Consider changing these 
bexes periodically, Censider limiting traffic te these drops 

Gan and boxes to essentials and’to that traffic which is absolutely 
Conrad —eermeonecessary, Also subait your recomendations concerning a Method | 
: που . A a val ‘ 

EE - New Yogk (3002637) γε Lo ὡς 23 1222 - 228}. 

Tolson ιαμαιμηρνριρρρυπηθεενὴρν 

“A 
OF πραρωτανιυκωμεππκηραμν, ΝΣ ἢ aries . Ὁ ΤΑ era a ad “Ν 
ieee cs aa (ἡ see note on ‘yellow, page ei pep co 

INQ LOTI  eernnantnrtenetist ' ' ' 
mandy MAIL ROOM teLerype ner Ὁ]. ! 7 

\ 
: ‘ ἊΝ i * 



Letter to Chicago 
RE:- SOLO 
100-429091 

by which these inforsants may communicate in the future. In 
this connection consider whether either of these informants can_ 
use a typewriter, the possibility of handprinting some of the 
letters, etc, 

Subait this information to | Feach the Bureau by πὸ 
| later than 2-8-62, 

| : _ NOTE ON YELLOw: 

The Hunter reports are the source of . ‘information, the above, : 



SECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

JB AUTOMATIC DRECLASSTRICATION ΟἸΤΡΕΕ x 

TATE 3 τις ΣΎ ΚΗ, ° 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | MONE rna—anae 
ἦγ Calishan 

Memorandum pase rch 
᾿ : Declacs 

? ; we 
ώ 7 + Mr. W.-C. Sullivan 

Mr. Belmont 2 Teter ROOM smmmewt 

Mr. Sullivan a πττσνσσνσνος 
Mr. Baumgardner Yen 

( FROM : Mr. F. d. saumpardnex df 

1 - 
1 - 

..Σ2- an τ: Β ΄ ; 1 - Mr. Branigan on 

sonst sor KE) . eG i - Mr. Linton fos 

' INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 1 - Mr. Kleinkauf Ke 
1 - Mr. Gurley 

This is an informativ ἌΝ to set forth contact 
L, of NY 694-S* 1/22/62 by Vladimi [na fo S68 forth informant’ 

_p Soviet Mission to United Nations,\ and to set forth informant's 
eed μη ανανρηνα το σῃ 

encounter with his new Soviet tact/ who is replacing Barkovsky 
in this clandestine operation. ἀν κα. νὰ — MY, 

ἢ On the evening of 1/22/62, NY 694-S* had a meet with his 
Soviet contact, Vladimir Barkovsky. At that time, Barkovsky stated 
he did not wish to discuss anything with informant since Barkovsky 
was "going back shortly" (to Moscow) and would lead informant to "a 
new contact man" to whom NY 694-S* should furnish information on this 
‘occasion and hereafter. Barkovsky instructed informant to contact . 
‘Barkovsky when informant is next in Moscow. (U) 

Uff. 

oS. 

o 
Ξ 
a 
a 
Q 

Subsequent to the time informant and Barkovsky disembarked 
from a subway train, they were approached by ἃ man whom Barkovsky 
4dentified as "the new contact." Barkovsky then muttered a few 

5] introductory words, being careful, however, not to identify the 
2] new contact,‘by name. Shortly thereafter, Barkovsky boarded another , 
Ajtrain, leaving NY 694-S* alone with the new contact. (U) ἢ 

=] 

= TRereafter, the new contact advised informant that the 
Soviets-precfilly Satisfied with the ciphered messages being trans~ 
mitted to the: by NY 694~S* and stated, “Everything is perfect; | 

at U . 

everybony 33) ΞΕΡΡΥ ΟΝ A) a RES fot PAL 0p = (7 OP 
μὲ ᾿Ξ The-contact they ‘Stated that in August, 1962, when ‘Morton 
bélizis "out," the Soviets will furnish "bail money." (It' would 

ppearsghatathe Soviets believe that Sobell will be eligible for 
parole“dn August, 1962, and that "bail money" is associated with: 
parole.) @The contact instructed that the Soviets desire to be - 
dnfGrmed witether Mrs. Sobell is in need of money, If she,is, they 
will" supplys4t, but it must be given to ‘her "in a most careful 
manner." * With regpédt' to the "bail money," the Sobel1 Committee ~~ 
must pretend fo raigé this money, according to the contact. (3) (Ὁ 

fr) " ." μὴ ee n: - 

; % wort Soneli Ἐξ Yresently jticarcerated in. the Atlanta 
itentiary where he is serving a 30-year sentence aftef"¢énviction 

spiracy to commit ,esplonage on behalf of the Soviet Government {2} 

ὦ δ Wt Ys 6.0 Με 
POV ¥ se ἐν 

' 

for 

100-428091 



| 

in a. +. 

Memorandum ta.Mr. Sullivan 
RE:} SOLO: ' 
100-428091: By (U) 

COMMENT : (U) 2S 

Obviously, |the Soran do not understand our penal system: 
and the .conditions for parole, ince Morton: Sobell elected to stay 
at the Federal House of htion'when initially appealing his sen- 
tence, the exact time when he will be eligible for parole 15 ποῦ 
known ἕο the Bureau and can ‘only be determined by the Parole Board. 

It will ‘be remembered that|Colonel Rudolf .Abel and Reino 
Hayhanen, Soviet espionage agents, were. furnished $5,000 by the Soviets 
which they were to supply to Mrs. Sobell. Hayhanen subsequently .con- 
fiscated. the money. for his-own use NSjest Θ΄) 

The Sobell Committee was organized. in an effort to secure 
the release of Morton Sobell from prison. |) 

Informant ‘gave the new contact a small tin: box. containing 

Soviets, the contents of which are in the possession of the Bureau. 
One message inquired as to the health of Henry Winston, Vice- 
Chairman, CPUSA, who is still in Russia. Included’ also:in the 
nicrofilm were additional open: code words for use in transmitting 

3 messages concerning information from the CPUSA to the 

| 

open code messageg between the CPUSA and the Communist Party of 
‘the Soviet Union. Pq ι (0) ( 

(ι) 
he New York Office is /attempting to lidentify the new 

contact n this connection,, it/ is noted that/Boris 5. Ivanov 
arrived in the United States 1/77/62 as a Counsélor of the Soviet 
Mission to the United Nations.J7'¥9n 1/20/62, the New York Office 
received information in connection with its investigation of 

itri F. Polyakov, Internal Security - Russian, that Ivanov 
ould replace Barkovsky. (U) 

- Ϊ 

ACTION: 

For information, This matter will be followed and you 
will be advised immediately when the[new new [new contact is identified. 
Information concerning our informant's new clandestine contact is 
not being disseminated, ae ω) 

Appenpug fu dU Wee 
ΠΤ γ Ag ἀγτο just he from New York revealing that on }1/25/62 

nfofmant identified a photograph of Valentin Aleksan bowich 
itse » Soviet. Mission. to the United. Nations, 4. 
§ new Soviet ὁ contact. Zaitsev is a known Soviet ee 



List of delegates set forth in New York 

Times 10/18/62. at 

In his speech, Khrushchev welcoxed the 

delegations from 80 foreign Marxist- 

Lerist Parties to the congress, named 

the person who headed the delegations 

and in some instances named other members 

of the delegations. This appeared in 

"The Daily Review", which contains 

translations fro the Soviet Press, on 

10/18/61. 

Since most of these individuals already 

publicly identified, the countries. 

represented and those heading the 

delegation publicly identified in all 

instances, felt that this information 

nas no value for dissemination. 
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i Gandy 

NOTE: 

years ago in U.S, 
these individuals, 
concerning these individuals, 
investigation of them to deter 

Ro ! νὸν ν΄ 

sip eFED 9 1962 

During recent meetin 

a ἃ... 
1 ~ Lenihan 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub Β) 

Director, Fi’ (100-428091) — 1963 

SOLO 
18... 

Reurairtel 1-23-62 requesting Bureau indices check 
concerning the following individuals: 

Owelyanovich Peoter Martinovich 

Kriva Ignat Galactionovich, aka 
Michael Berexin 

Jonay Bellan 

' ᾿ Bufiles contain no information identifiable with above- 
listed individuals. You should coatiaue te follow this natter 
with CG 5824-5* and keep the Bureau informed in the event D6 
informant develops. any information regarding the identities bic 
and whereabout ivi lated | 
inquiries with and/or 

MAILED 31 . Ἵ Ley ’ IB 1 = 4962 BECO. Meee 
isheeematagl cna AFBI 

| ‘AY MOLE αονοννηνυπεπαμννννιον | 
i i ee O10 44 og ' Debcochomeem RELGrihd (5) § ὑ, ' VOI eet, Ι 

wa room CY) reverver unre [7] 

_ > ΕΝ - Ν Ὁ Ὁ ῸΘθ (ςἑ.ὅϑ-Ἑὰτυοι.Ψ.Ψ.Ψ. 

2-1-62 

g in Moscow CG 5824-S* was in contact with ‘several ranking Soviet CP officials, During this contact, these 
Soviets made inquiry concerning Marti 
informant gained impression Soviet inquiries were routine and 
probably predicated by request recéived by them fron relatives in 
Soviet Union who desire to locate relatives who resided several . 

Our files contain no identifiable data concerning 
In the event informant obtains additional data 

we will give consideration to possible 
mine current Soviet interest in then, 

novich, Berezin and Bellan. 

be 
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ῳ FBI 

Date: 1/23/62 

¥ 

ee cee ee re ee 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plain text or code) 

να... AL RTBL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Moiting) } 

Mr IRS TAM einen 

Miss Gandy 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

$ = 
ad 

ReBulet dated 1/8/62. 

, Chicago was requested by reBulet to determine 
- from CG 5824-S* what action had been taken with regard to 

the inguiries concerning certain individuals which had been 
set forth in the enclosure to CGairtel of 12/27/61. {1}: 

On 1/22/62 CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD ἢ, HANG 
as follows: γῇ Bite 

GE Adi 

The request concerning the individuals mentioned κ᾿, 
by the Soviets was made during one of the final. briefing an 
sessions held in 11/61 in Moscow, Russia, with NIKOLAI 
VLADIMIROVICH MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American 
Section of the International Department, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and his assistant, 
ALEKSEI ANDREEVICH GRECHUKHIN. While it was not specifically 
Stated by these two individuals as to why the request had been 
made, it is known as a fact, from past experience, that the 
people of the Soviet Union look upon the “CPSU as the father 
of everything. On a constant basis there is submitted to suc 

or people as NIKITA S. KHRUSHCHEV; members of the Central Conm- 
mittee, and high Party oes requests by mothers, wives,. 

Bureau (RM) ai a 
-Chicago Pare ΠΑ γὼ nes 

pr 

RWH: MDW iw 

(4) ο. Ὁ. Wiel REC. 3 00). 196-3 

a, 12 FEB 6 1962 VO 
Approved: Sent M Pey 

Special Agent in Charge 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

brothers, and other relatives and friends ‘to find long missing 
loved ones. In most cases, these requests from Soviet citizens 
to locate loved ones, especially if it is known that they have 
had some past Marxist-Leninist affiliation, are, in turn, 
handed down by such Party leaders to lower levels for handling. 
In this particular case where the named individuals were last 
known to be residing in the U.S., the request had been sent 
to the North and South American Section of ‘the International 
‘Department for inquiry and handling. From the very limited 
information provided concerning these individuals, it would 
appear that in regard to OMELYANOVICH PEOTER MARTINOVICH, 
that his wife or sister may have initiated the inquiry con-~ 
corning his location and may be possibly attempting to locate 
hin 

In the case of JONNY BELLAM:, the indications are 
that his son might be the person desiring his location. 

Similarly, it was noted that the conclusion could be 
‘arrived at from the information furnished that all of these 
individuals might have had in the past some Party connection 
or affiliation and were individually now quite elderly. 

Source stated that it is his personal opinion, based 
n such past dealings with the Soviets, that the request to 
ocate the named individuals was a legitimate effort by ‘the 
PSU on behalf of friends, relatives, or loved ones. He further 
tated that while it was his personal opinion that there was no 

espionage potential involved in this request, this possibility 
cannot be completely ruled out because of the cnaneemecoian 

ἡ furnished to ie — | 

To date, CG 5824-S* ‘advised he had taken no action 
in regard to ‘the Soviet request “as to what happened to" the 
three named individuals. He has not and does not: intend to 

: officially discuss this matter with GUS HALL or turn it over 
to the CP, USA for official handling. He will attempt, if | 
possible, to make possible inquiries concerning these individuals 
through his own personal contacts and logical sources, For 
example, he advised, he might conceivably, during 
co ropriate time, make inquiry with be 
Or concerning the individuals last reported in Ὁ] 
Detroit. He does not, however, intend to advise these people 

- 25... 



CG 134-46, SubB Ὁ ΝΣ “Ν 

of the basis for his inquiry. Source feels that by this ᾿ 
manner of approach to the problem he can control the situa- 
tion and keep the Bureau advised of any developments. 

Chicago will follow the matter and any pertinent 
information will be furnished to ‘the Bureau. 

Request of the Bureau ΣΝ ΝΣ . 

The Bureau is requested to consider searching Bureau 
dndices regarding the following individuals who were named 
in enclosure to Caiztel £ 12/27/61: | 

| ΠΟ ΟΜΈΙΙ ‘\PEOTER“MARTINOVICH ΕΝ 

nay aLacrroNovicH, aka °°” : 
EREZIN™ ΝΣ 

it is felt that if such Bureau indices check is 
positive on these individuals and if Bureau authority is | 
granted, such information concerning these individuals could 
be made available to CG 5824-S* in an appropriate manner ; 
in order that the time expended by CG 5824-5* in his checking- 
out efforts for these people could be lessened and such time. 
profitably applied to other matters in which he is engaged: 
Yh, Bovea 

! 

! GALE 
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Ν Date: 1/17/62 

Transmit the following im. 
(Type in plain text or code) 

. Via aregey ἢ REGISTERED MAIL 
«Prieniy or Method of Matting) 1 Mr. Trotict ee 

τὰς, siemens 

᾿ 

Fi 

' TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ΝΣ : NPSL » 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) a 

aL FCS τς GO? ary 
\ 010. 2 a 
“TS σῷ 

d ¢ _ ‘Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of a letterhead memorandun 
captioned, "Information Concerning .the Identities of the 

ἰ Communist, Workers, and Other Parties Represented by Fraternal 
Delegations at the Twenty-Second Congress of the Communist Kf 
Party of the Soviet Union, held October 17-31, 1961, Moscow, PAL LIN 
Russia. | 

L 

\ 
ἣ» The list of fraternal delegates and fraternal dele- 
Y gations set forth in the ‘enclosed letterhead memorandum was 

compiled during the course of discussions with CG 5824-S* 
. during 12/61 and’1/62. The information set forth is based 
υ on the source's recollection of such individuals, a review of 
| his notes, documents, and other material in his possession. 

This information was furnished to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

of 9/27/61 and in order to protect the identity of this highly 
placed source who is furnishing information, on a continuing 
basis, essential to the national defense interest of the oe” 

_ wkhe enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified ' 
gy” ~" Also, in accordance with above ‘Buairtel, the enclosed 

ay’ lettertead memorandum has been shown as having been made at 

In accordance with instructions set ‘forth in Buairtel ιν 

j y 

«3 Washington, ὧν δι Jer, vy GALE Uf, ᾽ 

ἤ Sy JO0-¢ Ζῴονές YOR εἶ Bureau (Enc. 7) | fi | 
-New York (100- (ae e. 1) Esa (RM) 
Sra 4 JAN 20 i862 
RWH: ΜΙῊ 

ihe a Cy 

(xX | = Fp ται 
| j i - ᾿ 

“τῷ ET A. οἷ Approved: ἐκ Sent hi Per 
[7 Special Agent ib ὮΣΙ / εὖνν 



DECLASSIPICATION AOQTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASS TIFICATION GIHIDEe - HES 

DATE 09-22-2011 Ν 

Ν 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

-FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. Washington, D. C. 

January 17, 1962 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF ο 
THE COMMUNIST, WORKERS, AND OTHER PARTIES 
‘REPRESENTED BY FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS AT 
THE TWENTY-SECOND CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, HELD OCTOBER 17- 
31, 1961, MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during January, 1962, advised as follows: 

During the period October 17-31, 1961, the Twenty- 
Second Congress of the-Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU) was held in the Palace of Congress, the Kremlin, 
Moscow, Russia. Attending this Congress as official 4616. 
gates from the CPSU, with elther decisive or deliberative 
privileges, were approximately 5,000 individuals. In 
addition to the official delegation fron the CPSU to this 
Congress, there were approximately 450 fraternal delegates 
representing nearly all the Communist and Workers. Parties 
of the world plus a number of delegations from non=-Marxist 
Democratic National Parties of Africa. The only Communist 
or Workers Party not officially invited to send a fraternal 
delegation to the Twenty~Second Congress was the Albanian 
Party of Labor. 

in connection with this Congress, the CPSU conducted 
no registration of fraternal delegates or delegations nor was 
any roster of these delegates or delegations released during 
the course of the Congress. However, set forth below appears 
a list of the various Communist and Workers Parties of the 
world together with the Democratic National Parties of Africa 
which were known ‘to have δὰ fraternal delegations present 
at this Congress. Where any of the individuals who comprised 
these delegations are known, their names have been set forth 
together with any official position they may hold, 

{0 0-L2¢ 09 )-- 
ENCLOS 



INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE pee 9 CRET 
prety WORKERS, AND OTHER PARTIES REPRE- y ἘΞ , 

COMMUNIST AND KORKERS PARTIES 

Coumunist Party of Al eria | 

| “Larbipahalt, _First Secretary, | Central Conmittee 

onmunist Part of Ar entina 

Victorio¥esdovillo, a Secretary of the Central 
\ Conmittee; 

Vict rralde, a Secretary of the Central 
Κ Committee; 

Gonz Sahn a wos a member of the Central. Comnittee; 
ar, a member of the ‘Central Committee. . 

ss 

i a 

* Communist Part of Austrakia 
FORME Ge eS 

pee Ἔποτ' 
1 

Lawrence (Lance Loui 7 harkey, General | Secretary 

Communist Part of Austria 

Sohang/Koplenig, Chairman .. 

a) Communist Party of Belgiun | 

Ernes’{Burnelle, Chairman; 
F//Bla azer, a member of the Central Committee, 

k ieee tLe κοκε 

| Communist Party of Bolivia 
apne 

Ruiz’Gonsalez, a Secretary of the Central 
Commit ttee “memenmen—eemanateeceartr men rr mame ΠΝ 
ΡΟ" π“παισΝάνπινν 

Comnunist Part of Bra 1 
i "Seg I EF i. : 

i Luis Carl “estes, General Secretary; 
Ἷ GeraldgyRodrigue dosS8antos, a neuber_of the... 

Nationa Ὁ Directorate’ | 

Pan rere 



INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE τ ἡ» 
COMMUNIST, WORKERS, AND OTHER PARTIES ΒΕΡΕΕ- Ρ 

_SENTED BY FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS AT THE Ἐπ νὰ 
““BECOND._CONGRESS._OF , THE, CPSU,. HELD .OCTO 

SSiA____. 31, 1961, MOSCOW, RU 

Bulgarian Communist Party 
"aa SATA STIS SA LS em: 

Todarfthivkov,, First Secretary,; 
oyanov; 

Ge-Ganev; 

_ Committees. Seaman aS 

Committee, 

Burmese Workers. Party..and.Peoples.Party..... 

Communist Party of Canada — 

4, TimiBuck, General Secretary; 
: Leslig/Morris, a “member of the National, 

Executive Committee; 
| Johniveir, a’ menber of the National Executive 

Comulttee - 
ME 

Communist Party of Ceylon 

Petor}Keunenan, Secretary General 

Communist Party of Chile 

Luis/Corvalan, General Secretary; 

AcYugov, a member of the Politburo, Central 

talkov, a member of the Politburo, Central 

thavfTun, Chairman of the Central Committee 

Jose Gonzales, a Secretary of the Central . 
Comnittee; . 
5. Godiy4o-¥Lrota (phonetic), a candidate , 
member of the Politburo; : 
Celereo/Pantigo (phonetic), a member of 
Central Committee... , 

Communist Party of China 
sad Ge MIMO ae Da aki te A iia 

Venou En-lai, Vice-Chairman of | the Central 
Committee; ; sarnanenamenna wegen mann σαν ἐν 

FM ee 5 

\ -3- 

of the | 

PM MY ΡΝ 
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INFORMATION ‘CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE 
‘COMMUNIST, WORKERS, .AND OTHER .PARTIES. REPRE- 
‘“SENTED BY ‘FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS.A 
‘SECOND CONGRESS OF .THE. eee HELD - OCTOBER “17— 

_L96I,_ MOSCOW; RUSS = 

Communist Party of China :(Con't.) 

Tao\chu, First Secretary of Central=South 
_Bureau_ of Central Connittes; 
“Peng¥Chén, a member of the Politburo and 
a Sécretary of the Central Comittee 

‘Communist Part of Colombia 
| 

Luis Gilberto? ieira, a Political Secretary 
‘Of the Central Comnittee 

People's Van vuard Party of Costa Rica 

OscarMVargas, a ‘Secretary of the ‘National 
_Conumittee 

| United Revolutionar; Or anizations of Cuba 

: . “BlagfRoea, "General 1 Secretary; 
‘Carlos Rafael/Rodriguez; ™ 
EniliojAragones,'a member of the National 
Board; 
Ri da: 
RobertofCabrero; 

p-Jesus| Hernandez; 
Ausustoé ofiart ines) Snches 

Progressive Party οἵ the Working People of Cyprus } 

Reovigh Paostonsoos, Genes. Sestetary 

Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
- Ee τ - στ ee 

Antonin ovotny, First Secretary 

Communist Part of. Denmark 

Xnud(Sespersen, Chatrnan 
+ ene) 

| -4- κέ 8 



INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE 
COMMUNIST , WORKERS, .AND OTHER PARTIES REPRE- 

/antip BY FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS .AT..THR_TWENT ™ 
SECOND, CONGRESS. OF THE CPSU, HELD OCTOBER 17 “7 
31, 1961 MOSCOW, RUSSIA ; 

Dominican People's Socialist Part 
eae ~ 

Sauy/Wacoudras, a Secretary of the Central 
Commit an 

25 4 5 ca: 
tee — “π΄ 

Communist Party of Keuador 

a ae General. Secretary, 
Communist Part of Bl Salvador 

Joselgencnss Gre, a Secretary of the Central 
Committee eee 
Rented 

‘a 

Cconmunist Party of Finland 

VillolpeSsi, General Secretary. 

Communist Part of France 

Mauri orez, General _Secretary;. 
JaquesADuclos, a “hember of the Politburo. and, 
member of the Central Comnittee; 
Waldecs}ochet a member of the Politburo-and., 
a Secretary, of — the ‘Central. “Committee; 
George uy, an alternate member Ὁ of the Politburo. 
of _the Central Committée 

a ITT TE OY 2? "πὶ ἜΝΕ Ee ee 

Socialist Unity Party of German 

Walte Sibricht, First Secretary, 
ErichyHonecker, a. a member of f the Politburo of . 
the Céntral -Comnittee;—. 
Pauyverner, an alternate member..of, the. Politburo.. 
of “the Central Committee; 
Pau rolich, an alternate nember of the Politburo | 
of the Central, Comiittee;, C “ 
Kurd ger, a Secretar of the Central Committee, 
Assistant, to Ulbricht, 

\ a Hoe 



INFORMATION ‘CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE: thes PES shyher 
COMMUNIST, WORKERS, AND OTHER PARTIES REPRE- 
ENTED ‘BY FRATERNAL ‘DELEGATIONS AT_THE TWENTY 

SECOND CONGRESS OF ‘THE.CPSU, HELD ID OChOBER τ 17- 
“31, 1961, MOSCOW, RUSSIA... ~—SstCt=C—CSCSO 

Communist Party of Germany (West) 
Ὡς iL 

Max{Reimann, First Secretary; 
(first name unknown )(@luckaug ;, 
Tf Ledwon; an 

Communist Party of Great Britain 

Pete arrigan, a menber of the Politburo; 
‘Micha Neaver; ” 
John: ὅλο ASCO; 
Bo te art, honorary dele 

ws 

é Nor effery, a member of the ‘National Executive. 
: - Comittee — 

Communist Party of, Greece 

Kostas }t0llyanis, First Secretary 

Conmmunist.Party_of Guadeloupe 

John} fottan, General Secratary.; 

fornexsistin, a Secretary. of the Central. 
Committees 
(first nane unknowny sen, a Secretary οὐ the. 
Central ‘Comittee. 

Communist Party of Guatemala 

Two unidentified. delegates in attendance. 

Peoples Unity Party of Haiti 
“# 

‘Communist Party .of Honduras 

Hungarian Socialist Workers Party 

Jano ‘Kadar, ‘First Secretary,;,, 
BY Ma San, a Secretary .of the Central _ 
Comittee: ὙΠ ΠΣ 
Ἡ aa rar: εν 

-6- eG SE ET 



᾿ 

United Socialist Party of iceland 

GudmundurVigfusson, a member of the Executive 

of the Central Committes; 
“‘Eggert¥forbjarnarson, a member .of the Central 
Committee " ™ 

Communist Party of India 

Comnunist Party. of Indonesia 

Dipa ¥XKdit, Chairman of the.Central Committee 

Peo les Part of Iran 

᾿ Roza\fadnanesh,Fixst Sesxetary 

Communist Party of Ira 
A σέ 

| -_YSalapyadin, First Secretary 
4 I σα ο ῇΦὩΟο 

Workers Lea eof Tt relan deen ‘ 

s.{folan, President of the Executive ‘Committee 
~~ ~ manip gue RnR gn PN PPPS Ae ACL 

Communist Party of Northern Ireland 

π΄ eFitoore, eneral Secretar} ΝΕ 
Willigmyie Callough, a member of the Political 
Comnitteée | 

po menial 

Communist Party .of Israel 

Samuel utfunis, General ‘Secretary; 
(first' name unknown)/Vilner (phonetic), a member 
of the Politburo . " 
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INFORMATION ‘CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE SECRET 
COMMUNIST, WORKERS, -AND OTHER PARTIES REPRE- 
SENTED BY FRATERNAL. DELEGATIONS AT_THETHENTY—_ 
SECOND CONGRESS OF THE.CPSU,.. HELD OCTOBER . age 
31 “1961 MOSCOW, "RUSSIA 

Communist Party of Italy 

alee bn General Secretary; 
LuigivLongo, a Deputy ἢ y Secretary. 
Umber erracini 
Carl, Alluzzi ν ‘ 

Communist. Party. of Japan 

Sanzdjflozaka, Chairman of the Central Comnittee;_ 
‘Toni ishizawa, a member of the Central Committee; 
‘(first name unknown) sSendagaya; "» 
Kenjiifiyanoto, Genéral Secretary __ 

᾿ Jordan Communist Part 

Tesigueean, Gated Soxaty 

Korean .Party of Labor 
.-ῬὌΨΜΟΟΝ ne ats 

} 

Kim IijfSung, 

Communist Party ΟΣ Lebanon 

Nikola{Chawi,, a Secretary of the Central Comnittee 
"ernie rere i ici Ae rie NPN Lag 

Communist Party. of Luxemb: 

Doninique/Irbany, General secretary 

Communist Part of Malaya 

Communist Party of Martinique 

" 8 Yeanjite Secretary Ger Generals. 
N kolgvarnan, a Secretary of the Central’ Committee __ 

Communist Part ot Mexico 

arnolad/gietines}iecaago, First Secretary of the 
Central’ Committee _ — erence 
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INFORMATION. CONCERNING. THE IDENTITIES ‘OF THE SECKET 
COMMUNIST, WORKERS, ,AND..OTHER: PARTIES REPRE- fateh 
SENTED BY ‘FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS AT THE TWENTY- 
_/SECOND ‘CONGRESS OF THE CPSU,, HELD OCTOBER 17=— 
51, 196T MOSCOW, -RUSSIA__ 

Mongolian Peoples ‘Revolutionar Part 

Unjag Sedenbal, First ‘Secretary; __ 
Lfisen ,». Becond Secretary: 
Wikhansuren, a member of ‘the Central Committee 

᾿ ἣ πα“ “Ποιὰ TT a EET 

Communist Party of Morocco 

| Paleata, First Secretary 

‘Communist Party of Nepal 

a de Groot, Secretary General 
τ ᾿ : Fe VER 5 δ aS: ἀκ ΠΡ Ν με ρεε ey 

Communist Part of | New Zealand 

George E-Packson, Chairman -of the National | 
Committee’ ee | 
ee De 

Socialist Party of Nicaragua 

Communist Party of Norwa 

Enil/Lovlien, -Chaixmans. 
Jorgey-Vost,. a member of the Secretariat. 

“ 

| Peoples. Party ς of Panama 

Ale; 
Rubepcaetellanos 

Communist Party of Paraguay 

Conmunist Party of Peru 

Sorge. as¥frado, a Secretary of the Central 
Committee 
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_ INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES: OF THE ee 5 
COMMUNIST, ‘WORKERS, ‘AND OTHER PARTIES ΓΕ ΤΕ, PRE 
SENTED BY..FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS. ΔΤ ΤΗ͂Σ. TWENTY- 

“SECOND CONGRESS _OF .THE,CPSU,, HELD: OCTOBER -E7=— 
‘31,719 BL, .MOSCOW, ,,BUBS IA τς 

1 

‘Polish United Workers Part 
gra PLN VT SRS PSP ee, 

Wiladysla onulka, :-First HOSE Stary 

Communist -Party of -Portu al ———————— Ὁ 

atvarveunbal,_ General Secretary 
henna ὦ 

Communist Party of Reunion 

Pauli: Verges, First Secretary 

Rumanian Workers Party _ 
ee " tf 

Gheorghe Gheorghig;foj,, First Secretary 

ommunist Party of*San-Marino _ ς 

African Party of Independence (Sené¢al) 
τι - 

Communist Party of Spain 

Doloresfbarzuri, Chairman 

Communist Part of Sudan 

ibrahinwilustafa, a member of the Politburo. 

Coumunist Party of ‘Sweden 

Swiss Party of Labor 

Baga} Woog, General, Secretary 

Communist Party of Syria 

- 10 = abe 9 



INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE SEQRUT 
‘COMMUNIST,. WORKERS, .AND: OTHER PARTIES REPRE- 
SENTED BY FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS. ΔῈ THE TWENTY— 
SECOND_CONGRESS_OF THE CPSU,-HELD.OCTOBER17- 
ΟῚ, 1961, ‘MOSCOW, RUSSIA = 

Communist ‘Part of Thailand 

Communist Party :of Tunisia 

ohannedA\Harmel, a Secretary of .the Central 
Committee π΄ 

17" 

Communist Party of Turke 
ers tke τ 

Ismael ' (aratSeelen, a member of the 
Politbu ο of the Central, Comnittee;. 
JakubsMenir, a ‘a menber ‘of ‘the | Politburo of the 
Central ‘Committee 

feo φομέρταικῖει 

Communist Party of the Union of South Africa , 

‘Communist Party of Urugua 

Rodn ‘Avishmendi, First secretary of the 
Central Committee 2” 
----͵ .--- te 

Communist Party of Venezucla 

Jes aria, General Secretary.;—. 
Mac ado,, a member of ‘the Politburo; 

ἊΣ rtega’Diaz, a member of the Politburo; 
Ro Guorrstamos, “yhenber_of theCentral— 
Committed «ἢ 

Horkers Party of Viet Nan 
SR RRs ee nme 

Ho, ChiAMinh,, Ch; 
LeJBGan, First Secretary 

παν aonemmemnmmmmnnncmmemmaunmnnainiininial 

Communist Part -of the United. States of Anerica 

Morris Chas 
Eliza ethyGu: hYGurley Flynn, Chairman. 

ackson, ἃ ‘member of the Executive Committee 
; éyers ES TEE HSE RTE ἐδ - το τ I ae ie ge ie 

Henrf\Winston, Vice-Chairman. 
\ (SAL ιοο ΒΝ 

τας De -- . - 



INFORMATION CONCERNING THE IDENTITIES OF THE ῃ RE 5 sdoghr 
COMMUNIST, WORKERS, AND OTHER PARTIES REPRE- 
SENTED BY FRATERNAL DELEGATIONS AT THE TWENTY~ 
SECOND CONGRESS_OF THE,.CPSU,. HELD OCTOBER 17> 
31, 106], MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL PARTIES OF AFRICA 

Democratic Party of Guinea 

Saifoulaye Diallo, Political Secretary, of the 
Party; ν" 

~"wengaly/ amara; 
Lansan "Δ (Diane; 
Aliouné*Drame; 
Alfs*Diallo; 

-Yilonsinmed Oure , 

Convention Peoples Party of the: Republic of Ghana 

Mfebonezesiaset Kwey 

Sudanese Union Party of the Republic of Mali 

Jraryant}tFaore, Politburo meshor_ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and’ is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed. 
‘outside your agency. 
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7 UNITED STATES ἃ | 7 
* Memorandum ® 

TO 7 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: January 30, 1962 

7 i ΠΣ ἊΣ 
Ἱ ΓΝ : ΒΑ, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

suaser: (ho 
-ὦ 

ReBulet dated January 5, 1962, and CGairtel dated 
January 18, 1962, both captioned as above, and Seattle letter 
to Director dated January 23, 1962, captioned, ‘CHARLES OSCAR 
JUNGE, JR.3; JOSEPHINE MC BROOM JUNGE; 15. - C; (00:Seattle)." 

On January 29, 1962, the matter relating to the 
YOUNGERMANS (ph) referred to in reBulet and CGairtel was 
again discussed with CG 5824-S*. At this time, he advised 
that he had received no information from GUS HALL concerning 
the identities of the YOUNGERMANs (ph) and now, since he ra 
has been informed of a cancellation of HALL's West Coast . 
trip, did not anticipate that such information would become  —} 
available in the near future. {! 

Ϊ 

Ϊ 
At this time, CG 5824-S* advised that he had been 

attempting to recreate in his own mind the details and cir- 
cumstances surrounding the inquiry of the Czechs regarding | 
the YOUNGERMANs (ph). As a result of this reconstruction of | 
the period of the initial discussion with the Czechs, 
CG 5824-S* sta: that he Ch able to recall that “the Czechs . 
indicated th OUNGERMAN (ph) was an "expert in fish life." hy, 

JOSEP 

1. 
oft CHA E and wife — ‘ | 

PY E, both employees of the “University pe 
of Washi) ton attle, might be identical with YOUNGERMANs a 
(ph) referred to by source. This letter further noted that the *: 
JUNGEs had gone to Europe to attend an "International Conference 
on the Seas;'’ however, they had failed to attend this conference 
but had notified relatives from Prague, Czechoslovakia, that 
they intended to remain. in that gery 

y “9 908 ἣν REC- 3 

On the basis of the informa Son provided by Seattle 
and the additional comment recalled by CG 5824-S* that YOUNGERMAN 
(ph) was reportedly an vexpert in fish life" would tend to 

Q-Bureau (RM) 1°? 3° f fi 
[-Seattle (105-3452) (Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago 

. Ὁ 

sa, 
bere στ death made ell ἰνοι Ἂ

Ν 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

indicate that Seattle's identification of JUNGE as being 
identical with YOUNGERMAN may be a correct assumption, 

Chicago will continue to follow this matter for 
possible subsequent information being made available through 
GUS HALL. 
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Memorandum 
τὸ :, DIRECTOR, FBI (100-.428091) Date: January 30, 1962 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) FRO 

SUBJECT 7 

} ReCGairtel dated September 21, 1961, and Buairtel 
oo dated September 26, 1961, both captioned as above, 

ReCGairtel set forth an estimate of funds in 
connection with the contemplated tenth Solo mission in 
which CG 5824-S* was, at that time, scheduled to participate, 
and reBuairtel set forth authority to advance CG 5824~-5* the 
amount of $1,325.00 for expenses, 

In relation to the accounting in connection with 
the expenses actually incurred with regard to the tenth Solo 
mission, CG 5824-S* has now furnished the following. 

In regard to this accounting, it should be noted, - 
however, that the figures set forth are not exact or recorded , 
expenses incurred but the best possible approximation thereof Ἵ 
based on the source's personal recollection. Such approxima- 
tion was necessary in this case due to the nature of the 
trip and the identity under which the source travelled abroad iii 
which made it impossible for him to maintain personal records 
of expense on each and every transaction for security reasons 
and other factors, 

Estimated Actual Expenses Incurred During ton 
Period October 2 to Deceraber 6, 1961, in 
Connection with Tenth Solo Mission 

| " ἢ. 

One way, first oss iy transportation, | tN aed 
Chicago, Illiggi ty? York, New York, ΓΝ 
dncluding Federal Tax....Pissscexeccresceceea$ 55.00 

REC fee} At ᾿ 

One way, girifé cade wety ἀπε ansportetion, /
O- fF we A n# εἰ φ 9596 

Ξ New York, New York, to ᾿ Frances 6... 666. 570. QQ oes νῶν 
4 

One way, first class air transportation). 7 beg του 
~ Petis, France, to Moscow, Russia, via — 

rague, CzechoSlovakia....cesnscssavesepossanae 165, Q0...... ἜΝ 
yt | 

WEE bh Praga - 
2~Bureau (RM) we eo vo" 

chicago, ) A7ei “ ἵ' HA of αὐ 
RWH: MDW ΕΝ a wy eo age οὶ 

(3) 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

One way, first class air transportation, 
Moscow, Russia, to Prague, Czechoslovakia....$ 

One way, first class air transportation, — 
Prague, Czechoslovakla, to Los Angeles, 
CaLALOrnia.scccscencawevsaeessscceesercsvenes 

One way, first class air transportation, - 
Los Angeles, California, to Chicago, 
Tillinois, including Federal Tax,.. weer 

Payment for excess baggage en route to 
and from Moscow, Russia, consisting of 
such items as special clothing, books, 
documents, and miscellaneous items 
needed in connection with the tenth 
Solo MISSION. seaside ceases eanessavagneesaegene 

Hotel accommodations, including stop- 
overs at New York City, New York; Paris, 
France; Los Angeles, California, plus 
meals, transportation, tips, and similar 
items at New York, Paris, Copenhagen, 
Denmark, and Los Angeles. Included in 
this. category waS an expenditure, for 
example, of $20, paid in order to secure 
minimum hotel reservations in Paris. ...scses.8 

Postage on various materials submitted 
from Moscow, Russia, and Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, to Chicago mail drops 
maintained for SOULCE. eseesverecaseesesecnye 

Miscellaneous items of clothing and 
other paraphernalia needed in connection 
with tenth Solo mission, including drugs, 
prescriptions, and ‘personal identification 
matters since trip conducted under covert 
conditions and assumed Adentity....ccesscvcces 

#4 

-2- 

140.00 

50,00 , 

780,00 

80,00 

180,00 

40.00 

125,00 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

Purchase of various miscellaneous items 
such as books, hairnets, ballpoint pens, 
flashlights, staplers, etc., which were ' 
presented by the source to various Soviet | 
and Czech officials as friendship tokens.,....$° 25.00 

Payment to compensate the brother of ; 
CG 5824-S* in Chicago during period my - 
of nine ‘weeks' absence to facilitate : 
care of source's aged and ailing parents, 
It is to be noted in this regard that 
the father of CG 5824-S* died one day 
prior ‘to source's actual return to the 
United States from this mission. s..ssccacesas 150,00 

Additional compensation paid to elderly 
domestic worker who acted as overseer of 
source's apartment in Chicago during 
period of nine weeks' absence in order 
to insure the security of source's | 
premises, reference material, and personal 
PPOPErty. cca recs ascesacncscccseeuwsesesscsess 125,00 

‘Total Actual Estimated Expenses Incurred... .: $2,485.00 
' t { 

. In connection with the above, Chicago desires ‘to 
point out that in the initial estimate of expenses in regard 
to the tenth Solo mission, as set forth in reCGairtel, certain 
items such as excess baggage, gifts to Soviet and Czech 
officials, and postage were omitted. However, they are now 
set. forth in this accounting of the actual expenses incurred 
Since they do reflect a substantial expense on the part of 
the sarce, | 

In addition, it is also pointed out that because 
of the physical condition of CG 5824-S* at the time of his 
departure from Chicago and during the entire course of the 
tenth Solo mission, first class air transportation was utilized 
throughout this period. This resulted in additional expenses 
peing incurred over and beyond that economy rate of trans- 
portation which has in the past been. utilized by the source. 

-~ 3 = 



CG 134-46, Sub B. 

Also, as a result. of the change of the port of.entry to _ 
the United States wherein the source utilized the "polar 
route,'’ additional expense was incurred, Source, at the 
time, "felt that: such. re-entry point would be in line with. 
the suggestions of. the Soviets to avoid New York, City 
arrivals and also would provide him with the opportunity 
for "dry cleaning" himself which would tend to satisfy 
the Russians that he was carrying. out their security. 
suggestions to the fullest extent. 

Based on the above. accounting, it. will be noted 
that. the actual estimated expenditures in connection with 
the tenth Solo mission amounted to $2,485.00. Previous 
funds advanced to the source, in accordance with authority 
in reBuairtel, were $1,325.00 and money received from the 
CP, USA for this trip amounted to $700, for a total advance 
of $2,025.00. Accordingly, there was an actual out-of-the- 
pocket expense on the part of the source in connection with 
this trip in the amount of $460,000. . 

In regard to the expenditures necessary in con- 
nection with the tenth Solo mission in excess of the amounts | ' 
received from the Bureau and the CP, USA, the source feels | | 
that some of this excess expenditure should be withdrawn | 
from CP, USA reserve funds. He, therefore, has decided that 

_ he can justify an additional withdrawal of money from CP, 
USA. reserve funds in the amount of $300. After withdrawing 
this amount, there would be left an estimated balance of 
$160: of unreimbursed, expenses, 

With the accounting noted as above, Lt is felt 
that CG 5824-S* has satisfactorily justified expenditures of 
funds made by him in connection with this Solo mission. 
Whether or not. such missions could be accomplished. more 
economically is a debatable point, because emergency situa- 
tions frequently arise which cannot be anticipated in. 
advance and because of security precautions that must be 
taken in order not to jeopardize. the future of this highly | 
successful operation. 

Request of ‘the Bureau 

In view of the above, the Bureau is requested to 
grant the Chicago Office authority to make an additional 

3 
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CG 134-46, Sub B- 

‘payment to CG 5824-S* of $160.00, This payment: is. requested 
in order to cover the estimated total actual expenses incurred 
in connection with the tenth Solo mission, 

| _ In regard to this request for additional funds to | 
reimburse CG 5824-S*, it will be noted that in the. past 
CG 5824-S* has. beentéxact and factual in regard to such | 
money matters as was possible under the circumstances which 
he operates, For example, in CGairtel of January 22, 1960, 
captioned as above, he reported in connection with that 
completed Solo mission an excess of funds advanced for expenses 
over such money actually utilized in the amount of $569.60, 
This money was subsequently turned back to the Bureau, ‘Similarly, 
by CGlet. of February 16, 1961, captioned as above, it. was. noted 

' that CG 5824-S* again reported an excess of funds in connection 
with another Solo mission of approximately $250. While these 
funds were not returned to the Bureau in this instance, they 
were utilized by the Chicago Office to cover extra expenses 
which arose on the part of the source as a result of a five~ 
day stay in New York City during which time the source had 
continuous meetings with the CP, USA leadership. 

7 The above examples are set forth only to show the 
source's integrity in regard to money matters and to iilustrate 
that it has not been the source's past practice, in any way, , 
to attempt to make money from such missions. Accordingly, | 
it is felt that to make a small restitution to the source in 
the amount requested ahove would go far in cementing the Bureau's 
relationship with him and be. an expression of the Bureau's desire 
to see that he, in no way, personally must bear the expenses of 
such trips. ΕΝ 

i 



9ECLASSTFICATION AUTHORITY DREBIVED FROM: 

BHT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOIDE 

DATE O98-Z3-z01i1 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
501001 0d=0F 

"UNITED STATES ων" Φ 

Memorattdum 

DIRECTOR, raf ca00-20001)" No, > DATE: sauduey 30, 1962 ᾿ 

OY lee SAC J carcaco (134-46, ‘Sub, IK 

SUBJECT: = Gan (U) 

; Ν" 

᾿ ReBulet dated January 24, 1962, ee-~ 
πεν δ relating to subsidy for education of 

᾿ (U) 
On January 29, 1962, CG 5824-S* adyised SA RICHARD 

W. HANSEN that as of January 29, 1962, no money had been 
| withdrawn from Comnunist Party, USA (CP, USA) reserve funds "Ὁ 

for the purpose of payment of the $2,000 s oe eae 

IS for the future educational needs of ὶ 
παν While CG 5824-S* advised that he assumed that GUS HALL, 

ng the course of his recent West Coast trip may have been 
in contact with PEGGY ae and informed her of the decision 
to continue this ΕΟΘΕΤΑΣ Ce has received no official word 
An this regard from HALL. (UL) 

At the present time, since discussions in this | 
regard were carried on between himself and HALL, the source 
feels that he will probably be given the responsibility for 
handling the transaction ‘relating to the transfer of. this 
money. However, he haS made no arrangements in this régard τ 
as of January 29, 1962, and will make no such arrangements aa 
until sich time as he has had subsequent contact with HALL 
on this matter. > 4 (U) 

CG 5824-S* advised that if such payment is we 
to DENNIS from money under his control, he will make either i 
the money, prior to transfer, available to the Chicago Office υγῦ 
or he will, himself, personally record the identity of the 
serial numbers, issuing banks, and series numbers, Ἔνι U). 

Information concerning arrangements for this pending 
transfer of funds, together with all other pertinent informa- 
tion, will ‘be immediately brought to the attention of the 
Bureau, New York, and Milwaukee, Chicago is following this- 
matter closely with CG peat 2 U), ? HEE : | 

-Bureau (CRM) bea, REC ie eee 10 ὧδ 

‘l-Milwaukee (Info) (RM Sera ἘΠῚ 
-New York (100-154637) ha (RM) | 
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actual expenses incurred by δα 5524-8" 10/2/61-12/6/61 
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BAC, Chicage (134-46 dub B) ᾿ pebruary 7; 1962 

Director, FBI (100-428092) 

Csoro/ 
AL SECURITY - C 

Reur let 1/30/62 sett forth estima 

in connection with Zolo Mission 10 and request to pay 

informant an additional $160 te cover the estimated 

Lotel actual expenses incurred by informant on this 

281006 

Your request to pay the above additional amount 

is granted. However, the hiecage Office should encourage 

Informant in the future to use nore Solo Funds to cover 

Bureau is not attempting to sininise the results received 

from infermant nor his effectiveness. It Ἂς noted, how~ 

ever, that the businessaan ig rare who is able to spend 

es much tine eway from his business 88 dees informant | 

on Communist Party business end who is 830 financially 

independent that he can afford to pay the majerity of 

the expenses involved in connection with Party business. 

In other words, the Conmunist Party, UGA (CPU ), and 

‘the Russians sust not become suspicious οἵ informent due 

to the fact that he continually pays the majerity of his 

expenses while on Party business. | 

During discussions with inforzant on norelated 

subjects, it should be determined from hin whether or not 

subjecreia to an accounting by the CPUEA of funds in Bos ες a) 

possession which have been received from sources abroad. . Guien 

nore οὐ ventow: X= 108 Meg 68 ὁ: Σὰ Ἵ{Ὁ Top r 2
 

Relet sets forth total actus & expenses (age 

incurred by informant on Solo Missiol? ΠΡ ete BY Be ae 

Busirtel 9/24/61 authority was granted to advanne-informant 
iy 

$1,325 for expenses. ney. received trom the CPusa for UE 

this trip amourted to Ἄστ Ὁ, total advance of $2,025» 

. 
iad vy Cll 

1 we “ aa, od 

- I. wae AG 
1 Mr. Jo 8. TohnsdffiK 6722 y Ap | ον ἢ 4 4 i , δ | εἰ ἢ 

7) a 
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100-HR8092 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED : 

Therefore, there was an actual out-of-pocket expense on 
the part of the informant in connection with this trip 
in the amount of $460, Source feels that some of this 
excess expenditure should be withdrawn from CPUSA reserve 
funds and feels he can justify an additional withdrawal of 
money from these funis in the amount of $300, After with- 
drawing this amount, there is left an estimated balance of 
$160 of expenses for which informant has not been reimbursed, 
it 1s this $160 which Chicago desires to furnish informaht, 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405) 1/30/62 

‘SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 6 

TRACING OF AMERICAN NCNEY USED 
BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 

(00: New Yoxk) | 
| ‘Ah 

___. ,As the Bureau de aware, NY 694-s* on 1/6/62, aN 
received $2,100 in $100 notes from VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY for os 

᾿ use of the CP, USA, ᾿ 

When compared against the list of money mown to 7 
‘ have been issued to the Soviets in NY and WFO, no identification | 
was effected, ΟΝ 

ane | | 
( Mhen broken down dnto Federal ReseryeuDistricts , 

(FRD's) and series the following resulted: 

5B ~- New York a «τον 
we 

267% on 5 r= Atlanta 

ἰ 1950 =" | \{ . 

When inserted into the index of GP and Soviet-bloc | +) 
' espionage money maintained in captioned case » no patterns of 

perlalization were noted 

On 1/9/62, NY 694-S* at a local bank exchanged the 
$2,100 in $100 notes he had receyyed from VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY 

FLED 4 ¢ 

maa eee πο 

on 1/8/62, for $2000 notes. ! 4 

y's Bureau (65-65405) (RM) ga: . 8 {- 190-428091 } LOY ΑΙ | 9 
2 ~ 100-3-63 Cc 3 3 TDS ) . . oO: 

4 - New York (100-1 5667) (5070) 
Δ = New York (100-74560) (CP, USA, FUNDS) 
Δ - New York (65-17696) | 

ΜΉ ΣΌΝ | ΝΗ β /) (< Meg Pecd bo 
(7) | ἱ HOD REO tos 

| . | . 87 FEB HR 1982 

| 
εἴ ᾿ ' 
4 coat j . 



NY 65-17696 

! The break-down of $20.00 note received was as 
follows; 

A~ 3 G=- 6 
B= Al H- 3 
C= 14 I~ 2 
Ὁ - ἢ ὅ-- ἢ 
E- 1 K- 3 
¥F- 2 L- 

Total | 105 

When inserted into the index, properly marked, no 
patterns of sequence were noted, 

information concerning comparison against the index 
ids not to be set forth in report form or dissemination menorandum 
without Bureau authority, | 
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SAC, New York (100-134637) February 1, 1962 

Director, FBI (100428091) 

C Soup ® 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Reference is made to prior telephone conversation ἔνε Ὁ 
between representativesof the New York Office and the Bureau Bo? | 34 
concerning the clandestine communications system utilized by δ τ, Ὁ 
the informants in this operation. 

πὰ 

ΟἿ ἘΣ 

The Bureat: feels that it is most desirable that 
NY 694-5* encipher his own messages in the crypto system 
used by him a 
connection with the microfilming of his messages. In this: 
connection the Bureau desires τὸ ον the location of the 
space where the microfilming process ἐξ Performed. Also 
the Bureau 15 desirous of having the Laboratory review 
the crypto system messages which informant enciphers. | 

In all instances the Bureau should be advised by 
appropriate communicationsof the contents of messages sent is τὰ 
by and received by informant and background disaume tances 
surrounding each message. | 
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OPTIONAL FORM ‘ 
5016+194+01 

UNITED STATES ( RNMENT g 

Memorandum | 
er Ae Π6}} | . 

| »  Dingctor, Far & . : 1/25/62 το 3 DIRECT ee uy, οὐ. PATE A/ / 

a Pui # τὺ byte, | 

i FROM : SAC, CUICAGO (134-46~, Sub B)_ 

,built around him over a period of years which permits him to ‘ 

᾿ ᾿ : . vr, ι 

SUBJECT:  Cgou0 ἫΝ , ᾿ " ' ; 2 

NO, 10 

1g mene (i! 

| a Pe ant 
ReBulet 1/17/62 and Chicago airtel waiye2 Seo", 

captioned as above with copies to New York. o™ 

Concerning’ the inquiries made in'yeBulet, it 18 
felt that certain background information will he of assistance 
concerning the matters in question. . 

. ReChicago airtel recorded a conversation between 
responsible representatives in the Soviet Union and CG 5824-S* 
and stated in part that the Russian officials assured | 
CG 9824+S* that "as far as the Communist Party-Soviet Union. 
(CP-SU) is concerned, the only ‘official and existing appara- >} 
tus' for communications between the CP-SU and the CP-USA is py 
ae present apparatus maintained by and built around Morris. a 
Chiids.' 4 

By way of background leading up to this conversation, 
4t will be recalled that CG 5824-S* has ‘repeatedly reported 
that his ability to maintain nis high position in the cP 
‘international apparatus as well aS in the CP~USA is dependent 
on the maintenance.and control] of the apparatus which he has, 

he . 

a + 

maintain control of a substantial fund of the monies available [ 
to the CP-USA. He has also repeatedly stated that within the ‘ : 
Communist movement leadership within the past two years, JAMES " 
JACKSON particularly, and HENRY WINSTON to some extent during 
the past year, have made efforts within the Party in the U.S, 
to attempt to get some control of the apparatus which CG 8824-84 (114 

: a has had for a number of years. 

, Bive bin ἃ letter to he given to FLYNN who was then in Moscow, 

With these facts in mind and the fact. that JACKSON, 
WINSTON and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN would attend the 22nd 
Congress of the CP-SU as officials of the CP-USA with a higher 
ranking than CG 5824=S*, one of the primary early moves of | 
CG 5824-8* prior to hig départure was to persuade GUS HALL to 

2/- Bureau (RM) REC 28 HE af 4 Ww -[79 
- New York (100-134637)(RM) " ΤῸ“ “a 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β. 
CNF: mec/JVK 

who in turn if she agreed was to give it to the Soviet 
officials, This letter in effect stated that CG 5824-§* alone 
was to deal with the Soviets on "confidential matters" having 
to do with the relations between the CP-SU and the CP-USA. 
CG 5824-S* after obtaining this letter carried it with him 
to Moscow where he presented it to FLYNN, who, knowing of the 
aintrigue and designs of JACKSON, et al, and knowing how the 
Russians felt concerning trust in CG .5824~-5*, immediately 
approved the letter as Chairman of the CP-USA and placed it in 
the hands of the Soviet officials. FLYNN has heen carefully 
cultivated by informant for years. Not so Jong ago, she made the 
Statement that if she was a few years younger she would "court” 
the informant. | 

{It was sometime after this letter was presented to 
the Soviet officials that the conversation recorded in re Chicago 

' airtel between CG 5824-S* and the Russian officials occurred. The 
ussian officials understand from past dealings with CG 5824-5* 

Ithat they can trust him.and know that he-has an apparatus built 
around him of proved ability to do the job. ‘This apparatus, of | 
course, includes NY 694-S* as a most integral part. It also 
includes the Russian agent who, until the past few days was VLADIMIR 
BARKOVSKY, whom the Russians themselves placed in the apparatus. 

CG 5824-S* at no time had the intent to change the form 
for τῶς apparatus and the Russians so understood it. However, ᾿" 
Since CG 5824-S*' previous trips to the USSR, certain events had . 
transpired in the U.S. of which the Russians were cognizant. 
Specifically, the Supreme Court had ruled on the validity of the 
Internal Security Act of 1850. Included in this Act 15 a provision 
which bars Communists from applying for or using passports. This 
was of great concern to the Russians because they desire to preserve | 
the existing apparatus around CG 5824-S* and it was with this in 
mind that they talked about the informant's security and the 
security of NY 694-S* with regard to future and/or frequent travels 
abroad in connection with their present duties.,. They cautioned the 
informant to use extreme care in regard ‘to certain open contacts _ 
with the CP-USA, meaning, as the informant has explained, that 
he ig not to openly visit CP headquarters, among other things. 
This does not mean that he is instructed not to meet with the 
national leadership nor does it mean that the Russians have closed . 

' the door to further trips abroad. The discussion according to this 
{source concerned only the fact that the apparatus should continue to 
lexist in light of ‘the new Jaws but should. take every precaution to 
{prevent U.S. Government action. to enforce these laws insofar as 
they might interfere with the SOLO ‘operation. ' 

- 2 - ΝΣ ‘ 
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CG 134-46, Sub B ΝΣ ΝΕ 

It. ds noted iin paragraph three that MOSTOVETS 
emphasized that because of the inportance of the CAILDS 
apparatus in relation to communications with the CP-SU, it 
would be unwise for him to continue to jeopardize the 
apparatus by participating as frequently as in the past "in 
trips abroad including the Soviet Union." The source has ' 
advised that in this connection he feels that any future “ 
trips which he makes abroad must develop naturally in order 
to satisfy the Soviets that he is complying with their 
instructions. By this he means that if ‘the Soviets request | 4 
his presence abroad he will make the trip covertly; again 
Δ the CP-USA leadership demands that he go abroad, he will 
again go covertly. The point he is making is that anything 
that would have its motivation beginning from him, the . 
informant, or NY 694-S*, {involving a trip abroad, might be oo 
construed as suspect by the Soviets or as a violation of 
their instructions, | 

_ With the above background in mind, : the following 
are replies to the specific questions set forth in reBulet; τ 

1. The informant had discussed this matter in brief - 
in December, 1961, and in detail in January, 1962, when HALL 
was in Chicago for dt days and the informant spent 16 hours 
a day with him, HALL concurred completely with the views of 
the Soviets in the light of the restrictive laws on the CP 
travels and on Communists generally since the Supreme Court: 
decision. He also was in complete agreement with the Anformant 
with regard to instructions that the informant is to be | 
extremely cautions in regard to future open contacts with the 
Jeadership of the CP-USA. It has been agreed that the informant 
in this connection should not visit national or local CP head- 
quarters and should be most selective in attending any CP 
meetings. He has instructed the informant to visit New York 
every couple of weeks for individual meetings with him and | ot 
other CP national leaders and he has specifically mentioned that, 
the informant at these times is to consult with him, HALL, 
personally. ι 

The above information was conveyed to the Bureau by = | 

New York airtel on December 15, 1961, under the caption _ os 

U.S. Versus CP-USA; IS-C, which records ἃ conversation of © οὐ ἢ 
December 15, 1961, between HALL and 'CG 5824-S*. It is noted 

in this connection that HALL went even further stating that ᾿ς ° 

CG 5824-S*' secret operations with the Soviets are only to be’ 1 

-3- | : 7 



CG 134-46 Sub B 
CNF:mec/JVK/mabh 

1 

known to HALL, NY 694-53 and felt it best that ELIZABETH | 
GURLEY FLYNN should not know about this particular operation 
of GG 5824-S*., The informant in further discussions on this | 
“point on. January 24, 1962, upon his return to Chicago from 
New York stated that in connection with this trip and the 
meetings which he held, he adhered strictly to the instructions 
of ‘the Soviets and HALL by staying away from Party headquarters 
and operating through apparatus communications to arrange 
meetings with all of the leaders of the Party who were ‘then in 
New York individually or in small groups at places where the 
‘Party would feel he ‘was using adaquate Security precautions. 

2. The informant, in line with instructions of the 
Soviets and in line with the caution that he as a Communist 
should use because of the new passport laws, does not feel that 
it would be logical for him or any other CP leader to travel 

\labroad frequently. It will be recalled that in 1961 he made 
one ‘trip abroad, He feels that if the motivation for trips 
abroad is supplied by either the Soviets orthe Party leader- 
ship, then it would be natural for him to travel and he could 
travel and still not be accused of violation of security 

' dnstructions. -# {- 

0G 5824-S*believes that as problens puild up, either 
ithe CP leadership or the CPSU will feel compelled to have 
\ personal contact despite problems of security and ‘that he or 
Ny 694-S* because of their vast apparatus experience will 
continue to be utilized for trips abroad. The question of the 
; umber of trips however, would, involve conjecture on the part 
f the informant at this time, | 

It is noted also that din connection with an extension 
of the apparatus and also due to the new U.S. laws, the informant 
while in Moscow ‘arranged for emergency personal contact with 
unidentified Soviet representatives in Mexico and thus communi- 
cations arrangements between the Soviets δὰ the U.S, CP were 
also further perfected. These steps were taken with the view 
of handling possible emergencies which would preclude the need for 
OG: 5824-S* or someone else from traveling where a passport would ‘be 
needed, This in no way means that the informant's trips to 
the Soviet Union will be curtailed if the Soviets or the CP-USA . 
want him ‘to travel. 

2 

Ι 
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CNF: mec/JVK/mabh 

1 3. ‘The informant wag not asked to name or suggest 
[8 replacement for himself on trips abroad nor did he offer a 
| suggestion in this regard. .He did not suggest someone else 
because the question of a replacenent did not come up in 
connection with the discussions with the Soviets except in 
the case of discussions concerning the setting up of auxiliary 
apparatus for Russian contacts in Mexico. In these arrangements 
dt was agreed that a substitute might be utilized by CG 5324-s* 
‘in ‘this operation. (See CG solo airtel dated December 20, 
1961.) There were no names. 

: 
μάν: 
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mentioned and CG 5824-S* has not as ‘yet given any. thought to 

utilizing such a substitute. He has not given any thought to 
a substitute person because he desires to retain control of 
the Party apparatus and until such time as a need for a 
substitute occurs, the informant does not feel he should pur~ 

“pose to the CP-USA to bring any other individuals into the 

apparatus. He hag advised that when and if he suggests a 
name,he wants to be sure that this person can be controlled. 
by the Bureau and/or himself. 

4. The informant does not interpret the statenents: 
made by the Soviets to mean that NY 694-S* is not to be used in 
connection with future clandestine communications between the 
CP-SU and the CP-USA. ‘The informant pointed out that the 
language of his report refers specifically to "that present 
apparatus waintained by and built around Morris Childs." 
According to the informant, NY 694-S* is a most integral part 
of the CHILDS apparatus, Therefore, insofar as NY 694-S* is 
concerned, his status remains the same subject to the security 

. Jimitations placed on this operation by the Soviets. 

5, The informant has familiarized NY 694-S* with 
‘the complete details of his dealings with the Soviets insofar 
as the apparatus is concerned. 

6. With regard to item six, any statement would be 

purely speculative according to the source, Again, NY 694-58 

must im any travel,according to ‘the source, have the motivation 

᾿ developed either from the CP-USA, leadership or from the Soviet 

leadership, ‘bearing in mind at a1] times. that the CP-SU . 

knowing of the restrictions on the travel of other Communists 

Jeaders might question frequent travels by any of our informants 

known as CP members at the present time. It should be borne 

in mind that NY 694-S*, according to CG 5824~S*, is regarded 

mest highly by the Soviets. This has been’ emphasized and 

re-emphasized by the Soviets, the latest evidence of which was 

gubmitted to the Bureau on January 23, 1962, at the time when 

the New York informant was introduced to a new Russian contact 

and was told that the Soviets regarded his cipher work as 

excellent. | . : 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

With regard to the Bureau request that Chicago and 

New ‘York Sup ieee observations as to whether or not now is 

. ‘the time to utilize in'this operation, it is Chicago's ( ΤΡ 

feeling that New York which has the responsibility for handling 

this informant as well as NY 694-38} is in a better position to 

observe and recommend than is Chicago. - Chicago is not aware of 

the identity of this New York {nformant and does not have the conplet 

personal or CP background concerning him. Chicago in conformance , 

with the instructions set forth in N ‘letter to the 

Bureau of February 2, 1961, entitled 

[____} has not discussed this informant with CG 5824-S*. It 

ds felt, however, that before any positive steps are made in . 

the divection suggested by the Bureau, ‘that consideration 

should ‘be given by the Bureau and New York to filling in 

Chicago on the details with the view to possibly discussing 

the matter with CG 5824-S*. It is the further observation of 

this office, however, that the question of whether or not ‘this 

informant could be utilized for travel would, of course, be 

governed by the same nécessary precautions as_were _ jaced on 

the New York and Chicago informants provided | 7115. a 

ΟΡ member. If he is ἃ CP member, then some type of passport 

arrangements would have to be made for him to travel covertly 

ag do the other two informants engaged in this operation. 

This ‘would be necessary to avoid suspicion by the Party leader- 

ship since only within the pat few days FLYNN, JACKSON and Ὁ ἐν 

ARNOLD JOHNSON, among others, have reportedly been requested 

to give up their passports. 
. 7 

Summarizing, it can be stated that as a result of 

negotiations successfully conducted in Moscow by CG5824-S* in 

November, 1961, and subject to limitations of security which 

‘are the direct result of our Jaws, the position of the Solo , 

apparatus has ‘not changed in the eyes of the Russiand and :in 

the eyes of the American Party leadership. Af anything, as 

a result of this series of conversations in Moscow, the apparatus 

was expanded, it being noted that it now includes potential 

eontacts in Mexico and potential communications by secret 

' writing indirectly with the Soviets through drops. Chicago εὖ 

continues to be most optimistic concerning ‘the continued ΕΞ 

expanding potential for this operation. ' | | 
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bank account. In the event the conditions under which this —, 
account is monitored change at any time, the Bureau should be 
promptly etvivede SU) a 

NOTE ON YELLOW: = | . | ἢ 

‘purpose of this coverage was an effort to trace Solo funds. θὰ 

, is graratesds SKU 

| February 7, WR 

1 + Mr. Gurley aA 
bb 

SAC, Milwaukee (100-13539) 

Director, FBI (100-434378) 

: 

SECURITY MATTER - Ὁ ON 
| νη 

.1- " (Up ὁ. 1S-¢," ReCGairtel 2. 1-62 antitled CPUSA - Reserve ὁ Funds, I ~ 

Reairtel set sovtnLavetan mumbers of money which | Ν - 
CG 5824-5. waa to deliver to Peggy Dennis as ἃ subsidy from 2 ™. 
Communist Party, USA, reserve funda for the continuation a " 
the education LT) : 

Milwaukee should continue its coverage of subject's ἃ ̓  

In Septenber, 1961, Milwaukee arranged to provide 
coverage of the bank account "of Dennis in Milwaukee inasmuch as ἕ 
CG 5824-5} had provided Dennis with $1,700 from Solo funds, The | 

1-31-62 CG 5824-S* advised that Gus Hall, General Secreta 
nformant to deliver $2,000 to Pegey Dennis for 
Reairtel set forth serial numbers of this money buti: 

that offices receiving copies of the airtel should take ,»" 
το further affirmative action regarding the Dennis money pending 
further Bureau instructions, It is desired that Milwaukee continue 
to monitor subject's bank account so Tong as absolute security | 

1 - /100-3-102 | 
11- |100-428094 

7 
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. information came from σα 5824-5 
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money from th 

‘welcome any opportunity to justify his being ousted. If JACKSON 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-434819) | 1/31/62 - 

SAC, NY (200-248389)_ 

FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INC, 

(00: NY) 
im 

ag 

oh . 

* i 

f ReBulet to N¥ 1/24/62, 

1/30/62, SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON was in 
contact with Ne 94~-S* and the following information was 
furnished by es ermant relative to the furnishing of 

taka 
- 

” fund for the use of "Freedomways. 

The only persons aware of the transmittal of these 
funds for the use of “Freedomways" ‘are NY 694-S*, CG 5324-S* 
JAMES JACKSON and GUS HALL. Even BETHER JACKSON does not know 
because she was told that the money came from the Natlonal Office. 
The fact that the SOLO money was given to 'Freedomways"™ is 
highly secret because this arrangement was set up in Moscow 
several years ago by agreement between JAMES JACKSON and CG 582/-s* 
on the one side and the Soviets on the other. JACKSON would like .; 
to displace CG 5824-S* as the custodian of Soviet money and would 

YOO - 3 

should ever learn that ἀὸ 45 known that a large sum of money was 
given 'to "Freedomways"” by the cr he might infer that ἃ this 

ORIGINAL "COPY FILED Nf 
In view of the above information, the NYO believes 

that it would be unwise to set forth this information in an 
_investigative report. 

2 « Bureau ἘΠΕ ΜΗ 
\ ~ Chicago (134 
1 = NY (100-167 ee TACKSON) 418) 
1 - ΝΥ (100-18618)(ESTHER JACKSON) (415) | 
Δ - NY (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415) q/C0 -4,. 4.3 ΩΣ tf .- 1- NY 134-91) {τιν} 41) NOT.REGORDEA 1 - NY (100-244189) (415) | Mi FEB δ 1962 
IFO: KMD ~ | t 
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Callahan ΕΝ Ψ ΜΝ 

Trotter eet ee 

Tele, FROOM μασιν 

,, TAQTOM καρωνκνκανκννν, 
Gandy Peep eatgiieieiint, 

“TOls ON acnetennenirae . 

. T= Mr. Gurley 

BAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub F) February 6, 1962 | 

Director, FBI (100-%28091) _ | 

80 
᾿ : 

AL SECURITY ~ ¢ | 

On a continuing basis, Chicago is requested +t 
Submit to the New York Office one extra copy of its ° 
monthly letter regarding S0L0 funds. This copy should be designated for New York file 100-128861 which relates 
to Communist Party, USA - Funds ~ Reserve Funds, 

2 = New York (1 “ 100-2134637 Bub 4) 
(1 = 100=128861) 

1 = 100-3-102 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

In connection with the quarterly report on CPUSA © 
Funds ~ Reserve Funds, the New York Office has reported 
.information on funds received from abroad which have been 
received by and disbursed by NY 694=8*, The New York Office 
has not reported under this heading funds received by and 
disbursed by CG 5824-8* which funds that informant received 
from abroad. It is believed desirable that the funds received 
from abroad by CG 5824-S* be included in this report. 
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y roo-428001 τ [42 
Date? February 1, 1962 

To: Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
: Department of the Αὐτῶν 

rok 
| 

Attention: Chief, Security Division | 

Fromt John Edgar Hoover, Director ΕΝ ἮΝ 

| Subjects COMMUNIST ACTIVITIES IN LATIN AMERICA; 6. β 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, | : 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ¢_ 

Reference 15 made to your letter dated January 29, 
1962, your file ACSI-SC, the subject matter of which was 

: "Release of Information (Ὁ). This letter referred to an 
FBI report dated December 18, 1961, entitled "Communist 
Activities in Latin America" end an FBI report dated 
January 2, 1962, entitled "Communist Party, USA, International 
Relations, Internal Security ~ C" end requested that permission 
be granted for you to release information contained in those 
FEI documents to certain of your Latin-American contacts in 
Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru, 
Uruguay and Yenezuela. | 

RECORDED COPY FILED IN Cfo des 
In view of the sensitive nature of our sources who 

supplied the information contained in the above-mentioned 
| documents, permission to disseminate this information to your 
sources in Latin America is denied, — , 

z] MOTE ON YELLOW: . 
Classified "Secret" since our letter refers portions ° of the incoming letter from ACSI whichwas so claegh thes 

\ Information contained 4n our rebtt' entitled "Co t 
Activities Americ wren ine 

ὍΝ 7 f >12418/61 was f Shed by 1070 
, Belmont nana Informant a hig Ge ilaprerfioraant att pea θὰ y* " | | Βα menor Mextoo City. This informant is opera on ἐκ Ὁ basis by 

a TH 202 BH py | | Yalmetcccc, 2 ~ 64-200-307 (Communist Activities in’Latin America) : / 
“ROS N οικωνανανωαν : "" 

΄ ΐ ἘΜΙΣΣΣΣΙΣ ἸΔΘτοᾶδο LO . NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE TWO Ve, 
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Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence 
_ Department of the Army 

| NOTE OW YELLOW CONTINUED: 
: Information referred to in ACSI letter entitled 

"CPUSA International Relations, Internal Security - Cc" 
dated 1/2/62 refers to information supplied by CG 5824-s* 
while this informant was on SOLO Mission 10 and was ΝΕ 
information informant had obtained in Moscow, Russia, from 
delegates from various Latin-American countries to the : 
Pend Congress, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
October, 1961. We would lose all control of this _ 
information which was classified “Syeret” if we allow 
ACSI to use it as “trading material" and furnish it to 
representatives of the governments of the listed Latin~ 
American countries. We should not needlessly risk exposure 
of our informants in this instance. For this reason, 
permission for ACSI to so disseminate is denied, 
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The Attorney General February 12, 1962 

- Mr, Belmont 

- Mr. Sullivan 
- Mr. Evans ᾿ 
~ Mr. Baumgardner 
- Mr. Branigan 
~ Mr. Donahoe 
- Mr. Gurley 

Director, FBI 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERMATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

el ee με μὰ μὰ μὰ 

t 

On February 8, 1963, κα source which has 
furnished reliable information in the past supplied 
the following. | ᾿ : 

A Hoviet official in the United δέαϊξοα has 
stated that the Central Committes of the Communist 
Party, Soviet Union, contemplates immediately notifying 
the Communist Party, ἘΞΑ, officially that a vigorous 

ign against the NeCarran Act will be instituted 

NeCarran Act made to Attorney General Robert F. Zz τι 
im every country in which he will travel on his cerrent ὦ Ὁ 

tour. | oS 
᾿ . “MW 

Because of the sensitive nature of our Cty > ~D 
we have classified this communication "ἘΠΕ ." Hz 8 | 

. 7 . - 

 2θ0-428091 2 = a 
zz τῷ 

1 + The Deputy Attorney General 
Sf - , 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

wyfhis information set forth in New York airtel 2/8/62 
entitled'Solo) IS-C." Information obtained by NY 694-S* from 
his Soviet contact, Valentin Zaitsev, Counselor, Soviet Mission 
to United Nations. Classified '‘Sj0§Séeret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information “could reveal the identity of. 
NY 694-S*, who is of continuing value, and such revelation “se. 
could result in exceptionally grave danger to tHe Nation. 
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FROW: 

ON ΕΠ Ὲ my 

Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Branigan 
Mr. Donahoe 
‘Liaison 
Mr. Gurley fel μὴ μὰ 8π| μὰ et μὲ 11 February 12, 1962 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Dean Rusk | 
The Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C. 

My deayr Ἐπ. Rusk: 

On February 3, 1963, a source which has 
furnished reliable inforsation in the past supplied 
the following. . 

A Soviet official in the United States has 
stated “that the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party, Soviet Unica, contemplates immediately notifying 
the Communist Party, USA, officially that a v 
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“Polson 
Belmont υρισρεννλννποαμτσύνοις 

ΜΟῊΣ μυρνμυρυνιννμυνίαι 

La lfahan κπαυωκάαμωνς 

TON sanecinmernann 

DeLowch ΤΡ ἢ 

Evens seeseneeseinc 

_ compa 
in the Boviet Usion. 

igorous 
cists agnuinat the NeCarran Act will be instituted 

In this connection, the Soviet 
Union is taking steps to have protests against the 
MoCarran Act made te Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy 
ia every country in which he will travel on his current 
our. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
᾿ we have classified thie communication 

This iaformation is being furnished to othér interested 
officiais of the Government. 

100~428091 Sincerely yours, 
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entitled@soloy IS - Ὁ." Information obtained:by NY 694-St . ~ 
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ikGd Nations. Classified. ' because 
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HAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) February 9, 1962 

PERSORAL ATTENTION 
Ly | Director, FBI (100~428091) 
ς ee ᾿ 1. - Mr. Belmont 
rf Ge . 1 - Mr. Sullivan 

-- 01 ’ 1 - Administrative Division 
JWT ERMAL SECURITY -— £ | Ζ «-Mr, Baumgardner 

1 - Mr. Gurley 

The Bureau feels that the outstanding contribu- 
tions afforded to the success of captioned operation by 
(α 5024-8 are deserving of special recognition. There 
ἀπ enclosed an appropriate letter addressed to the inform- 
ant under his true identity. You are to personally deliver 
this letter to the informant and afford him the opportunity 
to read it. The letter should then be brought back by you 
to the Chicago Office whore it is to be retained in the 
safe. Uader no circumstances are you *8 relinguish control 
of this letter at any tine. | 

In addition to the above, the Bureau feels that 
the manner in which the informant discharged hia duties 
in connection with Solo Mission Busber 10 is deserving of 
recognition in the form of a cash award over and above his 
authorized remuneration. At the time the above-mentioned 
letter λα delivered to the informant, authority is granted 
herewith to furnish him a cash avard ain the anount of ‘one 

. thousand dollars. 

ca Any pertinent observations whick you may have 
Ἢ relative to the reaction of our informant to this letter 

a amd cash award showld be made available to the Bureau. ΚῚΣ Ζ ra st 

. τῷ 

See memo Baumgardner to Sullivan dated 27 3 
Cif nm captioned "Solo, Internal Security - ΣΥΝ " δ ΚΟ, 

- ἡ 
“Polson 
Belmont 

Moke = χα. , Johnson (6221 18) 
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1... Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
Δ - Administrative Division 
1 - Mr, Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Gurley 

Fabruary 9, 1962 

SY) J, Me. Morris Childs 
Apartment 404 
take Meadows 600 
401 Kast 32ad Street 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Childs: 

I wish to take this occasion to expresa ny 
~perwenni appreciation for the valuable accomplishnenta 
of your ποσὶ recent mission and to voice my sincere 
adairation for the outstanding service you have ren- 
dered. The results of your endeavors have been per ᾿ 
wonaliy reviewed by me and have received appropriate 
consideration at the highest level cf our Goveranent. 

| Your purseuni devotion to patriotic duty 
without regard for -personst health and safety was 
neceasary in order to effect these accomplishnents. 
You should feel proud of your contributions in assist- 
ing in the preservation of the internal security of 
our country and I commend you for your many 
sacrifices uade in this regard. 

I have inatructed xy personal representative 
to present you the sum of $1,000 as an expression of | , 
appreciation for the meritorious manner in which-you::. , 
carried out this assignuent. we RECT y, , | : 

Sincerely yours, My ΖΞ τ ᾽ 179 | 7 
ΝΣ 2, Edgar, Hoover om com af | 

{ fe 168 y MDBW, ay 45 ΓΕΒ L852 
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February 9, 1962 

Mr. Morris Childs 
Apartment 404 
Lake Neadows 600 
601 East 32nd Street 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Childs: 

ΟΣ wish to take this occasion to express ny 
appreciation for the valuable acocuplishnents of your 

most recent wiasion and to voice my sincere admiration 

for the outstanding service you have rendered. 
yeaulta ef your endeavors have been reviewed by ne and 

have received appropriate consideration at the highest 
level of our Government. ᾿ 

Your devotion to patrietic duty without regard 

for health and safety was necessary in order to effect 

these accomplishnuents. You should feel proud of your 

contributions in assisting in the preservation of the 

d4nuternal security of our country and I commend you for 
your many sacrifices made in this regard, 

I have instrusted my personal representative 

to present you the sun οὗ $1,000 as an expression of 

appreciation for the meritorious manner in which you 

carried eut this assignuent. 

Sincerely yours, 

ee eee? 
a i. νων" 

μαστοῖς Ἐπ 

ὟΝ oe 

eee 
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OPTION FORM NO, 10 mcrae mee 
50h θήν 

UNITED STATES E ENT 4 

Memora *’ n 

τὸ ~ f)~\ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: ANS 2 1962 

ReBulet dated January 19, 1962, captioned as 
above, raising certain questions as to individuals (former 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) members living abroad) on 
whom CG 5824-S* furnished information indicating that some 
of these were dissatisfied with living in the Soviet Union 
and/or Socialist states. 

The questions raised in reBulet were discussed in 
detail with CG 5824-S* on January 29, 1962. The informant 
at that time stated that he had reported his impressions of 
the status and state of mind of these people to the Bureau 
because™e felt that the Bureau or another intelligence 
agency Mghthave some thoughts on a long range program 
wherein~sucéfenformation could ‘possibly be of value. He 
restated that he has ‘no personal interest, whatsoever, in 
these “tndividuals or in playing any role of getting these 
peoplétoutig countries for humanitarian, propaganda, or hy 
othe gés unless the Bureau or some other agency has 
in i mis ΔῈ its fight against international Communism, 
an oM@pralfZntelligence program which would be of benefit 
to the United States, He stated that he considers these 
people as traitors to thelr country and his only interest 
in them is to use them,if they can be used, to benefit the 
country as a whole, 

The informant recalled the history of his contacts 
with American Communists living abroad. He recalled ‘that 
more than a year ago, after a Solo mission, the informant 
‘discussed the complaints of certain American Communists who 
axe living abroad with GUS HALL. These people had been 
contacted by CG 5824-S* as a CP official or vice versa the 
individuals, through channels, requested contact with oe 

A La for a variety of reasons mes the raising of ‘funds, 
4 

4 yh heen - 



0G 134-46, Sub B 

the collection of dues, etc. These contacts were made, as 
indicated,in most cases on the instructions of the American 
CP leadership. The discussion with HALL of more ‘than a year 
ago, in general, consisted of a summarization by CG 5824-5* 
of the complaints of the American Communists abroad with 
whom he had been in contact, which complaints, in effect, 
were that they are living in these Socialist countries as 
alien Américans, not as members of the CP, USA nor as members 
‘af the OP of the country of domicile. As such, their com- 
plaints were that they were not ‘being correctly treated, that 
they were in some cases mistreated because they felt they 
were entitled to the privileges of CP members in the country 
where they lived. 

In clarifying this position, the informant pointed 
out that CP members of Socialist countries and of the Soviet 
Union, in particular, enjoy privileges, including pension 
rights and other such privileges, which the normal citizen 
of such countries does not enjoy. | 

In these conversations, the informant detailed to 
HALL how certain people were mistreated by the country of their 
current domicile and, in some cases, he, the informant, even 
went so far as to tell HALL that these people did not feel — 
they were making as full a contribution to the international 
Socialist movement as they might if they were permitted to 
leave their country of ‘domicile and went elsewhere even to 
the point of returning’to America. The informant emphasized 
that none of these people were stupid in that they are old 
trained Communists and ‘they would not openly discuss their 
political feelings indicating a break with the Socialist 
ideology. On the contrary, al] made their statements to hin, 
knowing that he was a CP official, knowing that he would 
transmit whatever they said and, therefore, put' their remarks 
on a strictly ideological plane, Informant explained that 
he meant that all of their remarks were directed to the idea 
that aS Socialists, meaning Communists as well, they, in their 
present residence and/or duties, were of the feeling that 
they were not making their fullest possible contribution to 
Secialism and that, therefore, perhaps they would be in a 
petter position to make such contribution 11 they were 
assigned elsewhere. Informant advised, however, that as ‘you 
talk to people about their problems for hours at a time as 

a trained listener, you detect many things by innuendo and 
Sherwise which cause the trained persone such aS himself 

“πω 2 = i 



0G 134-46, Sub B 

who is experienced’ as a Communist and who has gone through 
a break with the Communist ideology, +o conclude that things. 
might be happening in a person's state of mind which go 
beyond ideological reasons for a desire to leave a Socialist 
country, It was based upon such conversations and such con- 
clusions derived from lengthy experience that some of the 
remarks of the informant were incorporated into previous 
memoranda submitted, . a 

The informant further stated that an line with his- 
custom, upon his return to this country he first of all fur- 
nished this information to the Bureau in the hope that it could 
be of assistance. Also, in line with his duties, in January, 

|} 1962, be reported on his contacts to GUS ALL. 

The informant again, going back ‘to his conversations | 
with HALL a little more than a year ago, recalled that HALL 
at that time told the informant that most Socialist countries 
de not give the Party status and privilegés to Americans living 
abroad in thelr countries. HALL at that time told the informant 
that since these Socialist countries do not give the American 
CP status, the CP, USA will hereafter, if the comrade is in 
good standing with the CP, USA, continue to keep the comrade 
on the rolls of the CP, USA, collect the-comrade's dues, and 
advise the Socialist. countries of the good status ‘of these 
American comrades with their own American cP. 

This has continued to be. among the duties of CG 5824-S* 
on éach of his Solo missions. He has been instructed to meet, 
as a Communist official, with these individual comrades,, to talk 
with them, to hear their conplaints, to collect their dues, to 
‘transmit personal messages to their families and thereafter to 
report back to HAUL. 

In January, 1962, the “dnfornant utilized an eight- 
day stay in Chicago by HALL to again digcuss the problems of 
American Communists living abrmd with HALL, since he had seen 
them, heard their complaints, received dues and contributions, 

. and had again taken. their personal messages. 

Regarding this point, informant again emphasized 
to the contacting agent that these complaints from American 
Communists living abroad are made by experienced people in 
the Communist movement who are living in hostile countries 

~- 3 = 



where there is no opportunity to voluntarlly leave and that, 
therefore, all of thair comments were put to him as a CP 
official on an ideologi¢al basis as one CP; USA member speaking 
and complaining to an American Communist ‘leader concerning 
mistreatment by a CP in another Socialist country. He stated 
that no where in the conversations with these people was it 
outspokenly said that they questioned the Socialist ideology} 
that they ‘Knew better than to make suth remarks as they were 

dinterested in help from the American Party and could not. 
expect help if they indicated shey were questioning the 
Socialist idealogy. 

In January, 1962, the. informant told HALL of the 
. plight of the CRAPMANS:as they relayed it to him, of the question 

of the STERNs concerning their son's draft status, and discussed 
others of lesser siznificance: HALL'S. immediate reply was 
"Bring them back," The informant, in explaining HALL's attitude, 
stated that HALL's overall cold thesis is that--"Bring them. 
back--we will use then"--this, according to the informant, 

‘ds purely-.a selfish position on the part of HALL, not grounded 
on humanitarianism or anything else, . HALL has, according to 
source, always frowned upon people dn the: Communist movement 
who request to live abroad in the Socialist countries. On 

| | these people he takes the position that he needs them here 
! and he does not want them abroad. 

CG 5824-S* detailed to HALL, CHAPMAN's story of being 
held almost in a status of incomminicado by the Russians for a 
period of time~-also, how he was later given Czech papers by 
the Russians and sent to Czechoslovakia where he was considered 
an American alien and actually mistreated by the Czechs, particularly 

| by (FNU) SOBATKA, He also related to HALL how CHAPMAN's wife 
| cried because she had been away from her relatives, etc, HALL, 

| at this point, according to the informant, said "To hell with: ite 
let's bring them back even though they may have to spend a few 
years in jail," The informant, of course, said that. HALL's 
yemarks were conditioned on the fact that first of all these 
people would request to come back and secondly that they would 
request to come back to the United States, HALL did not indicate 

. What recommendations he would make if the individual asked for 
| a recommendation from the CP, USA to influence, for example, 
! the Czech Party to pexmit. an American Communist Party member 

to go from Czechoslovakia to Poland to work, 

~ 40 
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Source advised that HALL has been aware of the 
treatment of American Communists abroad and the failure 
of CPs abroad to fully utilize the talents of American 
Communists for some time. Source stated that this infor- 
mation has come to HALL's attention from briefings of a. 
large number of CP travellers who have visited with these 
people as well as from himself, Insofar as HALL's remark 
to "Bring them back~-if they so request” is concerned, 
gource advised that this must be considered as a general 
Party policy or order and that specifically it applies to 
CHAPMAN and his wife. However, source advised that -he 
plans to be very passive in carrying out the general order, 
particularly regarding CHAPMAN, In this regard, certain 
inter-Party protocol must be followed in all of these cases, 
according to the source. The procedure is that such request 
must be initiated by the CP, USA and directed to the CP of 
the country in which the ‘person resides. ‘These requests 
must he made in a most tactful manner by a CP, USA official 
to the Party officialsin the country where the individual | - 
resides, It would be made by the CP, USA on the basis that 
the CP, USA is asking for the release of the comrade from 
assignment in Party ‘work in his country of domicile because 
the CP, USA needs his services in its own Party work, 

. In the case of the CHAPMANs, the cP of Czechoslovakia, 
because CHAPMAN occupies a leading position ‘in the Czech 
Academy in ‘the literary field, may indicate in oral conversa~ 
tion a desire to retain CHAPMAN's services. In this case, 
under normal Party protocol, the CP, USA would then not | 
formally further pursue the request and, in fact, would drop 
the request immediately. On the other hand, if the Czech 
Party would orally not indicate strong objection, then the 
CP, USA official, on behalf of the CP, USA, would draft δ᾽ 
formal written request to the CP of Czechoslovakia, asking 
for the individual's release. 

The informant stated that in ‘the case of CHAPMAN 
such request should be made by him, the informant, directly 
and in person ‘to the Czech CP or in the alternative by another 
CP, USA official who might be travelling abroad and who might 
algo be in a position for a personal contact, The informant 
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emphasized that HALL placed no timetable on CHAPMAN or any 
other American comrades who might be living abroad nor did 
he mention other comrades living abroad who might also be 
considered for possible return at this time. 

The informant stated that he, himself, is and 
will continue to be extremely passive in carrying out the 
overall general order of the Party in this matter and can, 
in his opinion, postpone a follow-up almost indefinitely. 
In the meantime, events may cause HALL to rescind any such 
order, At any rate, the source states that there will be 
no compulsion in the Party order, insofar as CG 5824-S* is 
concerned, until and unless he, CG 5824-S*, travels abroad 
and currently there are no pending plans for such travel. 
Repeating, he stated that he regards the HALL ‘remarks as 
in the nature of a general Party order without specific, 
immediate mandatory instructions and that for that reason, 
CG 5824-S* feels he can be extremely passive in the whole 
matter and will not act unless and until the general order 
becomes a specific one, which the informant, as: Ὁ disciplined 
Communist, must then follow through on. 

. The informant stated that of course he recognizes 
the interest of the government in these matters and is open. 
to any suggestions that would afford benefit to the govern= 
ment. He points out further, ‘however, that the policy 
outlined by HALL, of returning American Communists from abroad 
if their talents. are not being fully utilized by the Party 
of domicile and if they request reassignment, is a general . 

' policy, and HALL may at any time invoke it without the source's 
knowledge by utilizing other CP personnel who are travelling 
abroad to make the necessary protocol requests. Informant 
points out that HALL could do ‘this without even discussing 
such matters with him. Source, however, considers this as 
a remote possibility in view of his, HALL's, reliance on 
the informant's judgment on.all matters in the Anternational — 
Comminist field at present, 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 

The informant, continuing, explained that it is 
his understanding that CPs abroad have almost a general 
policy (there are Some axceptions) of not admitting American 
Conmunists, even though they were in good status in the 
Anéerican Communist movement, into their own CPs. CP 
nembership in these countries, according to the informant, 
gives many privileges not enjoyed by the non-Communist 
people of the country or the residents of the country who 
are mewbers of CPs of other countries, for example, the 
United States. He noted that many of these people, that is 
the Anerican Communists living abroad, are finding Jiving 
in these countries much more difficult. than they had. 
anticipated: so they complain ‘to American Communist leaders 
that as long as they are considered as foreigners in these 
countries, they are handicapped in making their full con- 
tributions to Socialism. . . 

It is believed that: the above background and 
explanations amplify previous communications on this matter. 
However, specifically, the questions raised in reBulet are . 

. being answered hereinafter, |. 

‘ 1) On the question of whether or not the informant 
. Suspects entrapment designed by the Soviets to test him, the 

informant has stated that HALL bas been given all the facts, 
and views thelr complaints understandingly as the complaints 
of loyal American Communists to their leadership concerning 
treatment by the CP of another! country. This report, in sno 
‘way, related to a break in ddeology of the type which HALL 
should report to the USSR or the satellite country. The 
Adnformant also points out that there is no entrapment because 
these incidents happened in many isolated areas, from Russia 
to Czechoslovakia, and he sees no connection with one to the 
other. He aiso points out that he is still given all the 
secrets of the entire apparatus operation and is handling 

- the most confidential items. He is unable to reconcile any 
entrapment efforts with his present status, 

. 2) With regard to the possible disruptive measure 
that could result if HALL made these facts known to the Soviets, 
which might Cause these individuals to voluntarily leave Russia, 
the informant repeats that no one voluntarily leaves Russia. 
The informant further pointed out that in view of HALL's sympa- 
thetic attitude regarding these individuals and the desire to 
bring them back and the lack of any basic ideological deviations 
on their part, there appears to be little likelihood that ‘he 
would be inclined to discuss such matters with CPs of domicile 
countries οἱ phese individuals, Accordingly, little possibility 
exists tha LL would be inclined towards ἢ ‘ 
individuals at this time. owards ‘harassment of these 
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_ This office will continue to carefully watch 
every phase of this operation and will make such recom- 
mendations as appear feasible and appropriate based upon 
its knowledge of ‘the informant's capabilities and ‘in the 
light of the experience in handli : Ἕ ng this operation during 
the past ten years. 
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Monorable ἢ. Keaneth Ὁ Donneli 
Bpecial Assistant to the President 

Ὁ The Naite Mouse 
Vash fagton, BC. C. 

iy dear Ἐν. O' Donnell: 

Βε On February 8, 1063, a source which has 
' fdrnighed reliable information in the past supplied 

. the following. 

“7 & Sowlet official in the United States has 
- stated that the Central Committee of the Communist 
" Party, Soviet Union, contemplates inmediately notifying 
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CUnion:is taking steps to have protesta against the ; 

| MoCarran Act made to Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy | - 
fours 7 une? ἐκ widen be wilh Gravel on'his. current 
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ὌΠ ἢ Because of the sensitive nature of our source, | 

we -have: classified this communication "Sip. 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk and other intereste 
agencies have been ion ΟὟ 206. ἜΣΤΙ : 

100-428001 | a "14 3 141962 
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“ SAC, New York | February 8, 1962 : 

Director, FBI 

| ζέξόιω | | ERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 
| _ Por copPietion of your records, copies of the plain text, cipher text-and work sheet for ‘the message beginning NO4435, « <t! are enclosed, & message was enclphered per telephone call from ASAC Donald Ἐκ Roney on 2/6/62 and furnished - to him telephonically on the ‘same date, \ 

Enclosure (2) 

Ul Nowpsjlee συ 
Peete 78 

᾿ | 0) ΓΝ UAE LEI - ᾿ 
ΝΣ yo FEB λ4 1965 : 



EBS wuCuTVu) YOUR ANSWERS ON SODULL (repeat) SOBEL OUR x 
REPLY FORTHCOMING. , 

04435 15330 74099 91185 $4943 90841 98163 23453 17261 31334 
31769 67973 39027 04542 16263 $2764 01465 44429 92163 58132 



‘DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405) 2/6/52 

SAC, NEW YORK (55-17596) 

TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED 
BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 

ReNYlet dated 1/30/62, wierein was set Porth a 
bartial analysis of tne $150,000 received by NY GO4-5* 
on 12/22/61, from VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY for use of the ΟΡ, 
oA. | 

Asrelet indicated, tie total of $150,000 consisted 
of 2,97 notes of $50 denomination ($149,350), ὃ of 
denomination ($600.00) and 5 notes of $10" denomination (350.00). 

When the above $10 and $100 notes vere inserted 
into tie index of OP and Soviet bloc espionage money 
maintained in captioned case, no patterns of sequence were 

“noted. 

. od F 

When the $50 notes were inserted, no sequence 
patterns of any interest were noted in 11 of tne 12 Federal 
Reserva Districts (FRD). 

| Wie San Franelseo FRD (SFFRD), however, refleoted 
numerous patterns of serlalization between tie above money 
and money previously recovered, mainly by the CP. 

Several examples are aS follows: 

Tue asterlsk denotes the above πόθον, 

‘Serial Number Recwered By 

Lolia22/0A ε | 

Difference 35. " 2 ae ~ LAS Uf ~ 

HOT RECORDED: 
Ae Buxeau (65-654987" : . 

(1+ 100-3-63) (¢ | | | A FUNDS) eens oe 1- New YorX™:(100-134637) (Sono) _ en 
- New Yoru (100-4590) (CP, USA FUNDS) 
l= New, York O5-17690) 

LMspr 
(1) al os 
ΕΒ 1SMoRy 

ORIGINAL FILED IN 



NY 0605-17646 

serlal Number Recovered Dy 

102520307 A cP 
HOA * 

Pitference 41 

LO2698T705A 3 cP 
TO5A CP 
TO4A CP 
S89A cP 
G&3A cr 

GB1A * 
bO9A ' OP 

Dirferences7 and 12 

WAT 5534 CP 
GA * 

Diiterence ἡ 

TO4L71 8404 * 
AZA CP 

frerence 27 

In inserting tne above $50 notes into tLe index 
anotier pattern of significance was noted in SFFRD money. 

As the Bureau will recall, tids offiee in prior 
communications, notably Nylet of 6/30/o1, advised tuat on 
infrequent oceasons Soviet officials from tiie USSR, UN 
Delegation, GLO Park Avenue, NYC, hand carry money 
(principally $50 and $100 notes) to tne bani: and exchange 
then for notes of smaller denomination. In tue instance 
gited above (N¥let dated 6/30/61) the amount consissed of 
37,000. 

Because of the gusplelous nature of suci 
transactions, tuls office has made a practice of recording 

~2~ 



ΝΥ 65-17696 ΝΞΟ -" 

the identity of the notes turned in by the Soviets 
for exchange and inserting them into the index labied 
85 suspected Soviet espionage money. 

When the $50 notes received by Ny 694-S%on 
12/22/61,. were inserted into the SFFRD section of the 
index, numérous patterns of sequence were noted. iith ᾿ 
the above suspected Soviet esplonage money. Several 
examples are as followa: 

| Serial Number Recovered By 

LOOSTOTSIA | oo | 
SSA Exchanged ; 

| “SarTérence 164 Ν ᾿ ' : 

LOLGLAGS2A Exchanged 

ΙΝ mchanged 22. ' &xcnang 
Differences 19 and 6 

LO1615884A _ Exchanged 
‘GSTA at 

| 500A ' Exchanged : a, | 
Ditrerences 177 and 167 

 102306317A ἢ cP _ 
279A * 

Exchanged ΝΞ 006A, 
Differences 38 and 273 

ΝΕ Due to the limited number of $50 notes contained 
in the SFFRD portion of the index, tnis office considers 
the above near sequences to be more than a coincidence, 

tf the above assumption is correct (and 10, would | 
appear to be so becauge of the sequences) we now have «nowledge ᾿ 

1 

Ν 3 —_ i 

f 



NY 65-17695 

that the Soviets ohtaln money not only from Moscow 
for direct payment to their informants but also obtain | 
NY bank money λοι they undoubtedly give to Anformants. 

In an effort to deunteract this procedure; 
this office, will in the future, attempt to obtain the 
ddentification of notes given to the Soviets by ‘the 
bank dn exenange, 

AS previously polnted out, However, this 
procedure on the part of the Soviets 15 anfrequent, | 

Ag reclplent offices are aware, the above 
$0,000 was exchanged at a local bank in NY fox 

$150,000 in $20.00 notes. 

The identification of the 20,00 notes have 
been recorded and inserted into the index maintained . 
in captioned case, labeled as CP excnanged money. 

Aoove forinformation. 



| | | | al - Mr. Gurley 

“SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) — ‘February 14, 1962 

Director, FSI (100-428091) 

Ciro) 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ ς 

Gr Re Chicago airtel 1/3/62 in captioned matter 
| which enclosed photographs of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, | 

Janes E. Jackson, Henry Winston and George Meyers which 
had been made during the course of the 22nd Congress, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

It is requested that Chicago forward to the 
Bureau the negatives of the above photographs. These 
negatives will be returned to Chicago promptly. | ee 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 3 nd 

These negatives desired so that enlarged 
photographs may be made for use as lecture material 
before In-Service and new Agents classes. 

ΜΝ ΓΝ ποῖα πω 

“TOls00 φανωννπνμονννον 

Belmont κωνννικωνι wt “ο- μενα 2). 
19 FEB 14 1962’ 

sed Tom /' re of 
M τεύστυρε unit Lo ee MAIL ROO ν ἢ 



TO 

f om 

a , ΜΝ 

OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10 46 ' Φ 
4 UNITED STATES ‘GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

‘Mr, W.-C, saved pate: February 12, 1962 

Mr. F. J, Baungardnon foe 

wid Goro 
_“ENTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

By airtel 2-9-62, the New York Office advised 
that NY 694-S* advised that date that Valentin. Zaitsev, 
Counselor, Soviet Mission to the United Nations, and 
informant's. Soviet contact, visited informant's office 
at ‘noon:2-9-62, This visit amounted to a leisurely 
inspection by Zaitsev of the office, including looking 
over the'jproducts handled by informant in our cover 
‘company ‘and a determination whether or not anyone can 
look into the office from neighboring buildims. 
Informant's office is located at 50 Broad Street, 
New York City, 
ore r,t 1 asd 

* 

᾿ After checking on the number of exits to the 
building, Zaitsev indicated that he was well satisfied 
with the results of his inspection. He told informant 
that in the future, in connection with meets in the 
building requiring conversation, he would telephonically 
communicate with informant first and informant then should 
meet him in the stairwell of the building, 

ACTION: 

For information. In view of the clandestine 
nature of this meeting and the clandestine apparatus built 
around informant, this information is not being disseminated, 

100-428091 | 

1 - Mr. Belmont | “ : 1 - Mr. Sullivan 2 ‘ Of, on 
Ἐ ΤῊΣ Bogarde ΤᾺΣ ἀκφαπαν, 2222. - * a 1g ' “96- Lf : A 

1 - Mr. J, D, D = . 4 PE EBoame 4 %9| /pool M2400] 922- 
ee gel “G4 

Belmo ΡΙΨΡΌΘΌΨΗ 

Mohr . 
ci] πω 

nrad 

DeLoach 
“Evons ἃ ᾿ 

9 FEB Ags i962 

LX 
Τοϊξοῦ .............. 

Malone 
Re sen Ee 

Sullivan 
Tavel ΡΕΕΝΙΘΝΕΡΝΝΕΡΙΒΕΜΝΉΡΥΝΙ 

Trotter eee 



DECLASGIVICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED PROS: 

FL AITUHATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE O9-d9-2011 

ἘΣ: 
1. Mr, Besmunt 

1 = Mr. Sullivan 
1 = ir, Baungardner 
] = Mr, Branigan 

1 - Mr, Donahoe 
1 - Liaison 
1 - dr, Gurley 

February 12, 1962 

ly BY LIARSOR 

Honorable John A. NeCone ! 2 %, 
Director : ve |v " 3 
Central Intelligence Agency wv y { G5 
Adninistration Building yey oni 

Washington, ἢ, ¢. Ν 

eo Ὁ 

ily dear Mr, NeCone: 2s 
3 gf 
row On February 8, 1962, a aource which hes 

furnished reliable ioformation in the past supplied 
the following. 

A Soviet official in the United States has 
atated that the Central Comittee of the Communist 
Party, Soviet Union, contemplates imxediately notifying 
the Communist Party, U8A, officially that a vigorous 
campaign against the HeCarran Act will be instituted 
in the-Zoviet Union. In this connection, the Soviet ; 
Uolon is taking steps to have protests against the Jp 
licCarrap! Act made to Attorney Genera} Robert ¥, Kennedy ἀν ἢ 
in every country in which he will travel on hie current 
tour, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
ye have classified this conmunication ἘΠ 

‘The information 18. being furnished to other my 
ἦι * officials of the Government. a ee Bi 

100-428091 ‘Sincerely han 
NOTE ON YELLOW: "" Wg Feb 15 WH 

Belmont τας set forth in New York airtel 0/62 
ee entitled olo, 18. μὴ Information obtained ἀμ 694° 
cand AEB veda apa Valentin daitsev Coupselor, Soviet Mission 
DeL.oach to United Nations, Classified Ἔξ 
a disclosure of this information could reveal the identity ΟἹ. 
Rosen NY 694-8*, who is of continuing value, afd such revelation 
‘ullivan 
wie gould result in exceptionally grave gangér to the Nation, Bee ef 

A 

Telson —__ 
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